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DANCE de LUXE
MONDAY NIGHT
TEMPLE HALL
And His

ARCADIANS”

“ROYAL

This is the orchestra that made such a hit at the Forty Club Dinner
Dance
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

SPECIAL DANCE
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
TUESDAY,

MARCH

3

KIRK’S 8-PIECE ORCHESTRA
NUMBER DANCES

BALLOON DANCES

SPECIAL PRIZE DANCES
TICKETS 50 CENTS AND 25 CENTS
26-lt

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT]!
e can’t stop raving about “Cimarron"!
Everybody seems to be talking about this
picture; everybody wants to see it; every
body talks about it alter seeing it. It’s
a history-maker for this industry, if there
ever was one. It's the wonder picture of
the talking picture era and will go down
in history as the comparison by which
all future outdoor productions will be
gauged. It's a production that holds its
spectators spellbound. It sweeps you oil
your feet while you view it and you re
main engrossed for days after you leave
the theatre in its magnitude; in its com
pleteness; in its minuteness of detail and,
yet, which does not retard its movement;
its fine acting and its perfect direction.
“Cimarron" is a picture that lives. It will
give new impetus to public interest in mo
tion pictures. It should be played at every
theatre in every hamlet and city in the
world.
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YOUR
LAST

CHANCE
TO
HEAR

DR. NEIGHBOUR
In the Special Meetings at the
BAPTIST

FIRST

To Be Shown At The

CHURCH

10.30
“IF CHRIST SHOULD COME TO CHURCH”

STRAND
THEATRE

.
/
300
"THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES: OR IS MUSSOLINI THE
ANTICHRIST?"
7.15

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

“ALMOST, BUT—”

COME TO CHURCH ON SUNDAY

Continuous Show Monday
2.00 to 10.30 to accommodate our patrons

JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager

+1

BALL

Lessons
In Class or Private, All Grades
Kindergarten, 4 to 7 years
Junior, Senior and Advanced
Pupils
Four in a Class
50c Per Hour
Private Lessons, $1.00 per half hour
Pupils learn lo play quickly and
easily by the PERFIELD 6YSTEM.
Ail applications received before
March 5 will receive first lesson
Free of Charge.

MABEL F. LAMB
100 Limerock Street
Tel. 786-M

Rockland

26“ It
r

y

GUARD

COAST

Piano

HEA'

TONIGHT
At

TEMPLE HALL
Dancing From 8.00 To 12.00

Kirk’s Orchestra
50 CENTS

PUBLIC BRIDGE

Auspices Universalist Candy Table
Committee
AT COPPER KETTLE
THURSDAY EVG, MARCH 5
at 7.30
Tickets 50c

S

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO INSPECT

SAFELY!

A Display of Spring Woolens
Presented By

The best modern residences are rapidly chang
ing to the clean, efficient oil heat—but there has

arisen the menace of damage from smoke.
*

Michaels-Stern
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3-4

Consequently in answer to a consistent demand

we are offering at a very low cost a supplemental
insurance on

From

Mr. Arthur J. VanZandt
OF MICHAELS, STERN & COMPANY, ROCHESTER

SMOKE

Oil

DAMAGE
Heating

Plants

WILL THEN BE AT THIS STORE

TO ACCEPT ORDERS FOR CLOTHES
MADE TO YOUR SPECIAL MEASUREMENTS

Ask Us For Information

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
14 School Street

Rockland

Tel. 293

CURTIS-LAND

•••
Keep your fears to yourself, •••
T„
, . .
, , . .
.
,
.
By a rearrangement of train
In the course of his vacation last tor and feted as an honored guest.
but share your courage with
schedules effective next Monday, summer Dion E. Woolley of Mt. Ver- This playlet made a decided hit.
others.—Stevenson.
•••

SUNDAY

►

IN

Volume 86.................. Number 26

SEEING FLORIDA

GEORGIA MINSTRELS

•••••••
Two Rockland Boys Winter- Entertainment Proved That
Means Departure
Writer For “The Fossil Picks Up Lots Of Interesting
ing At L^ke Worth Telj of
Ap of C M p Co;s Live
Rockland At 5.25
Information About Cyrus H. K. In Miami
Explorations
i Wires Are Not On Poles
Instead of 5.35

.«. persons using the “State of Maine”
express between Portland, New York,
Philadelphia and Washington, will
PLENTY O’ MILK
have close connections at Portland
from points on the Maine Central’s
Red Cross Nurses Express lower road between Bangor and
Portland; also between Rockland
Appreciation of Fine Pub and Portland.
On and after Monday, there will be
lic Spirit
a wait of only 20 minutes on week! days at Portland before the de
parture of the “State of Maine” exI press at 9.05 p. m. In response to a
request for improvement of the serv
ice, officials of the Maine Centra!
decided to improve the schedule of
the evening train which has been
i arriving ln Portland at 9.10 so that it
would arrive at Portland Union Sta
VtXj
tion at 8.45 with earlier departure
from all stations between Portland
and Clinton, shortening the time 25
The appeal for milk for Rockland’s minutes.
Patrons on the Rockland branch
babies broadcast through these
columns by City Matron Miss Corbett will also benefit by this change as
the late afternoon train which has
and the Red Cross nurses evidently been leaving at 5.35 p. m. on week
touched a responsive chord in the days will be advanced to 5.25 p. m.
public’s heart, for the aid came and time shortened so as to conpect
promptly and in volume fully answer at Brunswick with the train from
ing the demands.
Bangor, due Portland 8.45 p. m.
Of course contributions to such a
The “State of Maine” arrives in
cause are ever welcome, but the need New York, Grand Central Terminal
is supplied now well into April, when at 7.24 a. m., Philadelphia 9.55 a.
employment conditions should be so m. and Washington 12.55 p. m.
far improved as to render general aid
unnecessary. A total of 660 quarts of
ANSWERING A. JAY SEE
milk has been supplied for the cur
rent use in March and in addition
From North Haven come two an
swers to A. Jay See's problem recenta total to date of $145 in cqsh.
Previously acknowledged .... $ 50.35 i ly published by this paper. The 106
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Karl ......
2.00 j coins which would make the required
Mvra E. Blunt, Thomaston ..
2.00 $3.83 are thus assembled by H. S.
F. A. W....................................
1.00 Beverage: One gold piece, $1; 75 cop
Class 29, M. E. Church ........
2.00 pers, 75 cents; three quarters, 75
Emma C. Perkins .................
4.00 cents; one nickel, 5 cents; 25 half
Wawenock Club ..................
5.00 dimes, $1.25; one silver piece, 3 cents.
V. L. Beverage figures it this way:
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White..
5.00
3.C0 One two-cent piece, 2 cents: 71 cop
Mrs. Mary E. Haines .........
Anonymous .........................
1.00 pers, 71 cents; one nickel. 5 cents:
1000 ) seven quarters $1.75; 26 silver 5-cent
American Legion Auxiliary
3.00 pieces, $1.30.
Educational Club ..............
Anon. Donations ................
51.30
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss ...
5.00
______ will be open Saturday nights here$144.35 ! after—adv.
8-tf
•••

ERNIE GEORGE

DION

THREE CENTS A COPY

Issue

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln \Vhich
advance; single copies three cents.
I
Advertising rates based upon circula
From
tion and very reasonable.
•••
•••

When Maine’s Smoothest Dance Band Visits

A TRAIN CHANGE

Gazette

Saturday)

Burpee & Lamb
365 Main Street

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Lake Worth, Fla., Feb. 19
The C.M.P. Co. boys' latest success
tu
... . , ..
Editor of The Couuer-Gazette.
, the Georgia Minstrels went over
non, N. Y., spent a considerable por- • Bowdoin College at Brunswick has ' The middle of November, 1930, we with a bang Tuesday evening at
tion of his time in Maine—a not un- | been greatly assisted through the left Rockland, for Florida, passed Glencove Grange hall. It was cer
natural disposition of it, as he had benefactions of our fellow Fossil, and j through New England, over Route 1 tainly the best of anything the boys
for many seasons been a member of on Aug. 12 he was tendered a lunch through the Peekskills over Bear have ever put on , and was good
the Pleasant Beach colony in South I eon by Philip Dana at Cape ElizaMountain Bridge into New Jersey. enough so that already they are con
This bridge does credit to the en sidering going to some nearby town
gineers who designed it. The won and repeating it.
derful scene looking down and over
From the time the curtain went up
the Hudson River can be appreciated to the strains of an opening chorus,
by persons—not of an artistic turn of composed of old and new favorite
mind. Through the State of Penn songs, until it dropped at the close
sylvania by its colleges and State ■ of a brilliant finale, the audience
House and across Delaware and never knew just what to expect next.
Maryland into the City of Wash
ington. We lingered here to view Charles Gregory certainly appeared
many places of which we have read quite "peeved" when he came march
and seen pictured, and from this ing down to the stage from his se^t
city went on to historical Richmond in the audience U> vigorously “bawl
and Fredericksburg, continuing over out” the cast and object to certain
Route 1 into Jacksonville, a city ol things which had been said about
many streets and wonderful bridges. him—but he merely put on one of the
Thus we entered the State so much novelty acts of the show.
The reaction of the audience to
advertised and talked about, Florida,
following Route 4A, the highway of the jokes and end-men's chatter pro
Florida. We found distances great claimed approval to the nth degree,
over Man>',of the local and company jokes
and coastline longK’ stooping
pp 8
were kept secret until the night of
night at Titusville, one of the many
, "perky" little thriving towns on this tie show and were enjoyed by the
route, arriving next day at Lake circle as much as by the audience.
Worth our destination for the winter. The interlocutor Al. Young, and endThis city has a population of over men, Lou Cook. Phil. Hayward. Ber
8000 permanently, and winter tour nard Kaler and Alton Foster all de
much credit for their perfor
ist patronage of about 1500. It is serve
mance.
located about six miles south of Palm
second part opened with a
Beach, the latter a! the head of the saxThe
duet by Ken Messer and Mur
Lake and Fert’ern Inlet. Lantana ray Whalen
and in spite of injuries
the next town south is six miles from
Lake Worth, or at the Inlet at the to Messer's wrist and lip, caused by
accident Tuesday afternoon,
lower end. The city is laid out in atheslight
boys put it across in professional
squares, streets running north and style.
south, avenues east and west, from
black-face quartet of comedians
the Lake east to Lake Osborne and putA on
a novelty song act which was
Everglades on the west.
The electric plant, water supply, comical as well as musical.
Bert Keep did his famous club
parks and community house are pub swinging
juggling act and got
licly owned. The light and water de his usual and
glad hand from his audi
partment pays the city's running ex ence. Every
“Uncle” Keep
penses. If it were not for the bond stoutly claims ityear
to be his last profes
ed debt it would not be necessary to sional appearance but he always
levy a municipal tax. That means comes back—and how? What's the
something. For amusement there Is use of having a last name like his if
the city owned casino, with its swim you don’t live up to the letter of It?
ming pool etc., beach bathing, and
A. D. Libby, former Keith's circuit
board-walk, shuffle board courts,
FosmI Cyrus II. K. Curtis, Concerning Whom Mr. Woolley Has Written His recreation rooms at the Auditorium. star, proved that he and his banjo
were on as good terms as ever. Just
Interesting Story
The schools are among the very best. how good his act was can be judged
The High School unit has more than from the fact that many of his audi
Thomaston. Some of the things beth, other guests including trustees 400 scholars and there are wonderful ence thought that a second banio
which especially interested him are and overseers of the college from grade school buildings.
was being played back of the curtain.
Of the tourist colony, Ohio ranks
described in a recent issue of The Portland and vicinity.
H. L. Jackson and Alton Foster
first
in
numbers.
New
York
second,
Fossil that unique “Official Organ of
At Thomaston he was a liberal
put on a “hungry coon” comedy
Michigan
third.
Maine
is
almost
un

the amateur Journalists of the Past,” contributor toward erecting the
sketch which was so realistic as to
His article which is illustrated by a beautiful replica of "Montpelier,” known, numbering 20. We visited more than boost the sale of refresh
Miami
and
marvel
at
its
activities
picture of Cyrus H. K. Curtis’ birth the home of General Henry Knox.
ments put on by the C.M.P. Girls’
place and his yacht Lyndonia, bears This building is now finished, and visualized so for a city to double its Club.
population
in
10
years,
the
only
city
the caption "Dion’s Adventures in in September the members of Lady
Not enough can be said in praise
Curtis-Land, Including the Story of Knox Chapter, Daughters of the fn the United States for such a rec for the C M P. Orchestra. The music
ord.
It
is
a
commercial
city
and
the
the Glorified Bean Pot,” The fol American Revolution, gave a special
was in keeping with the rest of the
lowing abstract is made:
opening tea and reception to Mr. and gateway to Central and South performance. Ken White who acted
American
countries;
the
center
of
• » » •
Mrs. Curtis and Mrs. Bok.
as musical director for orchestra and
In Rockland, Mr Curtis has made airplane service—Pan-Am. the major cast had done and was still doing his
To us Fossils there was one great
enterprise.
Its
tourists
are
many,
outstanding feature of special inter it possible to build an adequate hos numbering from every State. It is stuff. The success of the whole show
est—the marvelous popularity of pital, while the beautiful new without doubt the New York of the was in a large part due to his efforts.
Dancing was enjoyed by as jolly a
"The Man From Maine." Every Nurses' Home was built in its en South.
crowd as ever graced a dance floor
where one travels the name of Fos tirety by his late son-in-law, Ed
A
trip
to
Tampa
and
St.
Peters

sil Cyrus H. K. Curtis enters into ward W. Bok. And the list of bene burg. through the fruit belt unfold until 12.15 when Charles Gregory
the conversation w’ith natives and factions might run on almost in ed a different Florida—acres and entertained by a lively auction of
visitors alike.
Everywhere one definitely, for hardly a day passes acres of citrus fruit—farms and cakes and ice cream. Charles would
visits he finds evidence of the muni- that Mr. Curtis does not do some hustling people, St. Petersburg, the go big as an auctioneer in any gath
j ficence of this grand philanthropist thing for the benefit of the State he Mecca of Maine people, Is now con ering.
The members of the orchestra
and humanitarian. An attempt to so deeply loves.
And his daughter, Mrs. Bok, is nected with Tampa by the world- were: K. V. White, director; Bruce
list his known benefactions would
known
Gandy
Bridge
thrown
across
require a special volume of The likewise following her esteemed one arm of Tampa Bay. The winter Higg#, violin; John Moulaison, vio
father’s example, and leading him a
lin; Ted Perry, 1st trumpet; Oram
Fossil.
is now on its last lapse. We shall
Portland, the city of his birth and close second in liberal contributions soon be “rambling" home in our Lawry, 2d trumpet: Ross McKinney,
where he spent his early boyhood to many institutions. Just now she Essex. If she is as true to herself 2d trumpet: Ray Newton, flute and
and printed his first publication, is expending large sums in beautify as on our trip down, the trip home banjo; Gilford Bradbury, clarinet;
Ken Messer, alto sax; Murray
possesses a great municipal pipe or ing the grounds of the Camden will be a repeated pleasure.
Whalen, tenor sax; Ed. Young, trom
gan provided by this lover of music Library, facing Camden Harbor, so
Edwin Kenrlck, Donald Ward
bone; Ed. Hayes, horn; Steve Kessel,
as well as lover of the hum of a often referred to as the Naples of
bass; Charles Gregory, drums; Dr.
perfecting printing press. And now America. When completed it will be
Blake Annis, piano.
MET "BILLY SUNDAY
a building for the Boys’ Club is be a veritable Garden of Eden. She
Al. M. Young as interlocutor was
ing erected, thanks to liberal dona has also purchased several properties
supported by this chorus: Carroll
tions from him. The land for this along the shore at Rockport former Rockland
Women
Enjoy
Merrill, Carlton Porter, Ross McKin
worthy institution was donated by ly used in lime manufacturing. This
Edward Hannaford, a prominent pr°pert\ will, also
transformed
Half Hour Chat With the ney, Charles Maxey, Eugene Tripp,
Carl Stevens, Dave Daris and Laton
, local business man. The location of , ‘nt0 v*®ta Pleasing to all who will
Jackson. The ends were Phil. Hay
Famous Evangelist
' this clubhouse is very appropriately Vlslt the loca"ty.
ward, Lou Cook, Alton Foster and
only a few blocks from the birthplace !
• • « «
Seeing Billy Sunday at close range, Bernard Kaler.
of Mr. Curtis, still standing at the I nnr,__
corner of Cumberland avenue and ! r
J?
! and having the unusual privilege of
The end songs and ballads were:
“Taka Me To The Land of Jazz.”
Brown street. We endeavored to ob'p
™
?d R(x*p?rt
chatting with him for nearly half Phil. Hayward: "When the Organ
tain a snapshot of the house and its ;
ed*
linsrrinti™
the &reat aitist teachers and ad an hour—this stroke of good fortune Played at Twilight.” Carlton Porter;
inscription plate, reading
vanced students of the Curtis Insti- fell to the lot of Miss Burdell Strout “You’re Driving Me Crazy,” Alton
BIRTHPLACE
I tute of Music, of Philadelphia.
Foster; "I'm a Ding Dong Daddy,”
Cyrus Herman Kotzschmar Curtis These concerts were under the per and ner mother Mrs. Addie F. Strout, Lou
Cook; “Somewhere in Old Wy
Patron of Education, Music, Culture sonal direction of the celebrated at Tremont Temple in Boston Tues
oming," Eugene Tripp; “Put On Your
day
night.
An Honor to Portland
pianist and director of the institute,
The opportunity was brought Pajamas," Bernard Kaler.
A Citizen of the World
Josef Hofmann.
A new threeabout
by Rev. Samuel Russell of
A few years ago certain business manual pipe organ donated by Mr.
UNION TOWN MEETING
men of Portland conceived the idea . Curtis was dedicated at St. Thomas's Boston, with whom both ladies are
well
acquainted
by
virtue
of
the
fact
of purchasing this old "mansion" and P. E. Church, Camden, Sept. 14, 1930.
When the annual town meeting is
converting it into a shrine to vie j But above all these fabulous bene- that Mr. Russell is a summer resi held March 16, the article likely to
dent
of
Owl's
Head.
with the Longfellow house, and plans ! factions towers the wonderful per“I will present you,” said Mr. Rus cause the most debate is the one re
were well formulated, but when the \ sonality of this big little “Man from
sell,
“but he may talk or he may not, lating to the proposed new school
canny owner learned of the enter- i Maine.” Modest and unassuming,
building. Next Monday a mass meet
according
to conditions.”
prise his valuation of the property I absolutely loyal to his friends and
ing is to be held by the Community
When
the
moment
arrived
Mrs.
scared to a prohibitive amount, so ] business associates, a citizen of whom
Club and Chamber of Commerce at
Strout
and
her
daughter
were
in

the project remains statu quo. But the entire world may well be proud.
Town Hall, and the State superin
eventually the plans will reach con But greater and more fluent writers troduced to the famous evangelist, in tendent of rural schools, Mr. Libby,
whom
they
beheld
a
figure
so
slight
summation.
than I have paid and will continue to
will be the speaker. The new school
During August, Mr. Curtis, accom pay in years to come more fitting <the newspapers say he weighs only building will be the subject of discus
panied by Mrs. Curtis; their daugh- tributes to this great member of our 134 pounds) that they marvelled at sion.
the source of his tremendous vigor.
1 ter, Mrs. Edward W. Bok. and her band of Fossils.
Billy Sunday acknowledged the in
! sister, Miss Harriet L. Cutter, of
Illustrating the high regard in
WARREN TOWN MEETING
Pasadena. Calif., visited the old which Fossil Curtis is held by the troduction very courteously and
homestead and there had luncheon, good people of his native State, we manifested immediate interest when
told that the ladies were from Maine. With only 42 articles in the town
arranged by a committee of promi cite a few instances:
“I spoke in Bangor some years warrant, and none apparently of un
nent Portland citizens who took this
Tt was our pleasure to visit the
usual interest, next Monday’s session
occasion to honor the donor of the office of The Courier-Gazette in ago.” said the evangelist, “and I re bids
fair to be one of the shortest in
Municipal Organ on the eighteenth Rockland, meeting W. O. Fuller, member with pleasure how nice the
anniversary of the famous gift. editor-in-chief, and his associate, people were to me. They came from recent years.
While awaiting luncheon Mr. Curtis Frank A. Winslow. Entering Mr. all over the Northern part of the
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
displayed interest in the ancient Fuller's sanctum, which is attractive, State, even from some Isle.”
“Presque Isle,” interjected Mrs.
melodeon in the living room, and comfortable and well appointed, It
If I had to live my life again I would
played upon it. The instrument is was noted that a fine portrait of Strout.
“That’s it,” said the evangelist, who have made a rule to read some poetry
very similar to one he had purchased Mr. Curtis occupied “preferred posi
and
listen to some music at least once
with the first spare money he earned, tion” on the desk. When asked why was apparently very sincere in voic a week. The loss of these tastes is a
and which now occupies a conspicu he kept a picture of “that old Fossil” ing a desire to visit Maine again loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
“I would like to go to Aroostook
ous place in the magnificent Curtis before him, Mr. Fuller’s questioning
IN EARLIEST SPRING
summer home at Rockport.
frown Indicated that he took excep County," said he “and your State
his mane of snows in wildest
• • ♦ •
tion to the reference until the impli Capital, Augusta. I had a very good Tossing
eddies and tangles.
Mr. Curtis was also entertained by cation was explained, when he friend in Maine, the late Hiram W. Lion-like March cometh in, hoarse
with tempestuous breath.
the Kiwanis Club of Portland in brightened up and replied, with in Ricker. For 14 years he sent me a
all the moaning chimneys, and
recognition of his aid in building the tense feeling: “Yes, I think a whole supply of Poland water, and his son Through
thwart all the hollows and angles
Boys’ Club. At this event the pro lot of that picture! When things go has insisted upon maintaining that Round the ^shuddering house, throat
ing of winter and death
gram included a short playlet enact hard and there are discouraging welcome custom.”
The interview or chat took place in
ing a thrilling incident of Mr. Cur situations to be got through, I look
But ln my heart I feel the life of the
tis's boyhood—that of his determina up at that calm countenance with its the reception room of Tremont Tem
wood and the meadow
tion to inspect the old Monitor when I level eyes looking at me, and I say. ple. Billy Sunday did not remove Thrilling the pulses that own kindred
with fibres that lift
visiting Portland Harbor after the Well, cheer up; he did it’—whereat his hat and kept his coat collar Bud and
blade to the sunward, within
turned above his neck, apparently
close of the Civil War. Young Curtis I take courage and go forward.”
the Inscrutable shadow,
And we wondered how many other fearful that a sudden draft might Deep ln the oak s chill core, under the
lacked the necessary funds to pay
gathering drift.
, his way with other boys, so he at- newspaper men throughout the cause him to take cold.
j tempted to go out on a self-con world accept Cyrus Curtis as their
There were about 3500 in the con Nay. to earth’s life in mine some pres
structed raft and personally con inspirational guide; we believe there gregation that night.
cience. or dream, or desire
(How shall I name It aright?, comes for
ducted tour. Something went wrong must be a multitude.
a moment and goes,—
The mention of Fossildom inspired
and young Captain Curtis was forced
Now is the time to have your quilts Rapture of life Ineffable, perfect.—as if
to abandon ship and swim the the question if there might be others and blankets washed. Call The Peo
in the brier.
there b\ mv door, trembled a
■ balance of the wav. He was rescued
ple's Laundry, Limerock street. Tel. Leafless
sense
of the rose.
[Continued on Page Eight]
j by sailors, taken on board the Moni170.—adv.
25-31
—William Dean Howells.
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. Feb. 28. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of I eb. 25. 1931. there was printed a total j
of 6,268 copies. WALTER H BUTLER.
Notary Public

| Planes, Pilots !

WITH THE BOWLERS

STRAND THEATRE

With Only Few Weeks Re “Cimarron,” stirring and unfor
gettable dramatization of Edna Pcrmaining League Season ber's widely acclaimed novel of the
same name, will be shown Monday
Nears Its Climax

------and Tuesday, It is a compelling, fas- j
The local bowling season is fast ; cinating story that follows the ]
?
drawing to a close with only March j destiny of a God fearing, adventure- I
But God commendeth his love to
4. remaining, and -a few games in loving pioneer and his young wife j
ward us, in that, while we were yet|i
* April. Here is the schedule for the i from tlie early, rough and tumble J
sinners, Christ died for us.—Romans
balance of the season in the Carr's | days ot the Oklahoma frontier down
5:8.
Alley Leagues:
+
Henry B. Bird was the principal t********************"****1
City League
speaker at yesterdays Rotary Club
(By p y F.)
March 2—Federate vs. Ford Motor
meeting and dealt with fellowship in
C.
Capt. Wincapaw. after test hopits every day influences. He cited
_ Co.
March 3—40 Club 3 vs. Burpee
the beneficent effect of fellowship on pmg M'K Sunday afternoon, took off
Dickens' famous Scrooge and of the ‘n a =loud
snow for Boston and Fum.ture.
influence of Pollyanna as visioned bv New York:. He. put her through her
March 5—Rockland Body Shop vs. :
Ella Wheeler Wilcox feeling that paces in the alr over the city untl1 The Pirates.
many such influences we?e about us ^°™gl?lyMarch
L' Snow Co. vs. Street '
daily unnoticed. He was supported ' “1C ‘"ost severe demands that would R j,
,
by Walter C. Ladd and JaSTes H
March 9-Burpee Furniture vs.!
Carver m brief talks. Rev. Walter S. , ^esu„u™Soun£Ta! ! Ford Motor Co.
j
Rounds spoke in observation of Ro?oal
,,
March 10—Federals vs. The Pirates.
tary s 26th birthday. The gratifying ,
S^^sma^dog Zi
March 12—I. L. Snow Co. vs. Rock
announcement was made that the lng
nangar'
sma“ aog ¥*at
local club's attendance record the
oftep chases
plan“ *?’ * land Body Shop.
past month was 98.08. the highest in I ?hey
taxiing on the field had all
March 13—40 Club 3 vs. Street
this division for clubs over 50 Visit- .h? C0U?d d° l° keep °ut Irpm under Railway.
ing Rotarians included I. R Cutler .when thc 9°;K 'urned °? hl™' spm?
March 16—I. L. Snow Co. vs.
of Old Town. Marcus Chandler, Dr. i^ng around in her own length, most
Harold Jameson. Joseph Brewster and 1 of the time on one wheeI or the oth’ Burpee Furniture.
J
March 17—40 Club 3 vs? The
Col. E. A. Robbins from Camden. er. Finally Bill came in and gassed Pirates.
up,
then
made
off
in
a
bee-line
for
Fred C. Black was a guest.
to our own modern and efficient
Boston.
March 19—Ford Motor Co. vs. times. Highly dramatic in situation
• * • •
Rockland Body Shop.
and throbbing with the courage of
Two hundred and fifty persons sat
Pilot Bean after being marooned in
March 20—Federals vs. strec’- . the pioneer who lias made possible
down to supper at the meeting of Fort Fairfield for 10 days was evi Railway.
the great American empire as we
Golden Rod Chapter last night. The dently in a hurry to get back and
March 23—Federals vs. Burpee know it today, "Cimarron" emerge' J
new officers were in charge. The get his mail. He made the 225 miles Furniture.
„
as a notable screen achievement, a
two head tables, reserved for Past in 1 hour and 35 minutes, or about
March 24 I. L. Snow Co. vs. The picturization of majestic grandeur I
Matrons and Patrons, were prettily 150 miles an tfour. That is believed
rates.
that will live for many years to coni
decorated in the Star colors, each to be a record for the trip. Johnny *‘March
-6 40 Club 3 vs. Rockland
Yancey Cravat, is an editor, a
bearing a handsome birthday cake, Phillips once flew from Presque Isle
SC°P«,
lawyer, and more than anything else.
iced in the Star colors and decorat here in 1.29 but the distance is B March
27—Ford Motor Co. vs. an adventurer. For righteousness he
ed with the various emblems, made somewhat less. Bean seems to have
will risk his life.’ God's will is his
by Mrs. Vivian Hewett. There were the cross country records pretty well Street Railway.
March 30—I. L. Snow Co. vs. 40 creed. To him Oklahoma is the wild.
dainty favors for each one at these tied up from New York to the
the untamed . . . the Cimarron countables. A part of the Rockland High Canadian border. Boy. page'Frank CIub 3
March 31—Burpee Furniture vs. try. The promised land! He must
Schoo! orchestra dispensed music Hawkes.
Street Railway.
j be the first to plunge into this new
through the supper hour. At the
« • * *
April 2—Federals vs. Rockland frontier, to found a new land, a new
meeting the chairs were filled by past
“Doc" Rogers flew down with Bean Body Shop.
; home for his wife and voung son. In
matrons and patrons. Resolutions and wanted to fly back but we
April 3—Ford Motor Co. vs. The his heart is love and kindness. But
were in order for Mrs. Melinda Hall couldn't find any other passengers
Pirates.
jn his mind are the thoughts and
and Mrs. Mary Hall, of Rockland, for the trip.
County League
dreams of the untrammeled pioneer.
♦ « • •
i»
and George Crockett of Thomaston.
„
,
the dreamer, the leader of a new emA short entertainment featured vocal
In gathering data for the New
March 2 Kickapoo vs. 40 Club 2 pire. It is this that spurs him on.
Solos by Mrs. Evelyn White and Hazel England Public Service Co. as to the
1
forces him into new lands, causes
Atwood, and readings by Mrs. Grace utility of airplanes in the mainten orMarch
3 5 Aces vs. Dark Horses.
him to desert his wife and children
Rollins. There were visitors from ance of light and power service, some
March 4—Central Maine vs. L. P. for v2ars on end, makes of him a 1
Augusta, Tenant's Harbor, Thomas interesting facts came to light. The
C. Dragons.
man in whom are vested sublime
ton and Camden.
method of airplane patrol of high
March 6—Wholesalers vs. Perry's courage and magnificent faith
tension transmission lines may be of Market.
Yancey Cravat is a powerful, a trulv
There are to be seen in numerous interest to those unaware of increas
March 9—5 Aces vs. Kickapoo.
great character. As the turbulent
ing
importance
of
planes
to
modern
public spots today something so dif
March 10—40 Club 2 or 1 vs. Dark years of his life are flashed on the
Industry.
ferent in the line of w indow cards as
Horses.
screen, an indefinable fascination is
Several midwest light and power
to be worth special mention. The
March 11—Perry's Market vs. Cen- reflected on all those who silentlv
cards were made in the printing de companies operate planes for, a tral Maine.
watch his glorious and inspiring
partment of The Courier-Gazette variety of purposes, namely: Pho
March 13—Wholesalers vs. L. P. C. struggle For Yancey Cravat is a
and advertise the Ernie George Royal tography and survey of engineering Dragons.
man who breaks through the narrow
Arcadians dance in Temple hall Mon projects; transportation of execu
March 16—Perry's Market vs. 40 bonds of conventional thinking and
day night. They are dead black and tives; and power line patrol,
Club 2 or 1.
doing. His inspiration is taken from
glistening silver, depicting a dancing
The plane is held in readiness for
March 17—Central Maine vs. | the things of the heart and the mind
couple and telling the details. It is use by the pilot and a trained ob- Dark Horses.
Richard Dix. gives the best per
a safe guess that these artistic cards server who proceed on orders frorp
March 18—L. P. C. Dragons vs. 5 formance of his career, as Yancey
will not go into the ash can after the chief dispatcher, the employe in Aces.
Cravat. Yancey Cravat's lovely, pa
their purpose is served.
j charge of transmission line maintenMarch 20—Kickapoo vs. Whole tient and courageous wife is por
____________
ance. When the latter receives salers.
trayed with sympathetic skill by
t ..-to
of an 'outage'
March 23—Perry's Market vs. 5 Irene Dunne.—adv.
In • The Realm of Music depart- w
nyotd ,oss
£ (complete break)
he
Aces.
ment on page 8 appear, an article
f
March 24—Central Maine vs. Kick
concerning the All State School OrPARK THEATRE
chestra for Maine, which has lust ™adj. Wh ’e the engine is be n apoo.
been organized. Knox County is rep- ^™d 2P tl’LdPP
Vnri
March 25—L. P. C. Dragons vs. 40
“The weirdest story tn the world"
„«. « ♦ »•/-,,!r»« Porm wictVa the trouhlc between two stations and Club 2 or 1.
relented th oug ...
wnllnre before taking off the observer calls
has been dramatized on the talking
March
27—
Wholesalers
vs.
Dark
School which contributes Wa lace
as?erlains as near as posscreen. The story in question is Bram
Horses.
»
Hr,,™nwiJh't «ble the section of line where the
March 30—L. P. C. Dragons vs. stoker's immortal and lierve-tingimg
net, Maurice Miller drums, Dwght
distance between
Lord violin, and Warren Prince. sUtions varfes from ,0 {o ,5 mi,es £Q Perry’s Market.
novel of a deathless vampire, entrled
March 31—Dark Horses vs. Kick
trombone.
pvfn wRh
knowledge there is
"Dracula" Park feature Monday and
apoo.
enough left for the observer to do.
April 1.—40 Club 2 or 1 vs. 5 Aces. Tuesday.
Lewiston Journal: “Damariscotta
The plane speeds to the nearest
Without telling too much, suffice
April 3—Central Maine vs. Whole
welcomes the contract to build a tug- end of the section specified where salers.
to say that "Dracula" is a story of a
boat there in 70 days. Curiously the pilot comes down to an altitude
» «
vampire man. dead more than 500
enough it will be used on the Kenne- of 50 to 75 feet and flies along about
Central Maine knocked down 526 years, who comes to life between the
bee to haul logs above the Bingham 75 feet to one side of the line. The pins in the last string with the Five hours of sunset and sunrise, sta king
dam.” This is the craft which is to! observer scrutinizes every foot of Aces Wednesday night and this gar- the earth to search out young and
be built for the Central Maine Power the line with the naked eye as he rison finish gave Blodgett's boys the beautiful victims.
Sometimes he
Co., as exclusively told by The Cou- goes along. This is quite a strain match by a 50-point margin. High comes to life in the form of a wolf,
rier-Gazette several Issues ago.
since the plane is traveling at a total went to Merrill, but Clukey's 117 other times as a soft, choking mys____________
■ speed of anywhere from 50 to 90 was good for the other prize. Th? terious mist, wreaking his strange
j miles an hour and a transmission wire summary:
vengeance on all those who cross his
An 8-vear-old kid who ranS&cked 1
k
_
William' A Glover’s automobile ils n°t a very broad line to follow. AtCentral Maine—Merrill. 301: Elliot, path. This combat of deathless
Thursday and
a ^ow'™ S^bJVhe ^of^ffioeffia^ which 299; Maxey, 287; Daris, 282; Thomas, forces, as you may well imagine,
275; total. 1444.
makes for gripping, fantastic, awe
Five Aces—Lindsey. 276: Shields, inspiring drama that arouses and
281; Stone, 264; Clukey, 300; Mitchell, maintains intense interest from be273; Total, 1394.
ginning to end.
• • • •
The role of the vampire. Count
Central Maine kept up its good Dracula, is played with remarkable
the lad was allowed to go- free.
J1
work Thursday night when it defeat- skill by Bela Lugosi, noted actor 01
-----------------j It is comparatively easy to discern ed the Kickapoo crew 108 pins. To . the legitimate stage, who originally
Lewiston Journal: “Rockland Edu- I complete breaks in the line or fallen Daris went the distinction of high created this role in the highly suecational club is taking life seriously, masts or even shattered insulators string (113) and high total. The cessful stage version of Stoker's Draconducting self-examinations to de- of the suspension type. The diffi- summary:
cula." Sinister, evil and terrifying
termine who are introverts and who cuity comes in spotting a faulty inCentral Maine—Merrill, 285; Elliot, to look upon. Lugosi’s Dracula is a
are extraverts. It is pertinent to: sulator or a “ground" from some 280; Maxey. 280; Daris, 310; Thomas, high mark in unusual and fantastic
know what of it, now.” The Journal's 1 other source. Still it is claimed the 308: total, 1463.
! characterization.
David Manners
query is respectfully referred to the trouble is located 90': of the time
Kickapoo—Dickenson. 265: Barnes, portrays the role of the young boy
participants.
and one company alleges to have re 252: Brav, 275; Foland, 274; Drink- who desperately attempts to save his
------------------ .
\ ported the break, dispatched the water, 289; total, 1355.
fiancee from the influence of DraThe current issue of the American plane, spotted the break and had a
« « » •
cula; and Dwight Frye js convincing
Legion Monthly has a decidedly in- j crew on the way to repair it—90 miles
Wednesday night Ford Motor Co. ' as the lawyer who falls under tne
teresting feature entitled "Is Your away—within 45 minutes from the
beat the Boiler Makers 17 pins in a spell of the deathless vampire.-adv
Boy Going To Fly?” It was written i time the line went out.
match which was productive of rath- j
-----------------by our Stanley Boynton, and tells in
The sale of apples to provide
One company operating in a rugged er low scores. Willis’ 123 was a shinpart the story of how he won the
junior transcontinental flying record. hilly section of the country, supplies ing exception and he had high total, employment the practise pursued on
1 the streets of our leading cities is an
the observer with quart ice cream The summary:
ForT Motor Co —Black. 254; Cope- ancient idea. Mother Eva brought
Mail intended for the late after containers, a closed paper cylinder—
noon train out of Rockland should in which he places a note to operator land. 282; Hallowell. 252; Porter, 260; ! employment upon all of Us when she
: "sold" that apple to Father Adam.—
be in the postoffice 10 minutes ear of the nearest station giving the McPhee. 283; total. 1331.
Boiler Makers—Snow . 263; Willis, ! Arkansas Gazette.
lier than formerly as the train leaves 1 exact location of the trouble. Every
at 5.25 instead of 5.35. commencing mast is identified by letters and 290; Simmons, 232; Ames, 274;
1 Harjula, 290; E. Nelson, 281; total,
next Monday. Mails close at 4.45.
numbers on roller maps showing by Brault, 265; total, 1314.
• • ' *
, 1364.
------------------ j means of symbols, every landmark
Rockland Body Shop defeated
Street Railway—Tolman,
253;
The Courier-Gazette has received j such as streams, roads, railroads, etc.
an unsigned communication refer- , or, in the absence of natural land Street Railway 26 pins Thursday Jones, 215; Gregory. 263; Lane. 304;
ring to an engagement announce- marks, monuments erected by the night. The match was featured by Achorn, 293; total, 1338.
«...
ment ft will be used promptly when ' company. Another, operating in flat, the pretty race for hi^h string. Lane
properly vouched for.
i level country where a plane can land beating Harjula 119 to 118. Lane J Last night’s results at Carrs: Forty
also had high total.. The summary: Club No. 1, 1519, Wholesalers. 1370:
------------------ ' almost at will, establishes connection
Rockland Body Shop—O. Nelson, J Ford Motor Co. 1405. Forty Club No.
\ i THE CAPITOL
between observer and dispatcher
257; Johnson, 267; Newbert, 269; i3, 1398.
through some rural phone.
The hearing on the bill in behalf |
of Knox Arboretum came before the !
committee on Appropriations and Fi
nance Wednesday. Senator St. Clair
and Representatives Burkett, Whit
ney and Hobbs spoke for the bill as
did ako the local Vice President
Jesse A. Tolman. The last named
was closely questioned by the mem
bers of the committee, who were ap
parently greatly interested. Their !
report will come later.
# ♦ • ♦
Docs the dark spectre of unem
Before the committee oil Military
ployment ever loom as a threatening
Affairs next Thursday at 1.30 p. m.
cloud upon your horizon? If so
there will be hearings on these
make plans now for the silver lining
measures: Act relating to Military
In the form of a Savings Account
Naval Reservists; resolve making
an improvement to the State Avia
with our bank. PUT something by
tion Field in Augusta; resolve ap
each pay day and the spook of un
propriating money for the comple
employment will be robbed of all its
tion of the statue of Gen. Howard; I
terrors.
resolve- in favor of the Department
of Maine, Grand Army of the Re
public
# » ♦ *
The committee on State Prison
gives hearing next Thursday at 2 p.
m. on the following matters pertain
Rockland, Me.
ing to that institution. Act to abolish
the board of Prison Commissioners;
act to regulate prison labor and de
termine the use to which prison or
convict made goods may be put in
this State.

—and—

IPassengers

THERE’S A SILVER LINING !

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

(

-Opened Thursday, Feb. 26

ONE OF THE BARGAINS IN OUR

February Furniture Sale
A NEW GLENWOOD RANGE, COMPLETE WITH SHELF, DELIVERED AND SET UP, FULLY
GUARANTEED—PIPE FREE—AND A BEAUTIFUL FIVE-PIECE BREAKFAST SUITE GIVEN
YOU FREE DURING THIS SALE.

The Glenwood Range Co. noti
fied us to make this offer for our
February Sale

Buys this handsome Glenwood
and we give you FREE this
beautiful Breakfast Suite. All
five pieces in any color and deco
ration
A YEAR TO PAY

THIRTEEN

GLENWOOD

-REGARDLESS

OF

FURNACES—ALL NEW-MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE

COST

AS

WE

ARE

DISCONTINUING

ONE

OF

OUR

STOREHOUSES.
We will deliver the furnace into your basement

at these prices.

TERMS ARRANGED TO SUIT

YOU.
These furnaces are all new Glenwood’s received

here this fall.
Some are pipe furnaces and some are the pipeless

style. Every size from 19 inch to 25 inch.
Prices are practically the foundry cost as we must
move them at once.

$97.75

and up according to the

size.

Come in at once.

TERMS ARRANGED TO SUIT YOU

Burpee Furniture Co.
callers Wednesday at Fred Kenniston’s.
Harry (Mank of Thomaston visited
Miss Lubelle Mank is home from his father Clifford Mank last Tues
Rockland for a week.
day.
L. Mank is suffering from an at
“A Howard professor intends to i
tack of sciatica.
Eugene Tolman has been afflicted create a miniature earthquake.” If he
ever tries anything like that in San
with a sore hand the past week.
Mrs. Charles Erickson and daugh Francisco, he will be arrested for
ter Evelyn and Mabel Crawford were , arson—Toledo Blade.

Rockland
(See Ad Page 2)

NORTH WARREN

5k

r Al the Si on of
North National Bank

Looking For Something?

Are you in need of reliable banking service? Ai'e
you looking for a bank strong and reliable, one fully
able to take care of your banking needs?
If so, we offer you our services. We have a Bank
with ample funds, courteous officials, fire proof
vaults, burglar insured. We are careful with our
bans and conduct a sound, conservative bank, one
t will pay you to be identified with. Let us know
your needs.

One swallow doesn't

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

make a summer
And by the same token one deposit doesn’t
make an active savings account. Easy
sailing, comfortable living, and a carefree
future come from a savings account that
is being constantly increased through reg
ular deposits and interest. Get started
now toward financial independence by
starting and constantly nourishing a sav
ings account at this safe bank. If you want
to work out a budget plan to fit your in
come and expenses one of our officers will
be glad to help you at any time. ,

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Safety

Service

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine meh who have had long and successful experience
in banking and financial operation.

INTEREST-ing
What $5.00 a month saved and invested in ROCKLAND
LOAN A BUILDING ASSOCIATION has done in nineteen years
In October, 1911, a Rockland woman commenced to deposit $5.00
per month on five shares of the Association on which she has re
ceived 5'4% per year, compounded semi-annually. These shares
matured in October, 1923, and were worth $1012.50. She then closed
the account and reinvested the amount in an Advance Payment Cer
tificate of the Association at 4%. Each month $8.00 from this Cer
tificate have been applied on eight shares of stock which pays 5t4%,
so the Certificate drawing 4% grows less and the shares drawing
5‘,4% increase monthly. In October, 1930, her investment stood as
follows: Balance of Advance Payment Certificate $560.30. Value of
eight shares paid from Certificate $816.80. But this is not all of It.
When her shares matured in 1923she resubscribed for five shares and
continued her monthly payment of $5.00 and these shares arc now
worth $510.50, £o the total of her investment at that time was
$1887.60. She expects to continue these payments until October,
1935, when these shares and the eight shares paid from the Advance
Payment Certificate will mature (provided dividends continue at
514%, the rate for the past 23 years) and they will be worth $2641.86.
She will also have an unexpended balance on the Advance Payment
Certificate of $151.30 and her account will then amount to $2793.16.
She will have saved $5.00 each month or $1440.00 and this will have
earned her $1353.16.

514% Compound Interest is a wonderful partner and is waiting to
help you at

Rockland S Association

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 28, 1931

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

MRS. BROWN’S REPORT

Our Great

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 2—Warren town meeting.
March 2—North Haven town meeting:
March 2—Friendship town meeting.
March 3—Cushing town meeting.
March 5—Evening card party at Cop
per Kettle by Candy Table committee,
of Universalist Church.
March 5—Evening bridge at Copper
Kettle.
iIS STILL ON
March 6 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club;
meeting. Copper Kettle orch.
GIVING
March 8—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster 1
visits St. Peter’s parish.
March 10—Chapin Class bridge at Mrs. !
2 ROLLS FOR THE
David Talbot's.
March 13—Colby Glee Club at H. S.
Auditorium.
PRICE OF 1
March 16—Union town meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
Tins
applies
to new goods as well as
March 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Mens League.
old
March 29—Palm Sunday.
March 21 (9.07 a. mj—Spring begins.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
10 Rolls of Paper

BARGAIN
SALE

This morning's weather: Clear,
wind northwest, temperature 25 de
grees above. Thursday saw the tem
perature climb to 50 and yesterday
was a mild day.

20 Yards of Border
Suitable for any room

$1

Kickapoo ball in Temple hall to*
night.
_____

.4

Rockland High School lost tq
Morse High in Bath last night 38 td
23.

Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster will
visit St. Peter’s parish Sunday eve
ning, March 8.

Mrs. Maynard Jackson of South
Thomaston was a guest Friday of
Mrs. Elvie Curtis, Purchase street.

Varnished Tile Paper
17 1-2 cents per roll

CM. BLAKE
Wall Paper Store
FOUR HOURS' CATCII

The two sportsmen shown in the
Mrs. Hattie Gregory of Glencove above picture are W. C. Moore and
who is at Knox Hospital recovering
E. Mills of Rockland and the
from a recent injury shows a sligh
ring of fish which they are so
improvement.

Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., meets
Monday evening, with supper at 6
o'clock, under the direction of Mrs.
Susie Karl and Mrs. Belle Bowley.

A large delegation from the Lit
tlefield Memorial Church attendedthe Dr. Neighbour services at the
First Baptist Church Thursday J
night.
Members of Golden Rod Chapter
are to attend the funeral services of
Mrs. Nellie Wade, which take place
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
the late residence.
I proudiy supporting consists of 16

LiUteMd M,..
lor “ex’ Wed- .““T" ”‘8B‘

”

nesday night when they are sched- 1 P°unas____________
uled to put on a public supper.
_____
Miss Abbie Sanderson, .Bapti't
The few remaining local mariners j missionary from China, will speak
will be interested to know that the j tomorrow morning at the Littlefield
Cape Elizabeth lightship is to be j Memorial Church.
permanently removed, and after 28 I
------years of service will become a relief ; past matrons’ and past patrons’
ship.
! night will be observed bv Forget-------I me-not Chapter, South Thomaston,
Lawrence Upham of Thomaston next Monday evening.
went Tuesday to Portland where he
joined the Steamship Santa Cecelia,
There will be a well baby confer
Capt. William Baker, (formerly of
Rockland) for a trip to the West ence at Red Cross rooms Monday
from 2 to 4 p. m. All mothers with
Coast.
babies up to 5 years of age are in
Word has been received from Ban vited.
gor that the Coast Guard Cutter
Kickapoo will arrive in Rockland I The Woman's Missionary Society
harbor at 2 o'clock this afternoon, 1 of the First Baptist Church will meet
and that the Kickapoo ball will take next Wednesday at 2.30 p. m. in the
place in Temple hall tonight, as ad- , chapel. Mrs. Carl Cassens will be
vertised.
[the leader; subject. "Around the
------! World with Baptist Missionaries, as
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets found in the book ‘Over Seas.’ ”
Tuesday evening, with circle supper *
_____
for the public at 6.15. under the di->P LjttIe Mjss Harriet clark of Grade
rection of Mrs. Lina Carroll and Mrs. ! 1, and Miss Marian Ludwick of
Elizabeth Moody. There will be de Grade Five played a duet in room 5
gree work and six candidates are Tyler School, yesterday morning as
being lined up for membership.
a surprise number for the music
teacher Mrs. Johnson. Their music
The jolly play “In the Fountain of “L’Angelus,” by Gounod, was enjoyed
Youth" which. the
ladies
of
the
Little,
._ __ so much by the children that they
field Memorial Church put on
j were requested to repeat it in Grade
successfully Wetae^ay evening is to Four and the Sub.pr|mary room,
be produced at the Methodist Church
Wednesday evening, March 11. under
July 31 and Aug. 1 have been
the auspices of the Ladies Aid of that
named as dates of the annual motorchurch.
boat regatta at Camden, and the
Members of Miriam Rebekah Lodge' races will again be in charge of Har
are asked to meet at their hall Sun old Corthell, who proved such a
day afternoon at 1.15 to attend the highly efficient committee chairman
funeral services of Mrs. Nellie Wade last summer. The other members of
which will be held from her late the general committee this year are
residence, 96 Camden street, at 2 A. L. Anderson. E. C. Rich, John
o’clock. The Rebekah service is to Bird, Chauncey Borland. O. W. May
hew, R. W. amieson, George Grant,
be used.
Hugh Motgomery, and Standish
Seldom has the coming of a mo Perry. “Bigger and better than
tion picture been awaited with more ever" is the motto.
interest than that of “Cimarron"
coming to the Strand Monday and
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield
Tuesday. It has scored a tremendous Memorial Church presented the com
hit wherever played and last night's edy, "In the Fountain of Youth” in
radio
told of long queues the vestry on Wednesday evening. It
------ broadcast
-------of waiting paftrons and of a month s_ was apparently an all-star cast as
full run at Keith-Albee.
each part was so well taken. The
costumes were unique, and the grayThe School of Missions of the Lit bonneted woman's quartet was most
tlefield Memorial Church will meet fetching. If one bit of acting de
• in the vestry Monday evening at 6.45. serves mention more than another it
Members of the Auxiliary Guild and was that of Mrs. Mattie Barter as
Crusaders are asked to take scissors, the “Widow Wollop." In the cast
foot rule and pencil and any post were Mrs. Eelellah Mosher, Miss
card views they wish to dispose cf.. Berla Lord, Mrs. Annie Thurston,
The verse of scripture is to contain Miss Sarah Hall. "Miss Helen Yeager,
the word, “Charity.”
Miss Sybil Jones, Mrs. Hattie Lord,
Mrs. Nellie Higgins. Mrs. Mae Gray,
President Frank H Smith of the Mrs Hattie Kenney and Mrs. Mattie
Lawrence Portland Cement Co., ac barter.
The Silvertone Quartet
companied by E. P. Haubert, the comprised Miss Mabel Seavey, Mrs.
recently electnd secretary of that Sadie Gray. Mrs. Annie Thurston
corporation, were visitors at the and Mrs. Mae Gray.
Thomaston plant Wednesday and
Thursday. Mr. Smith's duties as in
We are showing our entire line of
surance and banking commissioner
spring wall papers which com
of New Jersey are keeping him pretty new
prise the well known lines of Grandstrenuously occupied, along with his berg,
Maxwell, Gerry, Birge and
industrial duties.
Stauntons (imported* all of which
in stock. If you would
Ernie George and his Royal Arcadi arc carried
see these in your homes we
ans, the ohchestra that made such rather
will be pleased to bring the books to
a hit at the recent Forty Club din
ner-dance play a return engagement you or if you wish just give me a
in this city Monday night at Temple, ring and I will send the car after
hall under the chairmanship of John, vou. Gonia’s.—adv.
H McLoon who felt that the general
RESOLUTIONS
public should have an opportunity to
Whereas. In view of the great loss sus
dance to the music of this drive, tained
hy Penobscot .View Grange, by
called “the smoothest dance band in the passing of Frank Burton Miller from
our midst to the Great Grange beyond,
Maine.”
and of the still greater loss of those

Fales Circle was entertained at the
home of Mrs. Susie Lamb, Rankin
street, Wednesday afternoon and
evening Sewing occupied the after
noon. and after supper a program in
keeping with Washington's Birth
day was presented. Two comrades
were present. Commander F. S.
Philbrick
------------- and
---- Mr.
--- Woodsum. otThree
this
new members were admitted at tms
meeting—Mrs. Marcia Green, Mrs.
, Effie Walsh and- -Mrs. —
Delia Day.

nearest and dearest to him: Therefore.
Resolved, that In the removal of

| Brother Miller nils Grange has lost one

' of Its most helpful and devoted mem
1 bers. one always ready and willing to
contribute in every way, to the good of
the
order, mentally, morally and
Intellectually. Uniting with Penobscot
View Grange as a Charter Member.
Brother Miller continued active and
faithful to the end. and our Grange will
feel the loss vgrv keenly: but we h"’’e
' to comfort us. that promise of the life
, beyonj where ail will be united in one
grand brotherhood.
i Resolved; that this testimonial of our
sympathy be forwarded to the family of
our departed brother, that a copy be
Spiritualist services at G.A.R. hall sent to The Courier-Gazette for pub'land that they be spread upon
Sunday 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. m. Mar cation,
of the Grange.
garet Newton in lecturN asd mes theF. records
A. Richardson. C. E Gregory. Com
sages.
24-26
mittee on Resolutions.

'TWAS GUEST DAY

VISIT ENDS SUNDAY
Dr. Neighbour Has Had Re
markably Successful Serv
ice Series

Giving High Lights of Speech The Music of Scandinavia
Readers’ Zone Conference
Featured Yesterday’s Ru
in Springfield
binstein Meeting

Sunday wjll be the closing day of :
The meeting of the Speech Head- [ Guest day was observed by the
the special meetings being conducted
ers’ Club Thursday was of unusual j Rubinstein Club yesterday afternoon,
at the First Baptist Church under the
interest, inasmuch aj Mrs. Freeman attended by a large number of memleadership of Dr. R. E. Neighbour.
Brown, president, was present to give bers and their friends who displayed
The subject of Dr. Neighbour's morn! ing sermon will be: "If Christ Should
Christian Hope
a detailed report of the Eastern Zone warm interest in one of the out
Conference of the American Federa standing programs of the season.
Christ's statements are the ' Come To Church." Mrs. Helen Went
tion of Organizations for the Hard of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn as chairman pie- hope of Christians. We cannot worth will be soloist. The church
school will have its seSsion at 12
Hearing which took place at Spring- sented a paper on “The Music of too often ponder them. He refers o'clock. There is®to be an afternoon
continually to a life in heaven,
field. The Eastern Zone includes Scandinavia"
reflecting
much after the life upon earth is fin community service at 3 o'clock. Dr.
New York, New Jersey, the New thought in the preparation. Such ished.
Neighbour's subject will be: “The
England States and the Canadian
“Not every one that sait-h Lord, Signs of the Tirfies." Such questions
composers
as
Sibelius
and
Edvard
Provinces, 175 registering. An “Ac
Lord, shall enter into the king as, Is Mussolini the Antichrist? The
quaintance Tea" was one of the Grieg were covered somewhat in de dom of heaven, but he that doeth Four Horsemen; The World Financial,
tail,
while
others
including
Palmopening features, at the Springfield
the will of my Father which is in i Political and Physical Conditions in
League headquarters, when presi- gren, Torjussen and Sinding were heaven,”
the light of Scripture. The Christian
dents of the various organizations ! touched upon more briefly A parEndeavorers will meet at 6 o'clock,
“
Many
shall
come
from
the
poured. Mrs. Arthur Irving of i ticularly interesting bit was the story
i The farewell service for Dr. and Mrs.
east
and
west
and
shall
sit
down
Springfield, who formerly resided in of Grieg's "Peer Gynt Suite” in
Neighbour starts at 7.15 with a song
Rockland, when her husband was spired by the drama of Ibsen, which with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob spiration hour and special music by
in
the
kingdom
of
heaven.
”
superintendent of Rockland schools, Mrs. Sanborn illustrated with Vic
These leaders had been dead the male quartet. Dr. Neighbour’s
was one of the hostesses. Mrs. tor records—"In the Hall of the
for
ages when Christ uttered the final message will be: “Almost, But
Brown poured.
Mountain King." “Anitras Dance,”
...” The happy prayer and praise
above.
Audiophones had been installed so “Solveig's Song,” “Ase’s Death” and
service will be held Tuesday evening
“
Whosoever
shall
confess
me
that all could hear. For speech “Morning.’ Miss Alice Erskine read
at 7.15.
before
men,
him
will
I
confess
readers who were unable to hear, Richard Mansfield's description of
Tuesday night was “Church Night.”
before my Father which is in
Miss Clara Zeigler of the New Eng the character of “Peer Gynt"’ which
Dr. Neighbour gave one of his books
heaven.
”
land School of Speech Reading re “threw a shovelful of earth upon his
His parables begin with state of sermons to Mrs. "Edith A. Chetpeated the addresses. Presidents or grave each time he played it;" and
wynd, who was the oldest member of
representatives of 18 clubs responded also read a colorful description of ments such as these: "The king the church present. Mrs. Sarah Luf
with two-minute speeches telling of “Anitra's Dance." This program was dom of heaven is like a leaven; is kin received a book for being a mem
like a sower; is like a treasure,"
achievements. Miss Betty Wright. given:
ber of the church longer than any
Federation secretary, emphasized the Plano Duet—Finlandia ............... Sibelius etc. “So shall my heavenly other person present.
Father do unto you."
Miss Alice Fuller. Mrs. Nettle Averill
importance of cooperating with the
Wednesday night was “Church
—A Butterfly at Haga .............
Peter said boldly, “Behold we
national society, and the aid given Contralto
Bellman (1740-1795) arr. Gustav Haag
have forsaken all and followed School Night.” Mrs. Frank H. Ingra
by Zone Conferences in establishing
The Judge Dance ..................................
thee: what shall we have there ham received one of Dr. Neighbour's
(Swedish Folk Songs)
sympathy between the various
Gladys St. C. Morgan
fore?” Jesus answered, “Every books for having the largest number
groups to show new ways to help the SopranoMrs.
—Solvetg’s Cradle Song .... Grieg
one that hath forsaken houses or of her class present 34 members of
individual.
Dr. Harvey Fletcher,
There Cried a Bird .................. Sinding
brethren, or sisters, or father, or the Opportunity Class registering.
president of the National organiza
Hidden Love ................................ Grieg
Mrs Mildred Havener
mother, or wife and children, or Mrs. Carl Cassens received a book also
tion, gave the principal address, his
-Soft Footed Snow ...Sigurd Lie
lands for my sake, shall receive for having 29 members of the Kaltopic being “Our Outlook.” He stat Mezzo
Sylvelln ..................................... Sinding
an hundred fold and shall inherit loch Class present. Mrs. Frances Hail
ed that only a few years ago there
Mrs. Lorlta K. Blckne'l
and Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald re
were less than a dozen leagues com Soprano—I Love Thee .................... Grieg everlasting life.”
I Wander Through the Woodlands .... j
ceived booksk for having the largest
Standing
with
the
eleven
at
prising the Federation; now there
(Danish Folk Song)
Galilee after his resurrection he percentage of their classes present.
are nearly 100. His dream is to see
Mrs. Esther Perry Howard
a league in every city, of over 20,000 Plano—To the Rising Sun .... Torjussen j declared: “All power is given unto
Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden
me in heaven and in earth.” Let cuss “How Old Is Your Religion?"
population at least.
Soprano—The Swan ....................... Grieg !
* * • •
May Song .................................... Grieg | science scoff, these are the words
At the evening service at 7.15 a dia
Mrs. Luda Mitchell
of the Son of God, the hope of all logue will be presented entitled “As
Among the fine papers presented
W. A. H.
Mrs Faith G. Berry contributed a Christians.
Mary Told It." Mrs. Ruth Koster
at the morning session Saturday delightful
number—“Rev
Hoch and Mrs. Thelma Stanley takq
were "The Otologist Takes an Im erie” to theDebussy
program.
_
_
the parts of Mary and Rachel re
portant Part in Forming a League”
As a conclusion, Mrs. Sanborn
Re''- Byron L. Marshall of Haver- spectively, and will be attired in ap
by Dr. Emily Pratt of Albany. N. Y„ played several compositions, in part I11 • lvIas®“ W*P begin special meetpropriate eastern costume. The
and “The Hard of Hearing Child in or whole, by Scandinavian composa, , the Pentecostal Mission in
the Public Schools," by, Mrs. Caroline ers, including the Finale of Grieg’s | ®Pear block at 299 Mam street Sun- theme of their conversation is the
D. Wheelock, teacher of lip reading “E Minor Sonata,” "Rustle of i day. Meetings every night at 7.30 approaching death of Jesus and the
in the public schools of Springfield. Spring." by Sinding, “Valse Triste," j and Sundays at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m reason for it as they see it The choir
will sing “The Heavens Ate Declar
(Mrs. Wheelock summers at South
“Romance” by Sibelius, and |
... ,
ing,”' Beethoven and the young peo
Cushing and has often read notices and
these Grieg numbers-“Eternal“To
There will be no morning service ple's orchestra will play. Everybody
of the local club in The Courier-Ga Spring” and “Butterfly.'' Mrs. San- at the Unyiersalist Church tomorrow
invited. The subject for the mid
zette). Other papers were "Voice
Improvement" by Jennie Henderson born sang charmingly two Swedish The meetings of the Sunday School week prayer and praise service will
folk
songs
in
their
native
tongue,
“
Do
“
False Prophets.”
of Boston; “Should Gradually In
and Y.P.C.U.j will be held as usual. be "Recognizing
I* « » *
....
creasing Deafness be Treated" by You Think I Am Forlorn” and
“
Young
Lady
and
I.
”
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the Lit
Frederick N. Sperry, M. D., Yale Uni
Society,
Accompanists for the vocalists'_ The . Rockland
....Spiritualist
.
tlefield Memorial Church, will use as
versity School of Medicine; “Educa were
Miss Margaret Stahl, Mrs. Presents the distinguished Portland the subject of his morning sermon,
tion, Sociability, Social Service” by Averill, Mrs. Berry and Mrs. Helen j Ps>'cdlc' Mrs. Margaret Newton next
“The righteousness that is of God."
Marion A. Durfree, founder of the Wentworth. Mrs. Morgan substitu- I SundaV w*lhAT®,at “
?° The choir will sing "The Lord is my
Providence League artd teacher of
ted
for
Mrs.
Maryon
Benner
and
°^?
v
al
,
’
'„,
lip reading in Fall River; “How
i will offer demonstrations of the con strength," Symper. Junior church lor
children from 5 to 11 years, at 10.30;
Where and When to Get Publicity,” Mrs. Hayden for Mrs. Dorothy Smal I tinuity of life at both services.
Sunday school at 11.45; B.Y.P.U. at
by Mrs. Anne R. Knowlton, chairman ley. The victrola was loaned by Mr.
, 6.15. topic, "What Jesus teaches about
of publicity, Boston Guild; “Where to Fickett of the Maine Music Co. and
At
the
Congregational
Church
to,
Qod 0£r Father;. lead
Daisy and
Get the Money and What To Do the records by Mrs. A. L. Orne and
morrow morning Mr Rounds will, Elizabcth Gray. At 715 Frederick W.
With It” by Miss Peck; “The Indi Mrs. E. F. Glover.
preach on the subject “The Meanh D
f hp Maine christlan
vidual Use of a Hearing Aid from an
have ch
o{ the
Sherwood E. Frost is at 1048 Han mg of Prayer. The Lords Supper CM L
Otologist’s Viewpoint,” by Dr. Gor
The Sunday meeting ’peaking on ..The unfinished
don Berry of Worcester; “Employ cock street, Quincy. Mass., until May, will be administered.
— will
...... be
— pleased
r---------- to
-- receive there Schoo 1 wi11 convene
at the n°oo | Batjje •• The choir will sing "Keep up
and
ment for the Hard of Hearing” by —
! hour The Comrades of the Way will i th flght.. Morris. Prayer meeting
Edith Katz, in charge of the Employ magazine renewals and subscriptions
° ' mget in the vestry at 6 o clock
' Tuesday
6 at 7.30 p. m.
J
ment Bureau in New York, and “The as usual.—adv.
» • • •
Valuable Psychology of Doing Some
BORN
First Church of Christ, Scientist.!
thing for Others." by Mrs. Susan G.
FRED’S BUSY DAY
Taylor of Newark. Valuable discus young—At Camden. Feb. 25. at Com- corner of Cedar and Brewster streets Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Parker^ N^I<Young. XmRoiSud sun- Sunday services will beat lo.Wand That Fred E. Burkett of Union is on
sions by authorities followed practi
the subject of lesson sermon “Christ the job in looking after the interests
cally all papers. Dr, Sperry was con
ley.
sidered one of the, most distinguished KOLJONEN—At Spruce Head. Feb. 22 Jesus.” Sunday School meets at of his constituents is evident from
to Mr. and Mrs. E. Koljonen. a daugh- u.45 and Wednesday evening the
among hearing friends at the con
the following items from tlie House
tcri service is at 7.30. The reading room calendar
ference.
of Feb. 24:
is located at 400 Main street and is Mr. Burkett from same Committee
MARRIED
open
week
days
excepting
holidays
on Resolve providing for a State Pen
Mrs. Brown was particularly im FLOOD-ALLEY—At Rockland. Feb. 26 from 2 until 5 p. m.
by Rev. Hennan R Winchenbaugh
sion for Bertha Gordon of'Union re
pressed by Miss Durfree's pappr. in
Stephen F. Flood. Jr. and Agatha B
porting same in a new draft under
which she said that the deafened
Alley, both ol Whitehead.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) same title'and that it "Ought to pass."
must put his mental workshop in SHELDON-BOGGS—At Nobleboro. Feb
15. by Rev. James MacKillop, Earl F Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv- j same gentleman from same Comorder and admit to himself that he
Sheldon of Warren and M:
Enima ices for tomorrow will be appropriate , niittec on Resolve providing for a
must surmount difficulties that can
Boggs of Waldoboro.
not be removed. Two ways are open DYER-WALL—At tinalhnven. Feb. 18, for the Second Sunday in Lent: Holy gtate Pension for Alden Doe of Wash—hearing devices and speech read
by Rev P. J. Clifford. Hanley Dyer and Communion at St. John’s at 7.30; ington reporting same in a new draft
Miss Claudine Wall, both of Vinal- church school at 9.30; matins at under same title and that it “Ought
ing. Hearing aids will make inter
10.15; choral eucharist and sermon to pass.”
haven.
course easier, assist in properly plac
at 10.30; The Way of the Cross at Mr. Burkett from the Committee on
ing the voice and even help to con
DIED
serve whatever hearing he has. HOWE—At AUston. Mass.. Feb .25. Evc- ■i.30; evensong and sermon at 7o'clock Pensions reporting same on Resolve
at St. John's. Week day services: providing for an Increase in State
Speech reading is not a substitute
8g"ed 76 years. Burial at8 Lincolnville, Holy Communion on Wednesday at pensjon for Emily F. Grotton of
for perfect hearing but is does afford
Me.
7.30; evensong and sermon Friday Washington.
a more lasting aid to comprehension.
The effort of doing something, of STUDLEY—At Rockland. Feb. 26. Evelyn at 7.30 p. m.; evensong and prepara- j Thpse bills were all passed Prettv
sum
j,,,.
'.earning something truly worth
street.
ls welcome at the Lenten services. ,lhat was not an he acComplished,
while, causes such vital changes in
the thoughts and feelings that it carroll—At Rockville. Feb 28. Lizzie
. « » »
eitner! The Honorable Franz ot
a., wife of Oscar w. Carroll, aged 56
Tjle Kubject of the morning ser- Portland mustn’t think that he is the
does not seem like the same world.
Loss of hearing breaks down the
davr at 1 o'clock from cburoh'at Roci> mon at Pratt Memorial Methodist I only Burkett in the House! Dad isn't
channel of social communicationville.
Church will be “Only a Carpenter.” 1 to be Sneezed at!
J.A.T.
speech reading reopens this channel, PARSONS—At Camden. Feb. 25. Marv The choir will sing “Light and Life
-----------------and this means of rehabilitation is a
Estelle, wife of Albert H. Parsons, aged immortal," Bullard, and “Breast the J what we can’t understand is why
protection against further loss. Mrs. FASTOANl-A?clmden Feb"y28 Fred A Wave, Christian." Shelley. The Sun-, alienated affections are worth so
Ea™man. FuneraV Monday at 2 o’clock day School convenes at 12 ancl Ep- darned much if they are so easily
Brown received her course from Miss
Durfree in Providence 12 years ago. torrey—At Auburn, Feb. 26. Elizabeth worth League meets at 6p. m. to dis-1 alienated.—Springfield News-Sun
Saturday’s banquet at' the. Hotel
R. Torrey, aged 83 years. 4 months. 1
——————
days. ---------- at .1 -------Funeral ---------Saturday
o’clock
Kimball was a brilliant affair. Seats
*
from residence of Virgil A. Torrey, i
at the tables were wired with audiCamden.
phones. Maine was well represented WADE—At Rockland. Feb. 27. Nellie
Hortense. wife of George Wade., aged
among the guests of honor at the
64 years. 8 months. 14 days Funeral
speakers’ table by Miss Persis Vose,
Sunday at 2 o’clock. 96 Camden street.
Federation field worker, and Miss STARRETT—At Warren. Feb. 26. Avery
Eliza Hannegan. chairman of pro
P. Starrett. aged 68 years. 11 months.
10 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
gram. Dr. Fletcher was toastmaster.
from the Congregational Church. War
Martha Bruhn, founder of the
ren.
Extended For Two Weeks Owing To Bad Weather
Mullcr-Walle School of Lip Reading,
who gave an intensely interesting
talk on “Lip Reading for Adults,”
GREEN FEES 25 CENTS
based on the experiences of a pioneer,
DRESS REELS
and the early methods of lip reading.
The weekend was devoted to an TO BE SOLD AT A SACRIFICE!
outing trip up the Connecticut Valley We have remodelled part of our
with the Franklin County Lip Read
ers’ Club as hosts, thus closing a ladies' wear department, hence
have left on our hands several
memorable gathering.
Miss Wright paid high tribute to
dress reels—good as new. Cost J25
the work of the Eastern Zone, saying
to $40; will be sold for $5.00.
that a greater part of the achieve
ments of the Federation took place
Senter-Crane Co.
in the Eastern Zone which is the
“Where Summer Reigns”
home of four of the presidents—Dr.
Phillips, Dr. Hayes, Dr. Fletcher and
Dr. Berry, and of Mrs. Norris, vice
president: also the home of the 4-A
audiometer which has been used so
successfully in the schools for testing
hearing. Miss Wright summed up
ASK US ABOUT
the situation by saving “The Eastern
Zone might well «be called the
'Mother of the Federation.’”

CASH PRIZE CONTEST

Tillson Ave. Miniature Golf

Burpee’s February
Furniture Sale

Radio Bargains

$6950

COMPLETE
WITH TUBES

$4995

COMPLETE
WITH TUBES

Another
Bargain
A Beautiful Console
Radio
Complete with Tubes
Regular price was $175.
Now—

’89
CONVEiNIENT TERMS ON ANY RADIO

Free!
For the entire year of
1931 we will give J/flth
Sack of Norman R.
Flour in exchange for
twelve labels taken
from our Three Crow
12 oz. Baking Powder
Can and brought in to
us. This is the first and
only Citrous Baking
Powder to be placed on
the market. Absolutely
Pure.

Course

MRS. JOHN RIPLEY

Della Fitzgerald, wife of John Ellis
Ripley, died at her home, 32 Warren
street, Feb. 19. Mrs. Ripley had not
been in good health for several years
end since November had been con
fined to her bed. She was the
daughter of the late Addie Bridges
and Patrick Fitzgerald and was
married Jan. 6. 1900 to John E. Ripley.
She leaves besides her husband one
daughter, Dorothy Wood, and a sis
ter Mrs. Austin Philbrook. Private
funeral services were held at her
home Sunday Rev. L. G. Perry offi
ciating. The bearers were Fred
Gregory, Robert Packard, Enos
Bridges and C. Blair Leiter. Inter
ment was at Sea View cemetery.

NO SLATE COAL

JOHN BIRD CO.
Rockland, Maine

PAINTING
»

We are agents for the exclusive sale of
LEGITT’S CREEK NOSLATE Coal in this territory, and offer it at

the same price as ordinary hard coal

M. B.
519 MAIN STREET

C. O. PERRY
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE

in All Its Branches

487

Legitt’s Creek is called America’s Best Hard Coal. Worth 65c per ton more on a
heat unit basis. Costs you no more!

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
Telephone 745-W

Rockland
17-26
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STATE OF MAINE
STATC OF MAINE
STATE OF MAINE
February 28, 1931.
County of Knox. SS.
County
of
Knox. SS.
iCOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE!
February 28, 1931.
Taken this twenty-eighth day of Feb
STATE OF MAINE
Taken this twenty-eighth day of Feb ruary
John Andrews was home from At Naomi Chapter's stated meeting
A. D. 1931 on execution dated Feb
Legislative Notices
all persons Interested In either of ruary. 1931. on execution dated Feb ruary 11, 1931, Issued on a judgment
Boston over the weekend and holi last week the entertainment was in theToestates
ruary
12.
1931.
Issued
on
a
judgment
hereinafter named:
rendered
bv
the
Superior
Court
for
the
day
observance of Washington’s Birthday
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, rendered by the Superior Court for the County of Knox at the term thereof bpSEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
of Knox in the term thereof be •run and held on the flrst Tuesday of
William Pogler of Philadelphia and refreshments were served. The tn and for the County of Knox, on the County
The Committee on Sea and Shore
L
gun
on
the
first
Tuesday
of
February.
3
17th
dav
of
February.
In
the
year
of
our
2
*
1
(o
S
5
7
and Raymond Fogler of New York committee comprised Mrs. Alice lord one thousand nine hundred and 1931. on the seventh day of February in February. 1931. to wit. on the seventh Fisheries wiil give a public hearing ln
of February. 1931. in favor of United its rooms at the State House, in Au
were in town to attend the funeral of Wheeler and Mrs. Blanche Simmons. ' thirty-one. and by adjournment from favor of Fidelity Trust Company, a cor day
Fuel Corporation of Maine, a cor gusta. on
poration created and existing under and Motor
dav
to
day
from
the
17th
day
of
said
March
6
is
the
date
for
the
next
their
uncle,
Aaron
Andrews.
poration
organiaed under the laws of
9
TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1.30 P. M.
IO
n
12
February the following matters having bv virtue of the laws of the State of the State of Maine and having an office
H. P 129. L. D. 53. Act Removing
Several from this place attended stated meeting.
, a presented for the action thereupon Maine and having its principal office and place of business at Portland in Protection
from Lobsters and Crabs in
Albert W. Smith of West Somerville hereinafter indicated it ls hereby Or and place of ^.business at Portland in the County of Cumberland and State of Georges River.
the Candlelight Tea at the Rockport
—H. P. 668. Act Relating
the County of Cumberland and State Maine and against Libby Burchell Fish
13
14
lb
15
Mass., was in town last week to at dered :
Baptist Church Monday evening.
to Fly Fishing for Salmon and Shad in
aforesaid,
and
against
Herbert
H.
Stover
notice thereof be given to all
eries
Co.,
a
corporation
organized
under
Kennebec
River.
—S. P. 224. Act Rela
It has been learned that this part tend the funeral of his uncle. Lermond DeiThat
sons Interested, by causing a copy and Alden A. Stover, both of Rockland,
laws of the Commonwealth of Mas tive to Digging C'.ams in the Town of
W 19
of the town has four rather than two Seavey of Long Cove. Mr. Smith was of this order to be published three weeks in the County of Knox and State of the
2b
l€>
17
sachusetts
and
having
an
office
and
Kennebunk.
—
H.
P. 667. Act Relating
co-partners doing business under
of business in Boston, County of to Close Time on Clams.—S. P. 225. Act
j members in the Rockport High an overnight guest Saturday of Mr. successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a Maine,
w
the firm name and style of H. H. Stover place
newspaper
published
at
Rockland,
in
w
Suffolk
and
Commonwealth
of
Massa

to
Prohibit
the
Taking
of Clams ln the
and
Mrs.
Robert
Wood
and
of
Mr.
and
I School band The Hamalainen twins,
& Co., for $15,612.64 debt or damage chusetts. and also having an office and
-aid County that they may appear at
Shores or Flats within the Town of
21
23
22 n
I Dnoald and Davil and Misses Dor- Mrs. Wesley Comstock of Rockland ; p^bate“c'ourt”to be' heid"»t”!Sd"Rock- and $15.81 costs of suit, and will be sold place of business at Vlnalhaven. County Scarboro
—
H.
P
132.
Act
to Prohibit
lxl. on the 17th day of March. A D at public auction in the office of the of Knox, and State of Maine, for Six the Catching of Smelts in the Cathance
| othy and Bernice Nutt took part in Sunday, leaving for his home on the
Sheriff for the County of Knox at the hundred sixty-seven dollars and fifty1931
at
nine
o'clock
tn
the
forenoon,
River,
except
by
hook
and
line.—S. P.
Monday morning train.
the concert last week.
it
1
24
and hr heard thereon If they see cause Court House in said Roekland to the six cents ($667.56) debt or damage and 120. Act Relating to the Use of Beam
highest bidder on the fourth day of
The morning subject at the Bap
Misses Hazel and Grace Parker
ESTATE CORA B. MILLAY, late of April. 1931. at eleven o'clock in the Eleven dollars and twenty-five cents Trawlers, within certain areas.—H. P.
and Mrs. Amy Nutt motored to Au tist Church will be "The Perfect M < Camden, deceased. Petition for Admlnls- forenoon, the following described real ($11.25) costs of suit, and will be sold at 226. Act to Protect Cod ln Waters off
auction to the highest bidder on the Coast of Lincoln and Sagadahoc
2b
gusta Monday. On the return trip About His Father's Business.' Duet ,ration. asking that Charles A. Perry, estate and all the right, title and in public
Camden, or some other suitable per terest which the said Alden A. Stover the fourth day of April. A. D. 1931 at Counties.
25-26
they were accompanied by Miss by Mrs. Willis Wilson and Jama s of
ten
o
’
clock
in the forenoon at the office
son he appointed Admr. with bond
has and had in and to the same on the of the Sheriff
WAYS AND BRIDGES
2^
Cant:
communion
at
the
close
of
the
at
the
Court
House
ln
Bernice
Parker
who
spent
the
week

ESTATE
MARY
E.
DICKEY,
late
of
third
day
of
October.
1929
at
1
hour.
31
2&
The Committee on Ways and Bridges
in the County of Knox and
morning service. The Sunday School Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ad 25 minutes in the afternoon, the time Rockland
end there.
aforesaid, all the right in equity w’ill give a public hearing in its rooms
is growing. C. E. is at .6, consecra ministration d b n.ct.a. asking that Rod- when the same was attached on the State
at
the State House, in Augusta, on
School
opened
Tuesday
morning
which
said
Libby-Burchell
Fisheries
Co
i4
nev I Thompson of Rockland, or some writ ln the same suit, to wit:
i 33 1
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 2 P. M.
32
at one-thirty o’clock in the after
| with Miss Mitchell of Greenville as tion meeting. Following the 7 song other suitable person be appointed
First Beginning at the Northerly side had
H.
P. 1003 L. D. 611. An Act to transfer
noon
on
the
twenty-ninth
day
of
De
service
there
will
be
a
stereopticon
of
a
road
leading
from
the
shore
road
j
teacher.
Admr.
dbn.c.t.a.
with
bond
to
maintenance
of Highways and Funds
W
A. D. 1930 when the same was
now Main street to the late Amariah cember
lecture
entitled
“
Little
Sisters
Beside
DELESTON
M.
YOUNG,
late
of
Union,
now
appropriated by Special Bond Re
The
Tuesday
Club
met
this
week
attached
on
the
original
writ
to
redeem
3r
3b
35
Kelloch's
lot
to
stake
and
stones
on
the
Will and Petition for Probate
the following described mortgaged real solves. H. P 889 L. D. 344. An Act provid
with Mrs. Amy Nutt with MisS Ber the Brahmaputra." given by Miss deceased
thereof asking that same may be proved Northern side of said road 33 feet West estate situated in Vinalhaven ln said ing for the surface treatment of State
Harriet Long.
nice Parker assisting hostess.
and allowed and that letters testamen erly from McIntosh road; thence S. 81 county, to wit:—
and State Aid Roads. S. P. 488 L. D. 649.
i
deg W. by said road 60 feet to stake and
HO
43
MX
Ml
tarv issue to Qulncv E. Young of Union, stones:
Miss Grace Parker expected to
One undivided half interest in An Act to establish a general highway
thence N. 4 deg. W. 80 feet to fee(1)simple
KEEP SAME OFFICERS
Fund. S. P. 445 L. D. 599. An Act relating
the executor named In said will without stake and
in
a
tract
of
land,
with
the
leave this morning. Saturday, for
stones by said McIntosh land
to the construction and maintenance of
bond.
♦o stake and stones: thence S. 4 deg. W. buildings thereon in said Vinalhaven. State State Aid and Third-class high
Wellesley Hills, Mass., where she will
".7
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ESTATE MARY C. TYLER, late of 80 feet by said McIntosh land to said bounded and described as follows:
H4
H5
enter the Children's Hospital to take So Savs st- C.eorge Taxpayer, Who R kland. deceased, final account filed road at first mentioned bounds, with
Beginning at the shore of Vinalhaven ways. S P. 133 L. D. 111. An Act relat
Calls Opposition "Chaos and Rig for allowance by Alden L. Tyler and buildings thereon, excepting therefrom, Harbor at the southwest corner of land ing to the apportionment of construc
nurse's training.
of Mrs. Rebecca Lane and aft tion of bridges, under the Bridge Act. S.
Louise M Tyler Randall. Exrs.
49
1
however, the lot conveyed by James A. formerly of
Announcements have been re-i marole”
B. L. Lane; thence running P. 489. L. D. 650. An Act relating to the
ESTATE MARY C. TYLER, late of Stover to Carrie A. Stover by deed dated erwards
and
maintenance
of
ceived here of the marriage Feb. 18
(a) East by the South line of the said construction
Rockland deceased. Petition for Distri April 10. 1899 and recorded in Knox Reg Lane
St.
George.
Feb.
24
T~3.
land
one hundred seventy-five Bridges on State Highways. H. P. 917 L.
in Newton. Mass., of John Lane,
bution. filed by Alden L. Tyler and istry of Deeds in Book 116, Page 507.
D.
370.
An
Act
relating
to
the
construc

(175) feet to the Northwest corner bound
The above lot is located ln said Rock of
, Louise M. Tyler Randall Exrs.
formerly of this place and Miss Sa Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
land formerly owned by Mrs. Sarah tion of State Aid Highways. S. P. 487 L.
v
ZAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
land.
ESTATE:
MERTIE
L.
SIMPSON,
of
D.
648.
An
Act
to
repeal
Section
thirtydie M Burgess of Union. They are
Dushane; <b) thence Southerly by the
As we are nearing our annual town
Second: Beginning at the S W. cor west
IC-Hri I
1-Bad
33-ln the beginning
Rockland. Petition for License to sell
line of the said Dushane lot thirty two of Chapter 28 of the Revised Stat
to reside in West Newton.
meeting which takes place nevi Real Estate situated In Rockland and ner of land formerly of James Stover seven
11— A hewer
(37) feet to the Southwest corner utes of 1930 relating to special provis
5-Money
(Laf. abbr.)
on
the
Northerly
side
of
Holmes
Street;
The
regular
monthly
union
service
of
said
lot; (c) thence Easterly by the ions for towns peculiarly located. S. P.
Monday
we
flunk
a
few
remarks
on
!
in
said
Petition,
filed
by
12- V7eakens
9-Black igneous rock 35-Feminine name
thence
Westerly
by
said
Street
60
feet
at this church will be held Sunday paper would not be out of place at
line of the said Dushagie lot 486 L. D. 647. An Act relative to the
to land formerly of Joseph Burns; South
33-Malicious burning cf ll-Tubercoioel* (abbr.)
11-Shoves
sixty-eight
(68) feet to a corner; (di Powers and Duties of the State Highway.
FRANK E. LEVENSELLER. late of
evening.
Northerly bv said Burns line 80
this time. For the past few weeks Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition thence
25-27
18-Contract
Northerly eighteen (18) feet to
13 Part of verb “to be"
a building
feet to land formerly occupied by Ivory thence
the
line
of
land
now or formerly of the
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME
there has been much discussion, fault for piobate thereof, asking that same Hovey; thence Easterly by said line 60
20- !mmediate
14-Stocking supporters 39-Also
aforesaid
Rebecca
Lane;
<e>
thence
n
ay
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
feet to said Stover land; thence South
The Committee on Inland Fisheries
finding and promiscuous talk con
VINALHAVEN
22-A branch of the
1C-Mus:cal note
40- Runic (?bbr.)
’ers testamentary Issue to Eva Leven- erly bv said Stover land 80 feet to the Fasterly by the South line of the said and Game will give a public hearing ln
cerning the affairs erf our town and letHer
41- Harassed
Finnic language
17-The head
/them of Rockland, the executrix first mentioned bound, with buildings Lane land about thirty-three (33) feet its rooms at the State House, ln Au
to
the
Southeast
corner
thereof
on
the
At Union Church Sunday morning, its officials who have been In off." named ill said »111 without bond
23- A tropical shrub
(humorous)
43- Towards
on
thereon, being same premises conveved
road; (f) thence Southerly by the gusta
HATTIE M. KALLOCH. late of Rock to J S. Durgin by Marv R. Kimball. Oct. town
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 2 P. M.
i Rev. P. J. Clifford will speak on “The the past year. They seem to think
19- A luxurious rich
44- !mpresses
28- Poverty
line of said town road about fifty-seven
9.
1882.
recorded
in
Knox
Registry
of
H.
P
737 L. D. 258. An Act to Abolish
land.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
! Symbol and the Reality." His sub- j that things have been going bad ard Probate thereof, asking that same may Deeds, Book 63. Page 148.
man
46-Helmet of the 15th 29- Gull-iike bird (pi.)
(57) feet to the Northeast corner bound the Knox
County Game Preserve.— H. P.
land now or formerly of Mrs. Eben . 723. L. D.
i ject for evening is “The Real Billy that we need a new board of offic be proved and allowed and that letters The above lot is located in said Rock of
century
2C-Keeps afloat
20- Mischievous child
Act to Provide for an
Fifleld; (g) thence Westerly by the Open Season 254.
i Sunday.” There will be selections by from moderator down the whole list • damentary be issue to Overness Sar land.
ln Knox County.
21- Brcther of Jacob
48-Affirmativi votes
31- Disturber
North line of said Fifleld lot about one S. P. 307. Actonto Moose
Third:
A
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
land
Create
a Game Sanctu
the choir and male quartet.
of officers, but more especially a new kesiam of Rockland the ^executor named
(Bible)
43-lndigent
32- Musical instrument
(100) feet to the Northwesterly ary in the Town of Hope.
together with the buildings thereon sit hundred
Knox County,
in said will without bond
corner thereof; (h) thence Southerly to be known as the Gribbel
Union Church circle supper Thurs- : board of selectmen,
23- On:e (Scot.)
21- A short note
uated
in
said
Rockland,
bounded
and
Game Pre
L. W. SEAVEY. late of St. George, de described as follows:
about fifty (50) feet to the Northwest serve.
day
night
was
well
attended.
The
These
officers
have
always
been
the
25-27
VERTICAL
24- Work, measured in
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
25-lnsect (pi.)
corner bound of land now or formerly
Beginning
on
the
West
side
of
State
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 2 P. M.
housekeepers were Mrs. William target for sharpshooters seemingly thereof, asking that same may be proved
quantities of heat
oi F. Rossiter. Jr.; (I) thence Southerlv
37-Thus
Street
at
an
iron
bolt
at
John
Lon
gley's
S.
P.
375.
L.
D.
479.
Act
to
Establish
Bums Mrs. Frank Mullen, Mrs. T. E. thinking they could do a much bettn and allowed and that letters testamen South East corner; thence 41 feet South by the west line of' said Rossiter lot and Duck Sanctuaries in Knox County.
1-To depart quickly
25- Uced in making
SS-The lowest tide
be issue to Albert B. Seavey of St.
West line of land now or formerly
Libby and Mrs. Frank Winslow.
j job if they only had a chance to st« > tary
said street to James A. Stover’s by the
bread
,2-Exists
25- 30
George, the executor named ln will along
Mrs. Lottie Smith ninety-eight (98)
41Curious
scraps
of
North East corner; thence West by an of
Mrs. Mary L. Arey returned Thurs- j in and put the other fellows out. It without bond.
3- Loiter
MILITARY AFFAIRS
26- Country of Europe
feet
to
the Southwest corner bound of
ancle
of
102 deg. 39 min.. 56.7 feet by said Smith
literature
lot; (j) thence Easterly by
day from Brewer.
' seems to me that this same crowd
4- Dash
(abbr.)
AARON M ANDREWS, late of Rock said Stover's land to an iron bolt;
The Committee on Military Affairs will
South line of said Smith lot twenty give a public hearing in its rooms at
42- Dead Letter Office
Arlene Clifford left Wednesday for i had a chance and did not fill the bil' port. deceased. Petition for Probate of thence North by an angle of 94 deg. 56 the
5- Restrain
27- Licutenant (abbr.)
(20)
feet;
(k)
thence
southerly
sixty-slx
the
State House, in Augusta, on
Will
and
Administration
c.t.a.
asking
(abbr.)
Weymouth, Mass, to resume teach- ' The present incumbents are hard that William A. Fogler of Jenkintown. min . 35 3 feet by said Stover's land to (66) fe£t to the line of land now or THURSDAY,
6- Beast of burden
28- Pigment
MARCH 5, 1931, 1.30 P. M.
the North East corner of Stover’s stable
7- English coin (abbr.) 45 That is (Latin
ing. Enroute she visited her sister working and faithful officers faying Pennsylvania or some other suitable to the land of said Longley; thence East formerly of George P. Cieed at a point on following:
30-A prickly bush
S. P 270. An Act relating to Military
abbr.)
to serve the town to the best of their person be appointed Admr. c.t.a. with erly along Longley's line 69 feet to the now or formerly marked by a stake and
8- Head covering
Doris Clifford at Milton, N. H.
32-Honorable East
stones; (1) thence Westerly by the north Naval Reservists.
first mentioned bounds.
9- Anything pernicious -Il'-Behold
Mrs. Hiram Green and daughter ability. This includes the tax col bond.
India Co. (abbr.)
of said Creed land forty-five <45)
S. P. 326. Resolve making an im
Excepting from the above described line
MARY C. HALL, late of Rockland, de
feet to a post set in the bank at the provement to the State Aviation Field at
Mrs. Willis Kossuth were in lector, treasurer and road commis ceased.
Will and Petition for Piobate Dremlscs a well situated on the South shore;
(m) thence to Vinalhaven Harbor, Augusta.
sioner.
and
by
the
way
our
road
corrRockland
Thursday.
East
corner
of
the
premises.
thereof,
asking
that
same
may
be
proved
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
by the Harbor to the point of be
S. P. 271. An Act to Clarify the payFourth: A certain lot or parcel of and
and allowed and that letters testamen
Mrs. Lerov Nickerson was hostess missioner has kept our roads clt
ginning.
‘ment of military accounts.
be issue to Henry Chatto. of Rock land situated at Plea ant Beach
WALDOBORO
to the “Pais" Wednesday night at from sqow the best ever this winter tary
Being
the
same
land
of
which
one
un

H
P. 842. Resolve appropriating
land the executor named in will with called, in South Thomaston in said divided half interest was conveyed to
6(0 L E
[C[OIMIA
for the completion of the Statue
There has not been a day that a bond.
County of Knox and bounded and de the Vinalhaven Fish Company by deed money
Catharine and Mary Tuck of her home on East Main street.
Air'llYIL
of General Howard.
a|r 1 L
scribed
as
follows;
Mrs.
Ambrose
Peterson
returned
person
could
not
get
out
of
town
ESTATE MYRTLE L. THOMPSON, of
Quincy. Mass., are spending the week
of
Ge(ft'
T
e
S.
Carver,
dated
August
22.
H
P.
46. Resolve in Favor of Dept.
Beginning at the South Easterly cor
an automobile, which is quite re Friendship, second and final account ner
|T|E|S|T E
1899. and recorded with Knox County of Maine Grand Army of the Republic.
HiA M A
with their aunt and uncle, Mr. and from Rockland Thursday
of lot No. 4 on plan of McLoon and De&ds,
filed for allowance by Sherman T.
Book
111,
Page
561;
markable.
26- 27
Spring
is
on
its
way
—
boys
have
Anderson’s land made by O. H. Tripp in
Mrs. James Duane.
IPiBlX
E N
And also all and every the leasehold
But
still
“propaganda"
says Jameson. Conservator.
1895; thence running by the Northerly
STATE PRISON
been flying kites for the past week.
estate,
privilege
of
renewal,
and
all
other
ESTATE
BENJAMIN
C.
PERRY,
late
Fred
Turner
of
Portland
spent
the
D
of Anderson Avenue, so called. 50
The Committee on State Prison will
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett was in Rockland “change” turn them out.” “have a of Rock'and. deceased, first and final line
thence Northerly about 110 feet estates, interests ancl rights in and to give a public hearing ln its rooms at the
weekend with relatives in town.
o U
new board all round,” “give us a account filed for allowance by Morris B. feet;
Thursday.
to the N. line of land conveyed to Silas the other undivided one-half of the State House, in Augusta, on
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
W’ McLoon and James Anderson by tract of land and buildings thereon
There will be a missionary pro- chance and we will show you how Perry, Admr.
MARCH 5, 2 P. M.
ESTATE CLIFFORD CLARK BRA Cyrus Rackliffe; thence by said line above described, granted or purported to
Worcester. Mass., have been guests gram in the Sunday School at Union 1 town affairs should be conducted "
H. P. 1159. To abolish the Board of
ZIER.
late
of
Thomaston,
deceased,
first
43.44 feet to the Northeasterly be granted, to the lessee in a certain Prison Commissioners. H. P. 994. L. D.
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. church Sunday morning. It will Seems to us we have heard this stuff and final account filed for allowance by Easterly
instrument
of
lease
wherein
R.
T.
Car

corner of lot No. 2: thence by line of
437. An Act. Relating to Prison iAbor.
Thomas Kuhn.
consist of songs and representation before. We know there are just as Rodney E. Brazier. Admr.
said lot (being westerly line of lot No ver ls lessor and the Vinalhaven Fish S. P 351. L. D. 353. At Act. to regulate
Company lessee, dated January 1. 1906.
Mrs Guy Ware of Newark, N. J.. Of people in foreign lands by Mrs P.smart people out of office as there
ESTATE CLARA E. SMITH, late of 2 10904 feet to the first mentioned and recorded with Knox County Deeds. Prison Labor and to determine the use
being the Easterly part of lot No.
spent the weekend and holiday with j Clifford's and Mrs. Everett Libby's arc in office, but why elect a n w Vinalhaven deceased, first and final ac bounds
Book 137. Page 183. or now existing in to which Prison or Convict made goods
filed for allowance by Ora Inger 4 on said plan; together with a right of the said Fisheries Company under or in may be put in this State
S .P. 352. L.
her parents, Mr. and
and Mrs
Mrs. James classes, also an address on Missions 1 board of officers at every annual count
way upon and along the avenues laid
son, Admx.
of said instrument of lease, or D. 354. An Act, to determine the use
on said plan, and from said prem virtue
Steele.
by Miss Gwendolyn Green which i town meeting? Why not let these
to which Prison or Convict made goods
ESTATE NATHAN M. LEACH, late of down
otherwise.
to the town road.
Harold Townes of Gardiner has promises to be very interesting,
men
Warren, deceased, first and final account ises
(2) The entire fee simp'e in a tract of may be put in this State.
" who hold ‘these town offices h
Fifth: A certain lot or parcel of land
26-27
filed for allowance by Loring J. Orff. situated
land, with the buildings thereon, in said
been a recent guest at V. B. Hager
in
said
Rockland
on
the
west
Girl Scouts met as usual with drill I a fair trial and Five th™ a cbar
Vinalhaven, adjoining the tract first
man's.
side of State Street with a well of w’ater herein
work by James Smith.
i We happen to know (and as vou vill Admr.
described
on
the
North
and
ESTATE
EMMA
A.
WILSON,
late
of
bounded on said street coming tc
Miss Gladys Flint was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. George Grey left see by the annual report that ’he Beverly. Mass., final account filed for and
ROCKVILLE
a point on the South on Holmes Street bounded and described as follows:
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Tuesday for Rockland where Mrs. town’s business has been conduced allowance uy
Beginning where the Southerly line
on the west by land of James A. Stover
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
land now or formerly of Clara E.
ESTATE CLARA E. SMITH, late of and on the North by I.. T. Hovey land of
Funeral services for Mrs. Oscar
over, Vle holiday and^weekend. Grey underwent a surgical operation in a very business like manner and
Smith
the shore of Vinalhaven
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
and is the same land deeded Catharine Harbor; meets
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
Petition
to
De

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Brummitt
a
t
knox
Hospital
Thursday.
Ithat
the
selectmen
have
saved
the
thence running (a) easterly by
W. Carroll who died Feb. 28 will be
erage—a perfect miser
Inheritance Tax filed by Ora C C. Patterson by T. B. McIntosh. W. C. the South
of said Smith lot
Miss Cora Vinal who has been town hundreds of dollars during the termine
held Monday at 1 p. m. from the who have been spending several
McIntosh, the 16th day of January A. D. one hundred line
Ingerson. Admx.
Listen in every Friday evening at
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entered
with
the
records
for
Deeds
weeks
at
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home
on
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spending
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holiday
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with
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Past
year.
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have
also
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church at Rockville.
ESTATE ATHELENE B. FORBES, late
stone post; (b) thence southerly across
6.15 on WBZ and W'BZA
)26. of Haverhill. Mass., deceased. Petition to Eastern District for the County of Lin land
parents, Mr.and Mrs. Burton Vinal that were contracted in the >
formerly of Rebecca Lane sixtyMr. and Mrs. J. S. Ranlett attended street, returned to Roxbury, Mass.,
coln. now Knox Oounty. Vol. 22 Page five (65*
Distributed by
Determine
Inheritance
Tax
filed
by
feet to the South line of said
returned Saturday to Portland to
so we ar^ told.
166.
to
which
deed
and
record
reference
the meeting of the American Legion Monday.
.av- Haverhill Trust Company of Haverhill. may be had for a further description of Lane '.and. being the North line of the
Rockland Produce Co.
Friends of Mrs. Lawrence T. Wes- resume teaching.
1 The town was unfortunate
Mass
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Exr.
Auxiliary Monday evening. It was a
lot
first
herein
described,
at
a
point
one
mer
said land.
Clinton Dalzell left Wednesday for ! inS several forest fires last
Sow on sale at Tillson Avenue
eighty-two (182) feet from the
ESTATE DOROTHY M. FEENEY of
National Defense program with Lieut. ton will be glad to learn that she is
Sixth: A certain lot or parcel of land, hundred
pe- Rockland. Petition for Reduction of
' to contend with. There were
road measured along said South
Miniature Golf Course
together with the buildings thereon, sit town
S. E. Willard as guest speaker, fol convalescing from a successful op- Portland.
erly
line
of
the
Lane
land:
(c)
thence
lich
Guardian
Bond,
filed
by
Martha
P
eration at the Maine General Hospi- I a Men’s Supper will be served in cial appropriations for this
uated on the south side of Holmes West along the North line of the lot
146-29
lowed by a musical program.
Feeney,
Guardian
of
said
Ward.
lese
Street
in
said
Rnckiand.
bounded
and
Union Church vestry next Thursday, amounted to around $1200. b
first herein described, being the South
Ernest H. Perry attendee the Fish tai, Portland.
described
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follows:
Witness.
MELZER
T.
CRAWFORD.
Esing,
Claudine Wall, daughter of Mr. were «npaid
Mr and Mrs. Harris McLain of Ev
land formerly of Mrs. Rebecca
Beginning at an iron pin at the north line ofabout
fUfte/xfor.
wile notwiths
nn™;™
i Quire, Judge of Probate Court for Knox
and Game Association meeting last
ninety-eight (98) feet, to
erett, Mass.. u?re recent visitors in and Mrs. Frank Wall and Hanley with all these bills coming m they . £ounty ^ckiR„d. Maine,
west corner of the Berry Tract, and Lane,
F’iday evening.
the shore at the Southwest corner of
were
paid,
and
still
the
report
shows
Attes
ChAEi.ES
L.
veazie
.
Register,
running
thence
South
24
deg.
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min.
town.
Dyer,
son
of
Mrs.
and
the
late
said
Lane
land;
thence to Vinal Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted, ,
Mlss Lottie Ewell is visiting rela
east, along the west line of the said haven Harbor and (d)
38-8-32
The Susannah Wesley Society met Charles Dyer, were united in mar that the business of the town has I
the Harbor to the papered and thoroughly cleansed,’
Berry tract. 173.7 feet to an iron pin; point of beginning; bybeing
tives in Portland and while there she
the same land
been
conducted
in
a
very
ab
’
.
man

with Mrs. Alexander Stewart at the riage Feb. 18 at Union Church par
thence turning at right angles, south conveyed to the Vinalhaven
will attend the Passion Play.
Com :eilings whitened and floors refinished.
ner. The present officers should be
65 deg. 02 min. west, passing 50 feet pany by deed of B. L. Lane, Fish
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parsonage
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evening.
sonage
by
Rev.
P.
J.
Clifford.
Best
dated De Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
Among the men of the village who
distant from the southerly end of the cember 14. 1906. and recorded with
elected for another year. We see no
Harvey
S.
Simmons
returned
to
wishes
are
extended
to
the
newly

Knox very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
I.
Charles
L.
Veazie.
Register
of
Pro

barn on said premises. 523.7
were lured to the ponds last Sunday
benefit in electing new officer- every bate for the County of Knox, in the homestead
Deeds. Book 141. Page 538.
weds by their many friends.
feet to an iron pin: thence turning at County
pickerel fishing, F. L. Hunter returned ; Bat,„ „.°P
22tf
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The
entire
fee
simple
in
a
tract Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
year
but
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do
see
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and
rig

State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
In
right angles, north 24 deg. 58 min. west,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ware and son
with the best catch. His string num
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marole.
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tract
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Dodge
of
Worces

appointed
Administrators,
Executors
and
erly side of the ware house on said
SPRUCE HEAD
bered seven, one of them weighing
Guardians on the dates Mcieinafter premises. 191.4 feet to an iron pin on first herein described on the South and
ter. . Mass,
have been
the recent
four pounds 2 ounces.
,
,
,
and described as follows:
indicated.
the south line of Holmes Street: thence bounded
PORT
CLYDE
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Beginning at the shore at a post set
Miss Mary Bird motored to Orono | eu«u °f
Window
Little Miss Shirley Stanley has
ESTATE: LOIS I. ROSS, late of Rock north 67 deg. east along the south line ln the bank at the northwest corner of
Wednesday evening with friends from . ,Mrs; J°h" J' N°lan and ,son
been spending the past week with
land, deceased. February 3rd, 1931 Mil of Holmes Street. 524 3 feet to the p'.ace land formerly of George P. Creed;
Osteopathic Physician
Rockland to attend the play “Jour- • wln.of Bath are the guests of her per guest of Mrs. E. V. Shea Satur- Mrs. Lillian Benner is spending a dred F. Ross of Rockiand was appointed of beginning, containing 2.195 acres, thence running (a) easterly by the
Admx. and qualified by filing bond on more or less.
few days on Matinicus.
North line of said Creed land about nine
35
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ncys End” given by the Maine Masque mother, Mrs. Mary Achorn
Being
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of
the
land
conveyed
Mrs.
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Godfrey
was
a
sup

(9) feet to a corner; (b) thence South,
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Joyce of Cam
Mrs. Arthur Sprowl of Rockland same date.
to said Alden A. Stover by Martha A. twelve
A.: sociation of the University ol
PHONE 136
per guest of Mrs. E. V. Shea Satur was in town Tuesday to attend the
FRANK B. MILLER, late of Rockland, J.
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of
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and
others
by
deed
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deceased. February 7th. 1931. Frank A. ranty dated July 23. 1906. and recorded haif (19»2) feet to the shore; (c) thence
Ma ine.
day night at the Lauriette.
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'funeral
of
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aunt,
Mrs.
Ezekiel
Crute of Cushing was appointed Exr. in Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 141. to Vinalhaven Harbor and by the Harbor
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Miss Gertrude Simmons, Gordon jones
without bond.
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of King SoloPave 180.
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~ meeting
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Being the same land conveyed to the
Simmons
and
Donald
York
have
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ALFRED A. BRIGGS, of Rockland.
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spending
a
Also the following described real es Lane-Libby
bear meetings now being held at the 1
Fisheries Company bv deed
1855
1931
February 10th. 1931. Joseph Dondis of tate and all the right, title and interest
M. M. degree was conferred on sev turned to Rockland High School few weeks in Massachusetts.
of
George P. Creed dated November 7,
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Rockland
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appointed
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and
which
the
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H.
Stover
has
after
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s
vacation.
1912.
and
recorded
Knox County
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&
CO.
and had in and to the same on the third Deeds, Book 155. Pagewith
Ihe cheery buzz of the gasoline eral candidates.
365.
Miss Ellen Smith of Coopers’ Mills
Mrs E. V. Shea was overnight in the library Wednesday afternoon.
ESTATE: NINA P. FEYLER. late of day of October. 1929. at 1 hour. 25 min
Waldoboro and Rockland
i saw has a very spring like sound
(4) Together with all the right, title,
Rockland, deceased. February 10th, 1931, utes in the afternoon, the time when privilege and license whatsoever it may
spent
the
holiday
with
her
parents,
guest
Saturday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mer

Mrs.
George
Robbins
is
visitlnj
Highlands
and is good to hear.
the
same
was
attached
on
the
writ
in
Oscar
Duncan
of
Rockland
was
ap

be.
which
it
now
has
to
erect
and
main

friends in Portland.
rill Simmons.
Artistic Memorials In Stone
D. A. Sherer, E. H. Perry, J. S. Ran- Judge and Mrs. Harold R. Smith.
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing the same suit, to wit:
tain
wharves
or
other
structures
in
Vi

Mr. and /Mrs. William C. Flint an
Seventh: A certain lot or parcel of nalhaven Harbor below low’ water mark ----------------------------------------------122SJif.
Miss Ruth Simmons and Mrs. Clif- Several from this place :i • e r>m- bond on same date.
'
C. P. Tolman, Nathaniel Carroll
situated in said Rockland, bounded and all other right, title and Interest
ELLIE F RICH, late of Thomaston de land
i j Fred Keene have had their wood nounce the engagement of their ford Elwell attended the movies in ployment in the canning factory in
and
described as follows:
ceased. February 17th, 1931. Effie Rich
it now has ln and to any real
daughter.
Miss
Gladys
Achorn
Flint
Thomaston.
Rockland
Saturday
night.
Beginning
the Northerly side of a which
saved this past week.
e * ♦ *
Richards of Thomaston was appointed road leading atfrom
property in Vinalhaven. in the County
the shore road now of
Mr. and Mrs. E. Koljonen are re
. rare and delightful sight was pro of Lewis street. Portland to Carl
Exx. without bond.
Knox and State of Maine.
Why tuffsr terturea from Rheu
Main
Street
to
the
late
Amariah
Kel

Said real estate is subject to a mort
Mrs. Cora Jones
s' :d to Lester Sherer Tuesday af t- William Becker of Wilmot street, ceiving congratulations on the birth
ALICE S. GENN. late of Rockland, de loch's lot to stake and stones on the
matism, Sciatica, Nauritia, Muscu
gage given by said Libby-Burchell Fish
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
F.
Becker
ceased.
February
17th.
1931.
Celia
M.
of
a
daughter
Sunday
night,
Feb.
22.
Northern
side
of
said
road
33
feet
West

<: f on when traveling along the Bog
The death of Cora, wife of Ezekiel Hapworth of Rockland, was appointed
lar Lamanaas, Sprains and Bruise*
eries Company to Harvard Trust Com
of
Eskilstuna.
Sweden.
The
an

erly
from
McIntosh
road:
thence
S.
81
Mrs. Mary Maker spent the day jones, occurred at her honx Fib. 21 Exx. without bond.
when
i : he spied six deer, two does and
Trustee of Cambridge, in the
deg. W. by said road 60 feet to stake pany.
nouncement
was
made
to
a
few
inCommonwealth
of
Massachusetts,
and
Wednesday with her daughter Mrs., after several years of ill hea?.:. Mrs.
ft? bucks huddled together on the
ROSALTHA E. ROKES. late of Apple- and stones; thence N. 4 deg. W. 80 feet recorded in Knox County Registry of
lope of Dodge s Ridge. Luke timate friends in Portland when Mrs L. C. Elwell.
METHYL BALM
(Jones leaves her husband, a daughter, ton. deceased. February 17th, 1931, And to stake and stones by said McIntosh Deeds in Book 209, Page 370. on which Ls
.vster could see them from his Winthrop F. Wilson of Lewis street •Bobby Burch was entertained at jjiss Bertha Jones; grandson May- rew J. Rokes of Appleton was appointed land to stake and stones; thence S. 4 said to be due about Nine thousand dol will bring almost instant ralieff
deg. W. 80 feet by said McIntosh land lars ($9000 00 L
1 c.ne and he watched them as they entertained the F.W.F. Club at supper and cards Tuesday evening by nartj Thompson; and three : :others, Exr. without bond.
road at first mentioned bounds, Dated at Vinalhaven, Maine. February.
ELISHA S. ROBERTS, late to said buildings
A scientifically compounded ex
-ended the hill grazing upon the bridge. M.ss Flint, who graduated Miss Ruth Simmons at the home of Samuel, Charles and Henry.
thereon.
excepting
all of of ESTATE:
Vinalhaven. deceased. February 37th with
from
the
college
of
Practical
Arts
therefrom,
however, the lot conveyed by 28 1931
ternal application that should be
dried grass until they reached the
WARREN
J.
BILLINGS.
her parents.
whom sympathy is extended Funeral 1931, Allston P. Roberts of Vinalhaven. James A. Stover
to Carrie A. Stover by
and Letters of Boston University in
in every home. Sold only at
ZE-S-9Z
Deputy Sheriff.
wooded section.
Mr. and Mrs. George Snow and Mr. services were held Tuesdav a? noon was appointed Admr. without bond.
deed dated April 10, 1899 and recorded in
the class of 1928. is connected with and Mrs. Eddie Rackliff attended with Rev. F w. Barton of Tenant's
ESTATE: ADDIE L. ROBERTS, late of Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 116,
CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
Johnston’s Drug Store
_
. ,e , IT- Ar>
, the firm of Millett Fish & Dresser. the movies Tuesday night at the Harbor officiating. There wi: , many Vinalhaven, deceased, February 17, 1931. Pace 507.
CORPORATION
Allston P. Roberts of Vinalhaven. was
Subject, however, to a mortgage given
Uw L 5 HEAD
Mr Becker was graduated from the Strand Theatre, Rockland
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
beautiful floral tributes. Inti rment appointed Admr. without bond.
Kansas City, Missouri
by said Herbert H. Stover to Fidelity
Sant Post Paid on receipt of price
A much enjoyed surprise party was internationally famous K.G.I. School
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr and was in the Ridge cemetery.
ESTATE: ANNETTE DENIO JONES Trust Company on August 11. 1928, and
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
given for Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Chester of Massage of Stockholm, Sweden. Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Daucette were
76 cants
late of St. George, deceased. February recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds in Mortgage Loans .................... $ 908,491 30
17th. 1931. Kate Denig Tower, of St Book 220. Page 79.
Thursday evening in honor of their After ' practicing two years in entertained at cards Thursday eve
tltf
and Bonds ................ 2.268.418 02
A man woke up with a "morning George, was appointed Admx. c.t.a.
Eighth: A certain lot or parcel of Stocks
in Office and Bank ...... 260,970 s04
5St'i wedding anniversary. Those Sweden, he came to America and ning by Mr. and Mrs. Ira Wotton at after the night before" head. So he without bond.
land situated in said Rockland, bounded Cash
Agents’ Balances .................. 509,791 05
and
described
as
follows:
present were Mr. and Mrs. Chester, opened an office in
Portland their home in Rockland.
MARY C. TYLER, late of Rockland,
Bills Receivable ...................
21.857 59
rang up the boss' private number
Beginning at the S. W. corner of land Interest
Mr. and Mrs. Hamor, Mr. and Mrs. which he conducts in addition to his
deceased. February 17th, 1931, Alden L formerly
Rents ...............
49.427 07
and said:
of James Stover on the North All otherand
Tyler
and
Louise
M.
Tyier
Randall,
both
Assets
....................
31,750 91
Bain. Mr. and Mrs. Dolliver and duties as assistant physical director
“I'm afraid I shan't be at the office of Rockland, were appointed Exrs. and erly side of Holmes Street; thence West
as
well
as
general
track
work.
He
has
erly
by
said
Street
60
feet
to
land
for

daii ’hter Betty Ruth, Mr. and Mrs. of the Portland Athletic Club. He
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
date.
Gross
Assets
....................
today,
I
’
m
feeling
very
unwell."
$4,050,776
18
merly of Joseph Burns; thence North
Borgerson, Mr, and Mrs. Merriam, is an accomplished gymnast and has successfully taken part in numerous
108.462 31
ESTATE. GRACE E. STARRETT. late erly by said Burns line 80 feet to land Deduct items not admitted
“You needn't have trubled, came
Swedish
track
meets,
specializing
in
We Want Your
Thomas Young and Mr. and Mrs. taught and coached fencing, handof Union, deceased. February 17th, 1931. formerly occupied by Ivory Hovey;
the reply, “it’s Sunday."
Admitted ............................ $3,942,313 87
Isaac L Starrett of Warren, was ap thence Easterly by said line 60 feet to
Grover Young and son Grover.
ball, basketball and soccer football the running broad jump.
LIVE
POULTRY
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing said Stover land; thence Southerly by
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
bond on same date.
And Will Pay Highest Market
said Stover land 80 feet to the first Net Unpaid Losses ............... $ 774.594 54
ESTATE ALMEDA A CREIGHTON, mentioned bound, with buildings there Unearned Premiums ........... 937,409 58
Price
late of Union deceased, February 17th on. being same premises conveyed to J. All other Liabilities ...........x. 307.675 60
Call or write and trucks will call
Sea
View
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S.
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by
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Kimball.
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Frank
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of
Union,
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Cash
Capital
........................
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00
-by—
M1LE-A-M1NUTE MARTY
COHEN BROS.
1882 recorded in Knox Registry of Surplus over all Liabilities .. 922,634 15
appointed Admr. without bond.
ESTATE ELIZA F CROCKETT, late Deeds. Book 63. Page 148.
Care CHARLES MrKELLAB
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WHY
NOT
TAKE
HER
OVER
TO
rGEE, MpiRTY
however, to a mortgage given Total liabilities and surplus $3,942,313 87
HOW
of North Haven, deceased. February 24th. bySubject,
WARREN, ME.
said Herbert H. Stover to Fidelity I
23-S-29
SPORT CARVOO ADVISED
1931. Jennie W. Stone of North Haven, Trust
I’ve G-OT Pl
COME .
Telephone Warren 2-3
Company on August 11, 1928 and '
was’appointed Admx. and qualified by recorded
ME TO BUY WASAVLRlC-H
in Knox Registry of Deeds in
Reference: Any poultry raiser
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
TERRI BLE COLD
UNGLe
filing bond on same date.
DURING- THE SUffi ffiER;
Book 220, Page 79.
109-tf
ESTATE OSCAR D. COOMBS, late of
-AND ITS ALU
Ninth: A certain lot or parcel of land
STEAMBOAT CO.
BUT
SHE
STIRS
UP
Gelena
Township.
Indiana,
deceased
situated on the west side of State Street
lVOuR ___ FAULT )—
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
February
24th, 1931, Alan L. Bird of in said Rockland with a well of water,
SUCH F>
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
Rockland was appointed Admr. and bounded on said street coming to a
M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
breexE
qualified by filing bond on same date.
point on the South on Holmes Street; A.
Vinalhaven
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Attest:
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
-ANO"TRADE HER IN FOR ONE
on the west by land of James A. Stover, land about 9.30.
THESE CHI LEY
and on the north by I. T. Hovey land
"
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
You
can
ou>
Return
—
Leaves
Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
OF
THEIR
SNAPPY
CLOSED
yFALL DAYScopies of The Courier-Gazette, with the is the same land deeded Catharina C. Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
models? they'll allow
KNOW
home news, at the Old South News Patterson by T. B. McIntosh. W. C. ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
Agency, Washin«non St., next Old South McIntosh, the 16th day of January, A. D. Island about 6.00 P. M.
YOU faNOUG-H ON TOu£
Xb' i’ll OlE OF
Church: aiso at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre 1854, entered with the records for Deeds
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
Eastern District for the county of Lin
mont St.
car TO KEEP
PNEUMONIA
.
143-tf
coln now Knox County Vol. 22. Page
YOU HAPPY ,ALU
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
166, to which deed and record refer
ence
may
be
had
for
a
further
descrip

DR- ETHEL CRIE
which it extends 80 feet more or less served the families of Knox County
I NT E R f
tion of said land.
to land of Eliza J. Spear; thence by land
LADY ATTENDANT
Tenth: A certain lot or parcel of of Eliza J. Spear to Laurel Street 28
Osteopathic Physician
together with the buildings there feet more or less; thence by said Laurel
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON land,
Day Tel. 450
781-1
on. situated in said Rockland, on Main Street on the south as said street runs
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Street at the corner of Laurel Street, 93 feet, more or less, to the corner of
Our Special Closed-car values are the open door to your Winter s Auto-comfort!
bounded
as
follows:
BURPEE’S
Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
said Laurel Street with Main Street.
On the West by Main Street on which Dated at Rockland. Me.. Feb. 28. 1931.
Every Saturday Morning
ROCKLAND, ME.
it extends 62 feet more or less; on the
C.
EARLE
LUDWICK.
23-tf
north by land of Elvira P. Newman on
26-S-32
Deputy Sheriff.
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Letters have been received by the
Town meeting Monday. With 72
] I correspondent from two of our neigh- [ Misses Margaret Wright, Rather- | S
John Buzzell of Simonton who for
I bors who are spending the winter in J ine True, Gertrude Hardy and Eilene!
several years has been employed at articles it means a long session. The
other places, Mrs. Dora Perry who is Payson are having a vacation this
Brown's
Market, Camden,
has rules for an effective speech are three
{with her daughter, Mrs. Myrtle Cal-, i week from Camden High School,
opened a meat market in the Virgil —have something to say—say it and
linan in Sangerville, and Mrs. Ellen They go by automobile and have J
sit down.
Studley building, Central street.
A. Conant who is with her daughter missed only one day. Margaret knows
Miss Ellen Mitchell of Greenville Mrs. Daniel Woodman and daugh
Gladys
St.
Clair
Morga
! Mrs. Ada Rolfe in West Bethel. Both how to make the Ford go through the
“You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow’s
is the new teacher at the West Rock ter Alice are visiting in Portland.
Albra Stone was in Rockland Tues
i announce the fact in very good Eng- snow.
port school in the position left va
i lish that they will be glad of the ar- Congratulations to the newlyweds
ear.
cant through the illness of Miss Car day and Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Dyer, Will Hop
rival of spring when they will once Mr and Mrs Roy K. Hobbs. Everyrie Drinkwater.
Mrs. Edna Ingraham of Camden | kins, James MacDonald, Mrs. Lester
Holland "Pat” Loane with his xylo- i sight to see all those people in vari- mo’’e be with their old time neighbors one js gjad
bave them make their
spent Tuesday at the home of her Greenlaw and Rev. H. F. Huse were phone and Neil Calderwood as his1 colored evening gowns sitting at and friends,
home here
in Rockland Wednesday.
I accompanist were among the chief , quite a distance, as far across the
Another former neighbor, Mrs. J. A.
mother Mrs. Josephine Wall.
Furthermore, it is impossible to make a high
Mrs. George N. True spent Tues
Church Night was observed by the At the church Sunday regular serv- attractions at the banquet o f the . room as possible, in the candle-light- Waterman, who has been wintering day in Camden and Rockland.
ices
at
11
with
worship
and
sermon
:
Maine
Alumni
Association
in
Au]
ed
room,
giving
both
Kitty
and
my*
n
Camden
<s
at
present
the
guest
oi
grade cigar, such as the
members of the Baptist parish
Several of the young folks at
Thursday evening. At 6.30 a baked followed by the observance of tne gUsta Wednesday. They were first self a great sense of relief, with so Mrs. Frances Peabody.
tended the firemen’s ball Friday eve
Lords'
Supper.
Church
school
meets
<
introduced
to
the
student
body
as
a
j
much
space
in
so
intimate
a
circle.
Bernard
Pitman
and
Eddie
Edgebean supper was served followed by a
ning in Camden.
prayer and business session. Miss at 9.45 and evening service is at 7.30, j team when they played at the annual j "Kitty never sang more beautiful- C0!»b were guests of Miss Adna PitThe whist party held at the home
Helen Dunbar in a very interesting led by the young people. Orchestra Spanish Night entertainment that , ly. It was truly a lovely evening, and man and Mrs. Mary Beaman at Apmanner told of her visit at the home will play and the pastor speak briet- yeaj- Last spring they played with everyone so happy. After the music Peton Tuesday. Supper was served of Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True last Sat
a decorated birthday cake in urday night was well attended, with
of Rev. and Mrs. P. C. Hughey at ly at the end. The out-door snapshot j (be Maine Band over the Columbia | a delightful dinner was served at 10
Jamaica Plain, Mass., and of the picture of the school is fine. They can! netwOrk, the program going all over i with fresh shrimp and apple salad, evidence, it being Mr. Pitman's anm- six tables. Mrs. Mary Allen carried
out of cheap, inferior tobacco. That’s why they
work that is being done at the Rug be had of Mrs. Ellena Thornton or • the united States and being relaved ; and chicken a la King, as the main versary. Mrs. Adella Martin was one off the highest prize and Rachel
Light re
gles Street Baptist Church, Boston, the pastor. The photo is large size. 1 to Europe. They will again play over ! dishes. In addition to our fee, our of the company and all enjoyed the Noyes the consolation.
tell you that there never has been and never will
freshments were served. The pro
The all-day session of the Guild1 this network March 6, when the lovely hostess presented both Kitty occasion to the utmost.
of which Mr. Hughey is assistant
Tuesday brought out an attendance , Band makes the second international and myself with individual gifts. i c- A- Towle who is spending the ceeds go toward the street lights
pastor.
be
a better cigar than a B. C. M. until Mother
winter ir^ Rhode Island was recently fund.
gave____
this________
program: •
Mrs. Hatton Wilson of Tenant's of 23 and the ladies had a fine dinner broadcast ever to be sent out from a We ___
_ .
, .„
Miss Estelle.Bartlett was guest of
Maine studio. They were secured to Piano—Sicilliana—XVIth Century Suite ;10™e for a ahort stay'
Harbor, son Leslie Wilson of Crie- and accomplished much work
Earth produces better tobacco.
transcription .......................... Re*p‘ghi
Through the combined efforts of the her sister Mrs. Leroy Coombs in
haven and Mrs. Fred Rhodes of I There is ample time before the sum- play at the alumni banquet through
intermezzo
—
op.
D9
Brahms
Meservey
brothers
and
C.
L.
Johnson
Rockland this week.
Rockland were visitors Thursday of \ College, class of ’79, and was a leader the special invitation of President
Gavotte -from Classic Symphony^.-. the roads in thls district have peen
Eighteen men and sixteen women
Mrs. Leslie C. Deane, West street.
vantage of the lot of new books in Boardman and Charles Cross’and,
March from the opera "Love of Three scraped and the result has been very attended the Farm Bureau meeting
general alumni secretary. Mr. Cal
Mrs. Maude Clapham of Worces the library.
Oranges'
...............................
Prokofiev
gooo
traveling.
• • * •
derwood's home is in Vinalhaven.
at Grange hall last Friday. County
ter, Mass., arrived Monday called
S°LuaxemboTu0rg° GarS ”™..... Rh'm
E D' Edgecomb, Jr. and B. A. Pit- Agent R. C. Wentworth and Home
here by the illness of her sister, Mrs.
Alvah Crocker
Kathieen Manning man were recent callers upon two of Demonstration Agent Jessie M. Law
Cora Paul.
NORTH WALDOBORO
North Haven people learn with re
The choir of the Haven Methodist
SUNSET
Bitterness of Love
Dunn the older residents—William Brown rence were present.
During the
Mrs Hattie Rhodes who has just gret of the death at Lake Wales, Fla., Church of East Providence, recently
recovered from a severe illness is Feb. 25, of Alvah Crocker, 72, of gave a musicale at the First Primi laUCTJ* P!us Que Unte—and Mrs. Ada Conant, both of whom forenoon the county agent talked on
Scherzo B minorChopin,seem to have withstood the ravages "Vegetable Gardens" to both groups.
now confined to her home with a Fitchburg, Mass. Mr. Crocker was tive Methodist Church, Providence
Miss Lillian Greenlaw, who teaches | George Oliver, grandson Frankie
Soprano—Can This Be Summer? ............ of time remarkably well and can en- Dinner of American chop suey, peas, in Auburn, recently spent a week Burgess and Mrs. Warren Mank all
grippe attack.
the head of the Crocker-Burbank & j The organist of the former church is
Wood Song :~™. Beatrix Sctot lerlain their callers with matly 3 white bread, Indian pudding with with her mother Mrs. Caroline Green- of Union were at L. H. Oliver's TuesDue to weather conditions the Co., paper manufacturers.
Mr. \ John Mclnnes, a former Rockland
Mr. Bernard also played Miss wlRy st°ry'
.... ....
„ „ whipped cream, and coffee was law.
grading work on the Bok Improve Crocker was a graduate of Harvard boy who has met with signal success
| day.
Among those confined to their ! Rev. and Mrs. W. D. Batchelder and
ment proposition has been discontin College, class of 79, and was a leader in his musical work. The church has McLaughlin's accompaniments We The cblldren in this vicinity are en- served. In the afternoon Miss Law
rence
discussed
"Vegetables
for
wish
we
might
have
heard
this
pro.
Joying
the
annual
sprlng
sch00
‘
vaca
‘
ued for a few weeks, but the work of in water sports, being one year the a choir of 38 voices, a mixed quartet,
homes by illness are Mrs. Ada son Walter are in Bangor this week.
Health," with the women.
remodeling the various houses is pro captain of the Varsity crew. He gave organist and choirmaster. They gave gram, too, and feel certain that a ,
Colby, Mrs. Mildred Colby, Mrs.
Evelyn Gross of Waldoboro is visita
Brilliant
Droeram
—
some
oi
tne
!etter
from
Miss
McLaughlin
would
.
Austln
J
Simmons
is
spending
Ariadne Raynes, Mrs. Minnie Conary ing
A j Walter
gressing rapidly, a large crew being to Fitchburg a fine athletic center lor a oriiiiani program some oi tne (
some
time
in
Rockport
with
his
ABRAHAM
LINCOLN
employed.
Everett
us ‘Aat Mr- Bernard did himself sis
Austin's cheerlul I Written by Alvalene Pierson, nged 10 of and Mrs. Lydia Beck.
their schools at a cost of $250,000. choral numbers being A Hymn of
i
Ernestine
Rivers of Washington was
Dunham, the ferryman, also Mrs
Mrs. Sarah Marsh of Rockland Besides a widow Mr. Crocker is sur Thanksgiving, Bless the Lord O My proua'
the Martinsville School).
1 smile and the ..llght in the window"
Gladys McDonald, telephone operator, guest Tuesday of Ada Carroll.
was the guest Wednesday of Mrs. vived by two daughters, Mrs. Helen Soul, A Song in the Night, Souls of
One
hundred
twenty-two
years
ago.
, . f
' when the evening shades appear,
are able to be out and attend to their Ma-, and Mrs. Nelson Shuman
Ada
On a bright February morn.
The State contest for voting artists,
Rpppr.» callers nt the home of Ber_ Clough,
_ Commercial
..
. „ street.
.
.... i Soper of New Haven, Conn., and Mrs. the Righteous, Hail, Gladdening
were at George Eugley’s recently.
great and martyred President,
various duties.
Reguiar meeting of Harbor Light c
, tt Kelley of Richmond, Mass., Light, Hear Mv Crv, O lord, Beau- conducted by the Maine Federation nard Pit^n were Harrt and Itov Our
Abraham Lincoln, was born.
At the first stated meeting of the
Lyhdon Morse who has employment
Fn/PwTenW?tbt^n7wUldahye fl,W tW0 “nS’ ReV J°h" Crocker °‘ tiful Saviour and Gloria from 12th of Music Clubs, is to take place the carle of Camden
O.E.S. since installation, degrees were in Portland passed the holiday with
He lived out ln the woodlands bare
Mass.
Mr.
Mclnnes
gave
these
nutnfatter
part
of
April,
probably
on
a
If
the
present
low
prices
of
po
Ultry
by the newly installed officers.
^Fftehbu^gJ"The ^tur^a^wffi bers: "Prelude in E Minor' and Friday or Saturday, according to the and
chopped the hard fence rails.
conferred upon two candidates. his parents Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
and the high prices of graln HeAnd
would start out in the morning
Washington’s birthday was celebrat Morse.
With a little dinner pall.
in North Haven being among “Choral prelude, Jesu. Meine Friend," j Plans of the chairman. Mrs. Charles continue much longer it is prediCted
ed with appropriate entertainment
from a few days' visit at the home of ~
” “nd
hlgll. by j. S. Bach, the Adagio from Sec- K. Fenderson. of Saco. She an- ™bXe with go into
Also his axe and rifle.
.
.
.
°
o.......... v,,, r-l--------------------------------1—
nnimrot that all ,.,ha
c pvmwy uuouicoo mui
inw
and decorations.
Everett Pavson
Payson in HoDe.
Hope.
ond Organ Symphony,
bv Charles
nounces that all who are to enter tha
the 1 aulal
declijne
ly esteemed.
The
latter
so
trusty
and
true
Mesdames Lena Haskell, Helen
YIELD TO
The work of the committee who so I
Marie Widor. and "Triumphal contest should send their filled-out
t itt*» niivo r-irrnheii i. snenrime He always was doing some kindness
Dunham and Vivian Lufkin enter
; March" by William Reed.
application and entrance fee to her ;
^Xr grandmother.
ably handled Rockport's Big Car-,
All of his whole life through.
CHINESE
tained at the latter's home Feb. 20, at
MINTURN
nival at Town hall Nov. 21, 22 under;
. . . .
at onc<?' The contest of the p,y- Mrs L J Edgecomb
ERB
He once worked ln a grocery store.
cards.
A
general
good
time
was
en

the auspices of Rockport High, Class
mouth District will follow May 12 in 1
J' £’a»ecomDWhen he did get the name
Don't suffer another minute from
joyed by all. Refreshments were blind.
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen of \ The organization of an all-State : providence. These contests were in- Raymond Aldus is working with his "Of Honest Abe." a title that
1931, and Rockport Almuni, have
Itching, protruding or bleed
We would be glad to claim.
served and the party disbanded in the ing piles without testing the newest
now made their report, all bills hav Stonington are guests of Mrs. Eu- | school orchestra has been announced augurated several years ago by the team in the woods for George Pea
and fastest acting treatment out. Dr.
wee
sma
’
hours.
; by Charles A. Warren and John C. ■ National Federation of Music Clubs, body.
ing been paid, and it is a showing of gene Sprague.
At last in eighteen slxty-one
’s Chlnaroid, fortified with
Sunday morning, March 15 at the Nixon
Miss Anne Grant and Lloyd Bil- j Getchell of Brunswick, who have ' and are held
yeafi of their bienniwhich they may justly be proud.
At the age of fifty-two:
rare, imported Chinese Herb, with
He
became
our
President,
church,
weather
permitting,
there
amazing
power to reduce swollen
lings
of
Rockland
were
last
weekend
!
been
working
out
the
details
with
'
a
j
V
/ith
the
final
competition
taking
NORTH
UNION
The total receipts were $2,166.29; to
So loyal and so true.
will be special services. Cradle Roll i tissues, brings ease and comfort In
: the hearty cooperation of the educa- j placeduring thesessions of the conStone School Notes
tal expenses, $1,256.95, leaving a . guests of Mrs. Clara Grant
. ni u
„„ i
„.,n a few minutes, enabling you to work
balance of $909.34. Of this amount ! Miss Laura Johnson hasreturned : tional bodies of the State. This or- | vention which this year will be held
Those receiving 100% in tests dur He was mourned by both North and ' Day will be observed and tnere will aIld enJoy )lfe whlle it continues Its
South
be a baptism of babies and reception soothing, healing action. Don't de$600 was turned over to the seniors ' to St. Paul, Minn.
I chestra will not be limited to High in June in San Francisco. Many im ing the term were: Mary Blake, his
The former loved him so;
of members into the church.
,ay- A‘jt in t‘me to avoid a danger
for the Washington trip and $303.34 ! A plane landing on Goose Pond j School players, but will include good portant awards are offered to the tory; David Carroll, arithmetic; The
South needed his guidance
ous and costly operation. Try Dr.
to the Rockport High Educational brought a passenger Tuesday night, i P’-ayers from the grades. The play- winners in the various divisions of Henry Johnson, arithmetic and
But God's will was for him to go
i Nixon's Chlnaroid under our guarGandhi
finally
won.
There
isn
’
t
antee to satisfy completely and be
Fund. There is also an asset of $30
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stockbridge ers
meet for two weeks ’ re- the contest, and everything possible spelling
still we remember him,
any way to bribe a man who feels \ worth 100 times the small cost ov
Several attractive new .books have And
hearsals and recreation at the close is done by the Federation to assist
in addition to the above amount are in Stonington for a week.
So tender and so true;
your money back.
dressed upi n a nightshirt.—Fond du
Forty-three friends and neighbors,
. ^beir summer vacation. The the young artists in getting a start been added to the school library and He fought to keep together
which will be collected later It was
C. II. Moor & Co., Rockland
Lac
Commonwealth-Reporter.
And
uphold
the
Red,
White
and
Blue.
are
being
eagerly
read
by
the
pupils.
no small matter to handle a propo both young and old, gathered Wed- ^a'.ne Teachers Association is spon- in their profession. Further infor
sition of this kind and everyone con- nesday evening and gave Warren ■ s°fin? the project and Hon. Bertram mation may be secured by writing to
nected with the affair shouldbe' Staples a surprise birthday party. !R Packard, State Commissioner of ___
_____ __
_
Mrs.____
Fenderson.
direct,
or by calling
congratulated on its success, which Games were played and music was Fducaiion. ‘formerly of Camdeni jjrs pajth q. Berry of this city. If
far surpassed the expectations of furnished by a chorus of male voices. I appJ'0Ve.he PIan'
. any local musicians desire to enter
even the most optimistic.
Many gifts both of monev and other i. ,The, ImPctbs which smarted the these contents, they should make
....
things, were bestowed upon Mr. Sta-'Za of
an all,'Staie °rchc*tra came ; theirentry at once
c b
pies. Sandwiches, cake and coffee j’’be11 the Maine Teachers Associa....
/CHEVROLET j
East Side Sub-Primary and Grade
VhaVVnlK y^ars85^ Mi'' ga>”^Ua^S ^on<^u^ “n a^State o" E " d^Xnd°f the'
Wilmfa
££££ East Slesnahfeheben:rh6appy;aarnd° pros" i ^n Tn VorUand ^TfteTT con’
*
^Tc^isTpTn!
Children of thesub-primary East perous as thQSe Q[ the past Those ; antwn in Poitland After a con- soring a series of radio broadcasts on
Side who have not been absent dur- present
Dresent were
were Mr.
Mr and
Addison j
J bn Principal William D. alternate Sundays from WCSH.
and Mrs
Mrs. Addison
ing the past term are.
: Parker, Milton Hennigar, Mr. and Hall of Castine Normal School, (for Beginning tomorrow the time will be
merly
of
Rockland), it was found
Marjorie Brodis, Herbert Carleton, j^rs \yaHer Stanley, Mr. and Mrs.
from 2.30 to 3. Each program is
Betty Cavanaugh, Earlene Davis,, Ajden Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. Bur- that the proposed orchestra could re opened with the singing of the State
Percy Gray, Maynard Ingraham, | )eigh staples, Elinor and Verna Sta- hearse there for the two weeks be Federation song, “State of Maine,”
Margaret Morong, Roberta Simmons. | p,es Mr and Mrg Herman staples, ginning Aug. 24. and that expenses composed by Mrs. Frances T. Wiggin,
Those in Grade I not absent. Bar- j Mr and Mrs Seth Stockbridge, Mr. could be cut one-third the rate and on March 1st the Women's
bara Colby, George Fowle, Norma and Mrs oscar Johnson, Mr. and usually asked at a regular summer Choral Society of Portland, Rupert
music camp. A strong faculty of
Spear.
I Mrs. George Moulton. George Moul- Maine musicians has been selected Neilly, conducting, will be heard.
Chlldren absent only one-half day . tQn. Jr
Agnes Turner, Filmore
• • • •
Marjorie Noyes, Viola Ames Phyllis j Turneri Lewis Bridges, Myrtle Stan- by Mr. Warren to assist him in the
To Rev. Charles D. Paul of South
Carleton, Constance Lane, Beatrice . j
vira stanleyi Clementina Ran- instruction at Castine. Each is a
specialist in the musical education of Portland (former pastor of the Con
Marston.
quist, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gott, voiirig nennle
gregational Church at Warren) I am
Two new pupils have been added Louise Gott, Mr. and Mrs. Harold ■ ‘ Mr Warren
Mr. Warren himself is a graduate Indebted for several programs ef
to the register^uring^the^term^Lulie Page and family' Kathleen Stanley,
of
New
England
Conservatory
of
Portland concerts and leaflets per
Richards of Camden and Herbert Edith Staples, Theodore McHenan,
Wellman of Thomaston, Constance Lula Calderwood, Norman Stinson, Music, and has been supervisor of taining to the Freiburg Passion Play
music in the public schools of Bruns- which is being presented in the ExLane was absent last Thursday Geneva Stinson.
wick since 1924. Previous to that position Building all this week,
morning for the first time in two
he had organized and conducted a
There is a program of the concert
yeArSvalentine party was held last BURKETTVILLE CENTER high school orchestra there, as well given by° the*" Portland Polyphonic
afternoon
Refreshments! Mr. and Mrs L. A. Mitchell visited ! as being the conductor of the Bruns- Society, Alfred Brinkler, conductor,
werTserved. The valentine box was 1j relatives
Sunday
Union.
___________
_ in
______ _______
' "
--------,_______
| wick Orchestral Society. Mrs. WarWar-{on Feb. It. Glancing
through we
G.
A.
Miller,
Andrew
Rokes and |ren
th? accompanist for the \ notice one of the numbers was "I
the center of attraction for the lit
tle tots. Mrs. Mayme Cterroll of Aubert Leigher were in Rockland Maine All-State School Orchestra. Dream of Jeannie" (six parts) the
She is supervisor of music in Tops- beautiful song by Stephen C. Foster
Glencove and Mrs. Frank Colby and last week on business.
which has been admirably arranged
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth ham.
son Parker were guests.
Elbridge S. Pitcher of Auburn, is 1 fOr chorus work by Joseph W. Clokey.
and family spent Sunday afternoon
» » » »
with Mrs. Mary Mitchell in Wash to have charge of the vocal work at Another number was “In the Merrv
Notes of the Church
the Castine session. He has been Month of May” (eight parts) bv
ington.
Methodist: Sunday morning serv
Mrs. Henry Turner has returned supervisor of music in Auburn for Samuel Richard Gaines who imice at 10.30 with preaching by Rev. home after paSsing several days in 13 years. Mrs. Pitcher is to be ma- pressed everyone by his masterly
tron. She was supervisor of music in I conducting and musicianship at the
F. F. Fowle, adult choir will sing; Bangor.
Sunday School at 11.45; Epworth
Marguerite Robbins is visiting her Belfast for many years and has Eastern Maine Festival concert in
League at 6; evening service at 7, the grandmother Mrs. Addie Robbins in assisted her husband in Auburn for Bangor last May.
the last 12 years. Donald E. Lewis j Another program was of the
quartet will sing; Ladies’ Aid Wed Appleton.
nesday at the home of Mrs. Medora
Mrs. Doris Merrifield and chil of Brunswick, now teaching orches- j municipal concert of Sunday, Feb. 15,
Berry , Mechanic street.
Prayer dren of Hope are visiting at Harry tral instruments in Topsham and when Charles Raymond Cronham.
Freeport, will probably have charge organist, was assisted by the Smith
service Thursday evening at 7.
Morang’s.
Whether it’s heavy loads to be hauled in the
You will find it well worth while to Inspect
Baptist, Rev George F. Currier,
Carleton Robbins of South Union of the brass sectional work at the college String Quartet. Notes at the
Castine
session.
bottom
of
the
program
announce
Minister: Morning worship at 10.45, is visiting his grandmother, Mrs. H.
today’s Chevrolet truck line. Many features
country,
or
quick
deliveries
to
be
made
Merle L. Walker of Farmington that through the courtesy of Marv
special music by choir; children's D. Turner.
has
been
tentatively
named
for
the
L
ouise
Curtis
Bok.
Kitzi
Kovke,
story, "Gretchen's Kindness," ad
Lon Hannan received a severe cut
have been introduced that have a direct
through city traffic, Chevrolet trucks are al
dress will be given by Miss Abbie G. i On his arm Saturday caused by fall woodwind sectional work, assisted bv , Japanese soprano of the Philadelphia I
Clinton
W.
Graffam
Jr.,
of
Portland
Grand
Opera
comDany,
is
to
be
a
,
bearing on Chevrolet performance, capacity,
Sanderson
of
Swatow,
China: ing on an axe. Dr. Plummer was
ways ready to do a good job—at low cost.
as student representative on the guest artist in the near future.
!
Church school at 12; B.Y.P.U. at 6. obliged to take five stitches.
The leaflets of the Freiburg
endurance and appearance. And there are
Mrs. A. A. Rowell gave a farewell faculty. Young Graffam is a stuleader, Hilda Wall; the evening serv
These big, powerful Sixes have the strength
ice will be omitted because of the | party Monday evening at her home dent in Portland High School and a ! passjOn piav make one long to attend |
now available Chevrolet bodies built by
of unusual ability on the oboe. a performance of this notable pro-!
union service at 7 o'clock at West 1 for Clifford, Harlan and Vivian player
and stamina for continuous hard work the
It is planned to have an orchestra
Rockport; Trytohelp Club will meet Rowell, who left Wednesday for New of about 100 pieces. Already about duction. It is the traditional Biblical
Chevrolet for use on the Chevrolet chassis.
story, regardless of religion, sect or
year ’round. Long hauls, hard pulls, fast
Monday evening at the parsonage; York.
one half of this number are definite creed. The production is colossal, j
Scout meeting Tuesday night at the
ly enrolled. The secretary, (John C. with hundreds of people participat
schedules, rough going are all a part of the
church vestry; Ladies’ Circle meets
Come in and arrange for a trial load dem
Gatchell of Brunswick) states that ing. a thousand of the most beauti
SIMONTON
Wednesday in the church parlor;
supervisors from the following towns ful of costumes, camels, and a ,
Farm
Bureau
Meeting
day’s work for trucks like these. And
onstration. Regardless of your hauling prob
service of praise and prayer on
cities have written in coopera donkey. The play begins with a pro
There were twelve women present and
Thursday evening.
tion
with
this
undertaking:
Auburn,
Chevrolet
’
s
cost-per-mlle
is
not
only
extreme

logue depicting Adam and Eve in the
lem, Chevrolet has a quality truck to do
at the meeting held at the home of
Mrs. Henry Carver Italian hem- Avgusta. Bangor Belfast. Bridgtoh. Oarden of Eden and the Fall of Man.
Still these fellows who dress to stitching was the subject discussed p^cr^E^Sort"' EU worth Hpffr- Th‘S iS folIowed by a tableau of the
ly low, but it stays low, season after season.
your work the way you want it done.
protect everything but their heads and aa good riani
’nrif 1 ratinn nf
of thp
the flrnCK
Cross. Thp
The D-rPflt
great
deal of tvic
this wrtrt
work me
was Foxcrolt, Eastpoit, Ellsworth, rai. aglorification
probably have a nice sense of values. done during the meeting. Knowing field. Farmington. Freeport, Gardi drama of Christ closed with the
—St. Thomas (Ont) Times-Journal. how to do these stitches will be of ner, Hallowell, Houlton, Jay, Kittery, Resurrection and the singing of the
New Gloucester, North Yarmouth,
much benefit to the woman who does Oakland. Portland, Pittsfield. Rum mighty "Hallelujah” chorus from
SIX
her own sewing, as these decorative ford, Skowhegan, South Portland, "The Messiah."
will be very much in evi Thomaston, Waterville, Wiscasset,
CYLINDER
LIVE BROILERS, FOWL, stitches
IT’S NOT ALL PROFIT
dence this spring and summer as Westbrook. Oak Grove Seminary
trimmings for the children's dress and Hebron have also corresponded.
CHICKENS
Chevrolet lVs-ton chassis with 13V wheelbase
Arrests for violation of the Nation
es. The next meeting is March 25, But where is Rockland? We don't
DRESSED POULTRY
(Dual wheel option. $2$ extra)
subject
“
Tea
Wagons
and
End
Ta

al
Prohibition
Act
totalled
4.500
in
like to see this omission, particularly
Wanted—also Hennery Eggs. Ex
1 Mi-ten chassli with 157* wheelbase. $S9O
Commercial chassis, $3SS
as we are cognizant of the fine talent January, bringing to 35,687 the ag
cellent salesmanship, prompt re bles,”
(Dual wheels standard)
possessed in our schools.
turns, financial responsibility has
gregate since last June 30.
Illustrated above is the Chevrolet 1^-ton truck on 131-inch wheelbase complete with Chevrolet
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
assured our shippers for 20 years,
In making the announcement the
i guarantee of satisfaction. Testi
cab and stake body, priced at $710. All prices f. o. b. factories. Special equipment extra.
A delightful letter from Manuel Prohibition Bureau said Dec 31
monials, quotations and tags sent
Bernard states: “This is to inform
Keep the bowels open and take
on request. Reference: Federal
you that. Kitty McLaughlin and j I there were 23,725 prohibition case;
See your dealer below
gave a private recital Sunday night, ! Pend>nS in the courts, while 3,755
National Bank.
BROWN’S RELIEF
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
Feb. 15. at the lovely home of Miss had been added during January
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt. Boston, Mass.
Margaret Strong at East 76th street During January 3,570 persons pleadon. rising and retiring
26tf
_____ The
_________
__ =given ed guilty and received average jail
(New York).
recital was
Norway Medicine Co.
in honor of her guest. Miss Adams sentences of 197.2 days and $165.48
of an old Boston family, and the I *n fines.
During the month 732 permanent (
group of people comprised artists,
musicians and an explorer, besides equity injunctions were granted!
689 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
various and sundry lay people. Miss while 613 automobiles. 1,924 stills
Strong was born and brought up in and 4.022 beer fermenters were cap
Boston, but for the past 20 years has tured. In the month agents of the ’
An Old Family Standby of Thousands for Years
BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC.
maintained her beautiful apartment bureau seized 664,041 gallons of
Doctor’s Favorite
Ballard
’
s
Golden
Oil
beer
and
234,247
gallons
of
spirits,
i
Camden, Me.
,
in New York, and is vitally interest
Prescription.
ed in all the arts, having composed, Beer seizures since June 30 totalled
played and sung, besides having a 4,605,057 gallons and spirits 894,449
Better than ever. Penetrates, loos
gallons.
semi-flare for decorative painting.
ens. clears and heals. Children take
“The drawing room is about 40
Since June 30 24,678 persons have
it readily. No poisons or alcohol
ALSO DEALERS IN CHEVROLET SIX-CYLINDER PASSENGER CARS, $47S to $650, f. o. b. Flint, Michigan
feet square, leading off a long foyer pleaded
guilty
to
prohibition
A standard household remedy. Low
with a beautiful Mason & Hamlin violations and 1,748 were given trial
priced. Sold Everywhere.
grand piano, and it was a gorgeous by jury.

THE REALM OF MESIC

John Walcot said:—

B. C. M.

PILES s

For heavy work the whole year ’round—
at the lowest cost-per-mile

CHEVROLET

TRUCKS
$52O

FLUGRlP

SEA VIEW GARAGE, '«■

The Most Popular Cough Medicine
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THE WINNING HABIT

•*

*•* ••• «•**•*«••

Mrs. Francis Friend (Elizabeth
j I MISCELLANEOUS •
❖
Lineken) of Skowhegan arrived in
Rockland
Girls
Beat
Castine
t
town from Augusta Wednesday
••• .••*♦*••••♦•••• n
BR
where she has been with her hus
After First Period Slump
.*.
I WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE for any
band who is a member of the Legis
bills contracted in my name after thia
lature. Mr. Friend was so busy with
A
date
WILLIAM B MORSE, Thomaston.
For the second tirfie this season the
«»•«
»•« »Je .•« eje »•« »•« •••
»•«
»•«
eje
•«« .J. »•« »•♦ •*« •*« eg* ege ege eg* eg* eg* eg* eg« ege eg* .g» •
2™
26»23
his duties on committee that Mrs.
Rockland High girls' basketball team
Friend decided to come to Thomas
•••
•••
•••
•••
$0
...
... ...
...
*•* ... i j-jq MORE EGGS and milk at less
Advertisements In th’s column not to
won a well deserved victory over the
ton. She returned Thursday after
♦ ?
exceed three lines inserted. once for 25
___
A
» 1 cost appeal to you? Then feed Elmore’s
Eastern
Normal School
.
„„ State
.
__ sextet rents, 3 times for 50 cents'! Additional ♦
poultry and dairy feeds. Full line of
noon.
♦ ♦
FOR
Q
Al
F
4 feedstuffs. Local and
' long
J
“ de
FOR
SALE
SITUATIONS
by
a
38
to
.20
score.
The
game
was
n
n
es
5 cents each for one time,- to ceni-s
distance
Richard Feyler is better of an ill
4
ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO.,
rough and in the first period the for three times. Six words make # line. ♦
ip
>«■ ... ... ••• ••* ^. *•**•**•**••*•• *•* & liveries.
••• *•* *•* *•*
*•* *•* •••
••* *•* *•* *•* •
ness which has kept him in bed for
Holmes St., at R. R. tracks and adjoin
Castine team had gathered a five
ing airport. Wholesale and retail. Phone
•••
*•**•**•*
a week.
point lead on the locals, making the
BY .....
YOUNG
BUSINESS WOMAN,
REPOSSESSED
Oil
Burners
for
sale
i xon, ‘ K
25*26-29
......
.
____
_
___
.
__
.
___
i
.......
T
ac
.,.,
Mrs. Olive Brazier entertained
board and room In private family. Write Guaranteed as good as new $35. Terms
greater part of the points on fouls.
j
LOST
AND
FOUND
\
B. W.. care The Courier-Gazette.
If desired. CONFIDENTIAL LOAN CO
CAN ANY ONE give me authentic inMrs. Mary Berg and Miss Alice
In the second period the Rockland
26*28 431 Main St. Tel 190
23-28 formation regarding the birth date and
Oliver Thursday at her home on
team hit its stride and j.'ith the for jp ... ... ... ••• ■•* ••• *•* ••* *•* *•* ••* *•* *•* *•* (F
death date of Lieut. James Thompson
Brooklyn Heights.
HOUSEKEEPER for man and 13-year-) YOUNG HOLSTEIN _COW.__ncw__mllch, j who was a soldier ln the war of the
wards shooting well, while Phyllis
old
son.
Middle
aged
woman
preferred
for
sale
by
JOHN
KEINANEN
^o?.®,
1
?
Revolution. Address O. F. BROWN. 61
Ralph Tripp has gone to Augusta
SMALL BLUE PURSE lost on Main No objection to a child. An Ideal home. R.F D. 1. Box 102.
Snowman was doing valiant defense
The Tax Collector's Book Will Close
, Western Avon e. Bath, Me._______ 25 26
Friday noon. Reward. Tel. WAR- Applicant must be of good character. ___________________________
where he will have employment with
work a total of 18 points was rotted street
REN 3-22._______________________ 26*lt For details and wage write "FATHER &
TWO BLACK and tan hounds. The
RUGS cellars cleaned, paint and cellthe Central Maine Power Co
up while Castine was able to make
dog will chase fox or rabbits. The fe- ! ,
,vashed A card wtu bring us. EVMarch 10. The Selectmen’s Office
FRONT BUMPER for Dodge car lost at SON." care The Courier-Gazette.
Llewellyn Oliver is spending the
but ten. In the second quarter the Talbot Ave and Union St. on Feb. 21.
male
has
not
been
trained,
age
one
year
)
rpr
TT B GRAY 12 Willow St.
25*26
__________________________ 26-28 !
weekend in Portland, where he will
Will trade for guns, hens or set light, — ---------- :------------------------------------------ Rockland guards allowed the visitors Finder call dr e. l scarlott. t«i.
WOMAN
wanted
for
general
house'
traverses
or
anything
1
can
use.
A
E
!
VOCAL
LESSONS
—
By
Mrs.
Hazel
AtWill
Be
Open
Every
Evening
Except
•
•
»•
«.
•«
a
«
l
.
»•
I
a
oc
nnzt
rncolvo
rpuinrrt
2C*2C
attend a performance of the Pas
only one basket while in the first i135 and recelve reward
work. Apply to ALONZO OLSEN, 47 HEALD. R D 2. Union.
26*lt: wood at B & P. W. Club rooms, Mondays
sion Play.
FEMALE
blue
tick
hound
pup.
5
Gleason
St..
Thomaston,
Me.
______
25*27
period the visiting forwards ran the
. .
. . and Thursdays from 1.30 to 5 p m. Inmonths old. answers name Mona. AR
Mrs. Howard Wood entertained the
FOR
SALE—xGlenwood
stove,
combilessons. No class work.
TEL.
Thursdays and Saturdays.
--------............
- coll,
—> divldual
)og5
____ 25
,2a
local guards ragged.
THUR LAURILA. R.F.D. 3. Box 115. Wal
YOUNG MAN 19 years wants position, nation
coal- —
and —
gas. x-.
hot closet
and
Ladies' Sewing Club at her home on
Continuing at the same pace in the doboro.
26*28 will do anything. Apply to DAN BROWN* First class condition. 185 BROADWAY.
North Main street Wednesday even
Gen
Del..
Rockland
25*26,
Tel.
1179-W.
21-tf
PAINTING
ln
all
its
branches.
C.
E.
third period the Orange and Black
SIX MONTHS old shag cat lost. Yellow
YOUNG AND SON. Tel. 385-6. Owl's
ing. Those present were Mrs. Edith
kept dropping in baskets and had no with whlt^ breast. Answers to name of
MARY
T.
BUNKER,
Collector.
YOUNG MAN desires employment of \ FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. Sit), Junks, Head.
25*26
Richards. Mrs. Dora Mank, Mrs.
26*28 any kind. ROBERT LLOYD, 12 Willow ) $12; wood fitted and under cover, $14. O
difficult task in maintaining the lead • Skeezicks*' TEL. 794-W.
4-tf
Gertrude Oliver. Mrs. Josephine
25*26 I H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
ppoii
BEADS lost on Highland car St.
from then on. In the fourth period, orCORAL
E. K. SMALL, 18 Gay St. Tel. 737-M.
to Glencove, or Grange hall.
Stone, Mrs. Katherine Studley, Mrs.
POSITION wanted to do housework
FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover,
however, the Castine team matched Feb car
25*26
24
MRS
ALICE
SPEAR.
Old
County
H. F. Leach and Miss Cora Fogerty.
honest, reliable woman. Apply MRS long, $10; fitted, $14; Junks, $12; limbs,
the locals basket for basket and for Road. Tel. 553-Y.________________ 26-lt by
M E C» . 29 Warren St-. City.
25’26 $10. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. 14-tf
PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON. Regular
The evening W'as pleasantly spent in
, a time it looked as though they would
POCKETBOOK lost Wednesday be
FOR SALE—Fox ana rabbit hounds, 1 Monday and Tuesday specials, shampoo
sewing, with refreshments following.
YOUNG MAN wants work of any kind,
threaten the' lead. The Rockland de tween Charles Cargill's Market and 46
25*26
also some nice hound pups. Now Is the and waves $1. PHONE 898 .
no
work
too
small
or
too
large.
LESLIE
Mrs. Wood has been in Augusta this
---—
‘
25-27
fense tightened up and after Miss i crescent st._ tel. 851-J.
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glen- ,
PARTRIDGE. Winter St., Rockport.
week.
NOW
IS
THE
TIME
to
saw
your
wood.
$1
REWARD
for
return
of
black
and
15-tf '
Conners the invading forward had brown plush robe. Lost ln Warren. F
25*26 cove. Me. Tel. 256-4
NORTH HAVEN
Let SAWYER BROS, do the Job RockMrs. J. Walter Strout went to night guest Thursday of Mrs. Cle
PATCHWORK—Dress Percale Clip
been taken from the game the Rock- D ROWE.
25*26
mina Luce in Thomaston.
25*26
POSITION desired as housekeeper in pings 7 lbs. $1. Small sizes for Crazy land. Tel. 357-R.____________
Portland Friday morning.
land
guards
had
little
troiftle
in
small
adult
family,
or
will
care
for
semlEdward Cutting of South Portland Miss Constance Carver spent WedPOCKETBOOK with money and key
Quilts. 6 lbs. 50c. Postpaid. Or pay I 15 ROUGH DRY washings wanted.
Henry B. Shaw is in Liberty car
stopping ^he others.
lost Tuesday morning. TEL. 243
24*26 invalid. Experienced trustworthy. Ad- postman pjug postage." Ginghams
Mail card and we will call MRS. EV
ing for Harris Twitchell who is quite is visiting his mother Mrs Rosa Cut- nes(Jay wRh Mrs chester Dyer.
dress. E. D. 14 DUNN S»., Thomaston. stzes UD
yd; 5 lbs
LAWSON
The small gathering witnessed
25*26
LOST—Last summer it Oakland Park Tel. 25-21._______________________ 25_26 TEXTILE CO . 9 Aster St.. Providence. ERETT B. GRAY. 12 Willow St.
ting this week.
ill.
Capt.
H.
F.
Cooper
iook
a
party
to
p]
en
ty
o
f
action
throughout
the
eveaviator's
goggles
and
helmet.
Rewaid.
Elizabeth MacPhail. young daugh- J
rn
YOU
are
invited
to
Inspect
our
curtain
LABORER' would like chance to work.
NEW MILCH COWS. ( . B. TOLMAN aJKl drapery department. F. J. SIMONBart Smallev who has b»en visitof Mr. and Mrs.' Albert Mac- Rockland Monday evening to attend ning. especially in the first half when Call CURTISS-WRIGHT. Tel. 1226 26'28' Will
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What Now?” The church quartet three boys blessed their union. In Haskell, c ...
March
4.
are
offered
at
the
C.
M.
Blake
Wall
Pawater
proof
duck;
Preservo
water
proof1927
FORD
COUPE
with
wire
wheels
Tel 874-W._________
15-tf
2
4I
per Store—10 rolls and 20 yards of hor- ing for qld canvas covers; boat covers,
furnished two numbers in the even 1892 his wife died and a year later he Duncan, rg
„, Mrs. Wilbur Abbott and daughters bumpers, gear shift, shark absorbers
TO LET—Five room furn.--.hed apart der for $1. Think it over—5 rooms pa- truck covers, etc., built to order» Usod
3
and many other extras, in good me
ing. The Ladies Circle of the 4acal married her sister Dora M. Payson Bicknell, lg
0
are
visiting
in
Brooks.
All
modern
Improvements.
Inquire
at pered for $5. C. M. BLAKE WALL PA- awnings at low price for painters’ use.
chanical condition, price $85. A. IA1N-J
0
xS-tf PER STORE. Tel. 1061, Rockland.
church served dinner and supper. who survives him. While in college Ripley, rf .
Miss Louise Grinnell of Boston is 6 Water St.. Thomaston.
tryckmen. etc. ROCKLAND AWNING
;!5"26 12 ELM ST.
0
______
25*26 ; CO.. H. E. Simmons Supt., 18 Willow St.
The correspondent cannot recall a he joined the I.O.G.T. and has al_ at her home here.
TWO GOOD BUICKS. 1926 2-door
TRUCK COVERS for all makes of cars.' Rockland.________________________ 25*26
meeting in February
,
oruary of
ot Lincoln
umcom As
ns- ,
maintained a great interest in
j Mrs. Olive Burgess has returned $250; 1927 4-door. $475. LEWISTON BU- 1^. ••• ••• *<•••«•••••••♦•
all prices. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.
WINCHESTER
12-gauge
automatic
25-26 »
sociation with this church which has | ^perance In i«77. he united with
' i from Boston where she underwent a ICK CO , Park St.
H.
E. Simmons, Supt. 18 Willow St.
shotgun, excellent condition, price $25.
in tifirmv nr iinnlpflS. and
_ . .in Let the pcopie*s Laundry. Limerock11, surgical operation
! EGGS AND CHICKS; ________________________________ 25*26 * M. G* YOUNG. Valley View St. Tel. 1117.
nt weJther d Fridav'«
was no t-cen the Congregational___
Church
MAINE SARDINES
.... ....
25*26
ant weather. Fridays was no excep lRga was elccted deacon which office street, clean your rugs and carpets.' The next baby conference will be
REBUILT typewriter.
.
standard sizar
" tior $10; National credit
held at M. E. vestry March 6 from
perfect condition
l‘°”;
,
. . .
eve he held till his death. For several Tel. 170.—adv.
25-31
file $98. HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK CO
The general subject for the Ave ,
s hc was clected to the school ------------------------------------------------- 1 2 UP 4 p. m.
••* *•* *•* *•* *•>*••
Now Featured In Display At North
TO LET YOU KNOW how to get more !
25*26
Mit. Bessie Walles of Hartford,
Sundays in March at the f ederated committee. Scon after his graduaStation, Boston.—Many Wavs To eggs and milk Feed Elmore’s quality' sewing MACHINE, In good condl- !
REAL ESTATE
I
Conn.,
who
has
been
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guest
of
Church will be The Gospel of the ' tion hc joined
,ninpri thp
hit.e Oak
Poultry ft Dairy Feeds. Our full fine ■ tion wijj selj cheap. CALL 1018-W
Use ’Em.
the W
White
Oak Grange
Grange
Is quality first and at lowest prices. Bag j
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer for sev
Crest." First, an attempt wul; be and successively joining the Pomona
25*26
j lots delivered anywhere in city limits.
— $y.........
eral weeks has returned to her home.
♦..
made to see the Cross in its histori State and National bodies of that or
Truck-loads to
to nearoy
nearby towns,
towns. tvon-1
ECONMaine’s Hicnlo,,
. .u 'I Truck-loads
NEW ELECTRICALLY recorded phon-,
Union should feel proud of the XT .U O. 4. pla” winaotv
cal setting, next, to understand why der. In politics he was a staunch
atthe , OMY FLOUR & FEED CO. Holmes St. at I Ograph records, lox trots, waltzes, stand-) JOHN A LUNT. medium and mag
athletic ability shown by the High r’or!'“ station, Boston, viewed by ) R R Tracks. Rockland. Me. Adjoining)ard and popular songs.Thousands to)
the Cross was chosen; then a recog Republican. He is survived by his
netic healer. Readings ana T.reaiinents
School students. In the recent carni- I thousands of people a dayis doinc Airport. Tel, 1201._____________ 25-26-29) £ho“®
3KTnnFS ®ach' 3
nition of the Cross as a fundamental wife, two sons, Herbert L. and Na
Tuesday from 10 a. m. to 6. at 7 Limerock
St TEL. 713-M.
______________ 15-S-tf
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-------------principle of human nature, followed thaniel G. Starrett. three grandsons,
were
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135 ACRE FARM, stock and equipment
by an endeavor to grasp its signifi Harold, Errol and Nathaniel G. Jr.,
for sale, estimated 3.000 cords wood.
5. Bridge 3 and Waldoboro 2.
State according to A. M. G. Soule. ' per hundred. Leghorns, $14. Mixed $13.
cance; in conclusion, living in the and three granddaughters, Christine.
25*26 MORTON
A. SPROWL, 16 South St..
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes are chief of the Division of Inspection of cash with order or c o d . by parcel
light of the Cross. A cordial invita- j Nathalie and Barbara Starrett; also
PUPPIES, half German police and half Rbckland.
25*28
the
Maine
Department
of
Agriculp
?
st
char
8«
s
Ptepa
‘
d
Book
your
orders
eollle.
Very
handsome.
Priced
right
for
,
in
Massachusetts
where
Mr.
Hawes
tion is extended to all members and a brother Henry V. Starrett.
,
j n6w at these low prices for quality quick sale.
FARMS large and small, for sale In
,
MRS. H G. WINCHEN
■
is
attending
a
meeting
of
Eastern
friends to be present at these Sunday
lurL, chicks delivered right to your door.
Friendship Road. South Waldo Union, Hope. West Appleton, Waren
A two weeks display of Aroostook economy flour & feed co.. Holmes BACH,
; States feed salesmen.
morning services. Tomorrow: Sun- i
boro___________________
25*26 and West Rockport; also shore property
DOES MUCH FOR MAINE
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An
day School at 9.45 a. m.; morning i
SILVER
tone
phonograph,
disk
model.
Lermond Pond. M. R. MILLER. East
h.lck1201.
A..sh‘ppad d'rart fr°m hatchery,
Massachusetts for a week. Con distribution of the product set in a £.Tel.
service at 11. subject. “The Setting j And A Painting Of Cyrus H.
25*25-29 Good condition. Price $12 Including 75 Union. Tel. 18-32. Union.
25*29
records.
ALVIN
E.
WALLACE.
Friend

stance
Hallowell
is
visiting
in
painted
scene
typical
of
the
famous
of the Cross.' Evening service at 7
CYPHERS INCUBATORS for sale. 200 ship road, South Waldoboro.
25-ACRE Farm lor sale ln Warren. 5
25*26
Curtis Will Probably Be Hung
Thomaston.
county,
has
just
given
place
to
a
and
240
egg
capacity.
MRS.
H
P
miles
from
Rockland.
E.
P.
LEWIS.
Riv
o'clock when the topic will be “The
the State House
BIRD GLASSES for sale—fine condl- erside St. Warren. P. O. Box 207. 25‘26
Knox Pomona meets at Seven Tree display of Maine sardines as part of Buchanan. Camden. Tel. 2597 . 25*26
Main Sources of Happiness.” The
Uon.
Priced
very
reasonable.
TEL.
722-M
a drive to further popularize the
PRAIRIE STATE Incubator for sale.1 Ro"kTand'
Grange March 7.
consisting of 70 acres situated
Sacrament of the Lord's Supper
25*26 onFARM
the south side of Mt. Pleasant and
small _fish. ,. New Fngiand
consump- onfr
360-egg
size; also Buffalo
Incubator
240A painting of Cyrus H. K. Curtis, I
will follow the close of the morning
.
ell f I rxrx
egg eitro
size. In
In good condition.
M. W
W. <JTK<_
SIM- i HAND BRAIDED RbG 7x9. made Iron overlooking Penobscot Bay and Islands.
tion of sardines is far below normal MONS, South Thomaston. Me.
Philadelphia publisher and benefac
25*26 ?I*2ew w0°l material Reasonably priced. Would be a delightful place for summer
service.
—■ .
■
— '
) MRS. WINIFRED DAVIS, Waldoboro. hotel. Price on application. ALTON T.
according to Mr. '3ouli, who com —’S.CR.I.
tor of many Maine institutions, may
Red Chicks for sale. Bred for [ Friendship Road.
25*26 RUSSELL. Rockland, R.R. 1. Box 108-A.
mented
on
the
fact
that
of
the
two
production,
color
and
type.
State
tested
-------------- ------------be hung in the State Capitol at Au
♦ < ♦
WARREN
hundred million cans packed in for Pullorum disease and accredited.DALTON CASH REGISTER, nine figgusta, as the result of correspond- )
Prtces for May and June ibo to 500 $15; j ures: Model K-45; Bulck roadster; 5-tube
W H. Robinson was chairman at cnee instigated by Representative
FARM consisting of 50 acres, situated
Maine in a ,normal xyear the greater, . 500
to 1.000. $14.; 1.000 and over $13 per Browning-Drake radio receiver for sale in West Rockport.
mile from P.O.,
the Republican caucus held
in Rounds of Portland and completed ,
AT EASTERTIDE
Grape fru.it
nroportion of the output IS consu ned ! hundred. M. M. KINNEY. Thomaston. 1 at reasonable prices. C. A. LAMSON. near chur'ti and school. Plenty of
Glover hall Wednesday evening. Tuesday with the written consent
in the South.
Bt. George Road..___________24*30) Rockville.
__________
25*28 water, level fields, fine location, house
Chester B. Hall as moderator, the of Mr. Curtis.
tastes best
That Most Personal of All
SETTING of geese eggs wanted. : FLEMISH Giant and Chinchilla rab- and barn connected, good stock farm.
A booklet, published by the Sardine
Price on application. Inquire of ALTON
following officers were nominated:
SLEEPER. JR.. 431 Main blts (r™ Stahl's gold certificate regls- T.
Gifts—Your Photograph.
Representative Rounds wrote to
Fisheries of Maine distributed in CLEVELAND
RUSSELL. R.R. 1. Box. 108-A. Rock
when
not
Street.
23-25 i tered stock. WESLEY WINCAPAW. Ten land.
town clerk, G. D. Gould: selectmen. Mrs. Edward W. Bok. daughter of
Me.
25*26
connection with the display lists a
ant's Harbor. Olenmere Road
..-..l-A,.
„„„„„„
FOR SALE—R. I. Red Chicks. State _______________________ 25*26
Ansel Hilt and Clifford Spear: as- Mr. Curtis asking her to obtain Mr
FOR
SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
cored
or
slashei
njmbei
of
tasty
recipes
for
prepar|
accredited
$18
per
100.
w.
L.
merriam
.
May we suggest an early
sessors. C. B. Hall and Herbert Ken- CurtiR. consent to the placing of a
ELECTRIC STOVE. A-l condition. and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS, 140 Taling the fish. Dishes include "Curried ) Union. Maine. Telephone 8-5.
2l-tl
16-tf
niston; treasurer. Willis Vinal; painting of him in the State House.
Have no use for it. Price $25. Inquire bot Ave. Tel. 711.
appointment to insure de
Before serving
Sa; diner with Rice." “Devilled Sar
S.
C.
R.
I.
REDS
—
Baby
chicks
from
1
at
72 CAMDEN ST.. Rockland.
25*26
FOR
SALE
—
Six
room
house,
garage.
school committee, Charles Starrett Mrs. Bok replied that Mr. Curtis was
dines." “Tomatoes. Stuffed with Sar standard utility stock. Maine accredited. nBTnnvHnHTr ,
livery before April 5.
' x. —rv
lights and water, double lot of
remove seeds
fish warden. C. B. Hall; tax collector. pleased with the tribute implied by
_?.P]?ONIC vlctr?la- cabinet style electric
dines." "Jellied Sardines," "Esca!- They make healthy, productive hens ! °£THrecords,
reasonable price. C S. land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
Price
per
100.
$20;
500.
$19;
1000
and
u~
C. T. Moody; road commissioner. J.
reqUest an(j js willing to present
rent
plan.
$1500. $15 month. V. P.
loped Eggs and Sardines," and $18. Jlatchlng eggs. Write or phone
STEVENS. 102 Union St. Tel. 105-W
and. loosen
___________ 25*26 STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 12-tf
S. McDonald.
a painting of himself to the State.
"Mulled Sardines.”
C. TEAGUE, Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
Champney’s Studio
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
M,iss Myrtle Davis of Rockland gj,e reqUested that Mr. Rounds atFRAMED PICTURES, swing frames.
Samples of the fish packed by the j Warren-________________________ 11-tl high
pulp in each section
A large list ol sum
grade mirrors at low cost, new mat tions In Rockland
spent Thursday afternoon and even- tend t0 t[)C details and obtain a copy i
Foot of Limerock Street
31 fisheries of the state, a series of
BABY CHIX. WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. board ln variety of colors. STANLEY D mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
ing with Mrs. Fred Starrett.
[ of the painting of Mr. Curtis which ,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
without cutting
pictures depicting catching and R I. Reds. Bred Ior eggs, type and color, GREGORY, picture and framing shop estate. Come and talk over my list If
_ xx.
accredited for white diarrhoea. $20 upstairs. 471 Main St. Tel. 254.
Mrs. Rosa Cutting
andi Edward ls jiangjng jn Portland City Hall.
25*26 you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
packing operations are embodied in state
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
15-tf
per hundred, postpaid for March until
22-tf
membranous
Cutting were callers on Walter Ayer
Mr. Rounds plans to take the mat- 1
DICTIONARY HOLDER: also square
the attractive display. One picture 15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
FOR
SALE
—
Penobscot
Bay
farms
and
golden
oak
extension
(lining
table.
TEL
and Mrs. Georgia Cameron in Union ter up will) Cov. Gardiner anil ar- ’
shows tlie scale model of a sardine per hundred Safe arrival guaranteed. 180. Thomaston.
— Member orpar titior s
25*26 cottages for sale and rent, attractive
H. WY1.I.IE & SON. Thomaston,
range for th'e placing of the painting I
Photoorapiieps’Ass’nof.Xmerica
Thursday.
mlces,
Ideal
loaetlons,
tea
houses,
and
fishery, used at the Eastern States F.
Maine, Route 1. Phono Warren 10-6
HOUSE of 8 rooms at 8 Pine St., Thom- shbre lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast;
Mrs. Mansfield Robinson was over- at the earliest possible date.
Exhibit in 1929.
,
.
l-tl aston. Inquire on PREMISES.
25*26 Maine
15-tl

Thomaston Tax Payers
TAKE NOTICE -

In Everybody’s Column

L
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Every-Other-Day
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In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.

e.

TELEPHONE ......................... 77# or 7M.W

Mrs. Ella Buf(um will entertain
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. Monday
afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. Lucie
Walsh and Mrs. Minnie Cobb as
assisting hostesses. The program
chairman will be Mrs. Irene Moran
Mrs. Vivian Hewett will give a group
of songs, and E. C. Moran Jr., will be
guest speaker.

THIRTY-EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY AND
V7T

Mrs. Nettie Lord was hostess for
thp bridge party given by the BPW
Club Thursday evening. There were
four tables, honors falling to Mrs
Donald Perry. Mrs. Willis Anderson,
Mrs. Thomas Foley, Mrs. S. A.
Burpee, and Mrs. Ray Stewart.
•
Mrs. Caro Coates of Glencove
entered the Home for Aged Women
Thursday.

“RED LETTER DAY SALE”
teO

-

IN THIS OUR PRESENT SHOP

wm,

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Mrs. Fred C. Lindsey Jr., was
hostess to the Chummy Club for
bridge Wednesday evening at her
home on Laurel street.

«><•.<,-

TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1931

Circle supper will be served at the
Congregational vestry Wednesday
night at 6, with Mrs. H. B. Fales as
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Willis I.
Ayer, Mrs. Ernest C. Davis. Mrs. E.
D Spear, Mrs C. I. Burrows, Mrs.
Henry C. Chatto, Mrs. A. E. Keyes.
Mrs. Minnie Cobb. Miss Alena Young.
Mrs. E. S. Levensaler and Mrs. C.
W. Proctor.

This day we hope to make a record sale day, as we will show and offer the best
of all our Early Spring purchases as our buyers have been in the New York and
Boston markets for the past ten days in the interest of this day’s sale.
New merchandise in all departments, at 10', discount, with the exception of
a few articles of restricted prices. Arrived today, 50 new fur scarfs, which are all
to be included in this Big Event.

The candy table committee of the
annual Universalist Fair gives a pub
lic bridge party next Thursday eve
ning at the Copper Kettle at 7.30.
Mrs. George B. Wood as chairman is
being assisted by other members of
the committee.

Thirty-eight years is a long time to look ahead—but not to look back.

Mrs. F. E. Follett entertained the
Thursday Auction Club with honors
won by Mrs. Perley Damon, Mrs.
Walter Ladd and Mrs. Raymond
Moulaison. Luncheon was served.

know you will appreciate the ten per cent discount on all
purchases on this day.
Paid purchases, charges and
orders will receive the same consideration and attention.

Following our custom we allow a ten per cent dis
count on all merchandise, with the exception of a few
restricted articles of established prices. In explaining
the object of this sale to our many patrons of Rockland
and adjoining towns we wish to say that it is to intro
duce new merchandise for the Spring Season, from every
department in our shop.

Another of the delightful dancing
parties took place at the Gonia oottage at Crescent Beach Thursday
evening, the hosts being Mr. and Mrs.
George B. Davis, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Jordan and Mr . and Mrs.
Emerson Sadler. Emma Harvey's
Silver King Orchestra dispensed ’all
the latest dance tunes, and buffet
lunch was served. There were 15
couples present.

The monthly supper of Chapin
Class, scheduled for Tuesday evening,
will be postponed, but a business
meeting will be held in the Univer
salist vestry at 7.30. There is very
important business to be discussed.

-

We solicit the patronage of all new comers to our
city and neighboring towns and trust we have the confi
dence of all our old patrons and that they will be here as
usual on the Thirty-eighth anniversary of our “Red Let
ter Day” Sale.

We began early to make our selections, and we

If Stormy Sale Will

Any °rderS mailed March 3 (eVe" ‘f nOt reCeiVed

Prompt Attention Is

_
.
„ .
.
Contmue Wednesday

after the sale) will have the same attention as those received on
the day J the saie _ Extra salespeople in attendance '

p.
*<
,
G.ven to Mad Orders

Betty McAlary who has been a*
Knox Hospital because of appendi
citis returns to her home on Talbot
avenue today.
Charles Small of The Highlands
has returned home from a trip of 10
days to Eastport and his former
home at Lubec.

A party for all members of the
Universalist Sunday School will be
held this afternoon from 3 to 5 at the
vestry, under the direction of the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Leon of
Miss Alice Hall entertained the C.
teachers and officers. Each class is
■ Charlotte. N. C., motor to Richmond
B.
club
Thursday
with
a
chicken
din

presenting a feature of the program, ner at her home on James street. and Washington. D. C. on a three
and refreshments will be served.
The afternoon was spent in sewing. i weeks’ trip March 14. They will be
These members were present, Mrs. j at Hotel Ambassador while in WashMiss Harriet A Thorndike ob Eva Williamson. Mrs. Ava Whitney. ] ington and at Carvel Hall in An
served her 89th birthday Wednesday Mrs. Kate Crawford, Mrs. Genevieve napolis over the weekends, in order
at her home on Maverick street. In Frye, Miss Agnes Hanley, all of to be with their son Midshipman
Civil War days she was a teacher in Thomaston, and Mrs. Maude Shea of Hayden Leon of the U. S. Naval
the schools of Rockland and nearby Rockland.
Academy. Mrs. Leon will attend
towns for 36 years. Although unable
. while there a formal hop. which is a
to walk and confined to a wheel
MrS. Harry L. Leon of Charlotte, j most brilliant affair. They will rechair for some years past, she is N. C., entertained informally at an j turn to Charlotte via Raleigh, N. C.
much interested in all news of the afternoon tea in horor of her mother, and Norfolk, Va.
day, and with reading and knitting Mrs. Amos Fiske. who celebrated her
of which she is very fond. She de 92d birthday.
Mrs. Grace Colburn is ill at her
Numerous guests
rived much pleasure from her callers called during the afternoon and she home on Camden street in the care
who on this day brought her many received many attractive presents, of Mrs. Beatrice Watts.
tokens of their esteem.
including potted plants, cut flowers,
Mrs. Caroline Merriam of Califorcandv and two huge artistically deco
Mrs. Fred Collamorc returned yes rated birthday cakes, which were cut , nia, has been the guest of her
terday from Portland where she has for the occasion. Mrs. Fiske leaves cousin Mrs. Donald Cummings,
been for three weeks during the ill for her home the latter part of April, North Main street, the past few days.
ness and subsequent death of a rela and will be joined in Washington. D.
Miss Annie Richards of Rockport
tive, Mrs. J. A. Cunningham.
C. by her brother. Charles Hayden,
who will spend a few months in was a guest Thursday at the home of
her brother, Alton W. Richards. Bay
Victor Atwood who recently sold Maine.
View square.
his house on Willow street has taken
an apartment in The Bicknell at 493
The Universalist ladies will serve
Rev. George H. Welch has been
Main street, and with his family is supper Wednesday night at 6, with
called to Bradford, Vt., by the death
already occupying it.
Mrs. L. F. Chase as chairman The 1 of his father. The morning service
operetta “Afternoon Tea" will be at the Universalist Church tomorrow
Mrs. C. E. Rollins was dinner guest presented by members of thg Clara is omitted.
t
Wednesday of Mrs. Charles Gregory, Barton Guild directly after supper,
and a silver collection will be taken.
Glencove.
Mrs. Fred S. Kenniston of Union
The operetta is being repeated in has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Mrs. Charles Merritt and sons response to numerous requests fol Thurston the past week.
Charles and Frederick were in Port lowing the fine performance given
land for the weekend. Mrs. Merritt by the young actors last Saturday.
Dr. Linwood Rogers who has been
attended the Freiburg Passion Play
spending a few days with his familv
The entertainment at the Congre left yesterday for Fort Fairfield
Monday evening.
gational vestry Thursday evening where he is engaged in the practice
The meeting of the Methcbesen drew an appreciative audience. The of osteopathy.
Club Friday. March 6. will be at the features were three playlets present
Mrs. Henry B. Bird entertained a
home of Mrs. Harriet S. Frost, Sum ed by pupils of Miss Adelyn Bushnell—"Hearts” with Helen deRoche- few friends at tea Wednesday after
mer street.
mont, Ruth Perry, Marian Mullen noon.
The
Congregational
Woman's and Mary Sleeper in the cast; “Ever
When Edward Gonia arrived home
Association will meet Wednesday Young." with Mrs. Josephine Perry,
afternoon at 4.30. Circle supper at 6. Mrs. Seymour Cameron. Miss Faith from his place of business last night,
Ulmer and Miss Marian Norton, and he found the living room tenanted by
The Junior Harmony Club meets “He Said—She Said." with Miss five of his intimate friends, the din
Wednesday evening at the BPW Dorothy Snow, Mrs. John Pomeroy. ing room set for extra guests, and
rooms. A program will be presented Miss Agnes Flanagan and Robert unwonted activity in the kitchen.
in addition to a lesson in music ap Gardner. The parts were cleverly Two birthday cakes of most attractive
taken, and reflected happily the effi design were features of the surprise,
preciation.
cient teaching of Miss Bushnell. which Ed may or may nqt have fath
Mrs. Lettie Kalloch entertained Between the plays Miss Charlene omed in the earlier hours of the day.
the N.&S. Club Thursday evening at Grindel presented the Balcony Scene but he manifestly was not prepared
her home on Amesbury street for from “Romeo and Juliet” and Mrs. for .the gift of a gold watch chain,
luncheon and bridge. The table was Esther Perry Howard sang delight gracefully presented by the mayor.
beautifully decorated, the color fully “Swallow Song” by delAcqua A chicken supper, supplemented by
scheme of green and rose and the and “Cradle Song” by Brahms, with dainty courses, placed the men folks
dainty appointments reflecting St. Mrs. Arnold Rogers at the piano. in a most cheerful frame of mind
Patrick’s Day season. An interesting This committee was in charge: Miss for the talkfest which followed. Mr.
feature was the announcement of Marian Norton, chairman, Mrs. Fred Gonia’s guests heard a most interest
Mrs. Kalloch's approaching wedding P. Colson, Mrs. L. B. Cook. Mrs. C. ing rehearsal of some of his three
to Raymond Cross, son of Mr. and O. Perry. Mrs. Fred T. Veazie. Mrs. years’ experiences in command of a
Mrs. Wilbur Cross of this city. The Seymour Cameron. Mrs. William U. S. mine planter. The members of
announcement, made by means of Vinal, Mrs. Wallace Spear, Mrs. Har the party were Edward Gonia. birth
original and cleverly worded verses, old Coombs and Miss Dorothy Snow. day host, Mavor Charles M. Rich
extended an invitation to each guest A special vote of thanks was extend ardson, Rev. George H. Welch. Dr.
to attend the wedding. A shower of ed to Joseph Emery who gave valuable E. W. Peaslee, Deputy Sheriff C.
pink glassware was given Miss Mad- assistance in making and arranging Earle Ludwick and F. A. Winslow.
lene Rogers, whose engagement to stage settings, also to the Burpee
The first week in March will be a
L. C. Jackson Jr., was recently an Furniture Company for the use of
19 cent week at Gonia's on wall pa
nounced. Honors in bridge were won furniture.
pers. This will include fifty pat
by Mrs. Lawrence Leach. Mrs. Sher
The men of the Littlefield Memorial terns suitable for every room, half
wood Williams and Mrs. Lewis ColChurch
will
serve
a
public
supper
(
of
which are sun tested and formerlv
tart.
Wednesday from 6 to 7. Tickets 35 [ priced from 25 to 39 cents a roll,
Avoid spring houseeleaning work. cents. The Ladies' Aid will repeat i Shall also continue the sale on our
There are many ways the People's their play, “The Fountain of Youth" 113 cent papers next week. Free ileLaundry can help you. Telephone after supper; 10 cents admission.— ! livery and double S.&II. Green
1 stamps. Gonia's—adv.
adv.
170—adv^
25-31

CLINE-HOUSE
j Bluehill, 61 years ago, but had spent*
the greater part of her life in Cam- ,
den. Besides her husband, sb" is; Harvey Cline of Rockland and
survived by a brother, William Clay- Mrs. Charlotte E. House of Damari- I
ter of Lincolnville and two sisters, i scotta were united in marriage by
Mrs. Olive Young and Mrs. Ida Page Rev. J. Charles MacDonald at the ]
both of this place. She wa' a mem
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Gross,
I ber of the Friends-in-Couneil, the
1 C.C.H. Club and Seaside Chapter. 10 Holmes street Wednesday night.
O.E.S. The funeral will be held Sat The bride wore a blue satin dress
urday afternoon at 130. Rev. Ralph with a spray oi white roses. Re
Hayden officiating and interment freshments were served after the
will be in the Mountain Street cem cpremony The guests were Mr. and
etery.
Mrs. Cyrus Gross. Miss Relia Venner,
FLOOD-ALLEY
Ernest Parsons of Concord. N. H.. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cline, Mr. and
and Mrs. W. H. Clayter Wahlquist of Mrs. Harvey Cline Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
A very pretty wedding was solemn Bennington, Vt., are in town called Ralph Blake and son Walter. En
ized at the home of Mr. and Mrs. By here by the death of Mrs. Albert H. tertainment was provided by Miss
ron Milliken by Rev. Herman R. Parsons.
Relia Venner.
Winchenbaugh. Thursday evening.
The
contracting
parties
were
Stephen F. Flood. Jr., surfman at the
Whitehead Coast Guard Station, and
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Agatha B. Alley, eldest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Alley of White
head Lighthouse service. The beau
tiful double ring ceremony was im
pressively performed. The groom
and his best man Freeman W. Beal,
Jr., were in full United States Coast
Guard uniform.
The bride was
I lovely in a beautiful wedding gown
j of pink silk crepe.
The wedding party, standing in
the Milliken's living room the at
tractive bride and stalwart groom
plighting their vows, made a picture
“Our love will endure in
not soon to be forgotten by those
our baby, Yancey dar
who witnessed it. Mr. and Mrs. Flood
ling. The land of his
will make their home at Whitehead
birth will endure, too!”
and will doubtless become boosters
It's a bitter land where
gentle Sabra Cravat has
of the Cloverdale Co., of which Mr.
her
baby!
Winchenbaugh is manager, and of
With brain, blood and
the Milliken House, of which Mr.
heart she labors to make
the land tit for her son
Milliken is proprietor.
to live ln!
The many friends of the young
Warm, eager love sus
couple extend heartiest congratula
taining
her
husband.
EDNA
Yancey, striving to carve
tions.
H. R.

Mrs. Evelyn Studley died suddenly
Thursday at her home, 279 Main
street, after an illness of three days,
i Funeral services will be held at the
’ate home Sundav afternoon at 2
; o'clock. Mrs. Studley is survived by
two sons, H. Pearl Studley and Virgil
F. Studley. both of Rockland; and
two daughters, Mrs. Lula L. McLeod
of Wollaston. Mass., and Mrs. Frank
Tirrell Jr., of Rockland; also by one
brother. Orrin B. Jones of Worcester.
Mass.

CAMDEN
The regular meeting of Camden
Commandery, Knights Templar will
be held Tuesday evening with v.ork
in the Order of the Temple.
The third annual Regatta will be
held at Camden. July 31 and August
1. The following is the Regatta
committee: Harold Corthell, chair
man, John Bird, Chauncey Borland,
Alvah L. Anderson, Eugene Rich,
Oliver W. Mayhew, Robert W.
Jamieson, George Grant, J. Hugh
Montgomery and Standish Perry.
Regular meeting of Megunticook
Grange Wednesday evening.
Mr and Mrs. Guy Frcethy are
spending a few days in Sargentvillc.
Mrs. A. H. Chamberlain of An
dover, Mass., is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Louie Wardwell, High street.
Mrs. Almeda Porter entertained
the Friday Reading Club this week
at hex home on Megunticook street
with Mrs. Harry Hooper as reader.
Regular meeting of Amity Lodge,
F.&A.M. Friday evening.
Mrs. Walter Joy entertained he
Twilight Twelve this week at het
home on Bay View street.
Mary Estelle, wife of Albert H.
Parsons, died Wednesday night at
her home on Chestnut street, follow
ing a short illness of double pneu
monia. The deceased was born at

an empire of majesty and
power
from a
virgin
wilderness!
These two mates lead
the tapestry of civiliza
tion in

FERBER'S
Colossal

CIMA
Radio's Exciting Awesome Drama of Far-Flung Empire Starring

RICHARD DIX

“Cimarron" Means
Wild, Untamed, Unruly!

As YANCEY CRAVAT

“Cimarron" Means
Magnificent Entertainment!

As SABRA CRAVAT
WM. COLLIER, JR.
NANCE O'NEIL
ESTELLE TAYLOR
EDNA MAY OLIVER
And a Mighty Host
of 40.000 Players!

Children's Matinee
Monday 4.00 o'clock

MONDAY-TUESDAY
The Caress No
Woman Can Resist!

At Night
Her Kisses
Give Life To This
Vampire . . . Un-Dead
hive Hundred Years!
Now the screen presents the strangest
.story ever known!

The uncanny, awe-inspiring adventures
of a vampire who lives by night 1 Who
by day is a ... ?
It's fantastic, weird, strange!

"DAAOMA
Universal's Thrilling Vampire Drama
From the famous novel by Bram Stoker
Starring

IRENE DUNNE

NOW SHOWING
“CRIMINAL CODE”

BELA LUGOSI
Creator of "Dracula" on the l,c>.
Helen Chandler
David Manners

NOW PLAYING—“THE GREAT MEADOW

COMEDY

with
WALTER HUSTON

, I; Stage!
1 rances Dade

ADDED
CARTOON

NEWS

A Paramount Publix Theatre
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Tel. 892

A

l!

Ml
LUr
A PARAMOUNT PUBLIX THEATRE
SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30

fe

[F

Home ol Paramount Plctuu

*
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Down in the Tip of Texas.
Tomorrow is March 1. An impor
tant month ahead. Boreas, the
North wind of the Greeks, holds
sway. The ides are with us on the
15th. The first day of spring is the
21st. The first Congress met March
4. 1789. The first telephone was
used March 10. 1876. St. Patrick's
Day comes the 17th; and Palm Sun
day the 29th. The bloodstone is the
birthstone of the month, and the
daffodil, the flower. This all on one
calendar.
$> ♦ ♦ $
Now let's read the Merchant Ma
rine Bulletin. Did you know the
Standard Oil fleet today comprises
23 ocean-going vessels and
18
smaller craft for rivers. That the
latest addition to this company's
fleet is the motorship California
Standard, constructed by Krupp's
Germaniawerft, A. G. This craft is
not only the largest motor-driven
tanker owned by the company, but
also has a greater cargo capacity
than any other tank-vessel, however
propelled, at present owned by the
operator. The total maximum volu
metric capacity of all cargo com
partments is 132,109 ( 42 gallon) bar
rels. In addition, the forehold Is ar
ranged for carrying a considerable
quantity of package freight and the
vessel’s bunker and fresh water
tanks hold sufficient fuel for 100
days’ cruising at full power. The
length over-all of the California

Standard is 530 feet, draft 28 feet,
7>a inches; displacement at above
draft 22.810 tons, deadweight ca
pacity at displacement 16.032 tons,
average speed 11 knots.
<$> <•> <$> •?>
Did you ever guess that one boat
could carry 132.000 barrels (not gal
lons! of oil? In Los Angeles harbor,
some years ago. I saw a government
tanker pumping oil into a battleship.
They said she held 60.000 barrels ot
oil. That seemed large at that time.
But to vision 132.000 barrels of oil
in the hold of one ship is a lot of
vision.

However, the speed with which
they load and unload them so as to
get in and out of port in a hurry, is
something to think over. As an il
lustration of the fast time in which
cargo is discharged, craft of the H.
M. Storey type regularly discharge
full cargoes of approximately 108,000
barrels California crude oil in 20
hours. This gives a 'discharge rate of
5.400 barrels per hour. The loading
of the vessels is accomplished in even
shorter time, the H. M. Storey type,
for example, being loaded with full
cargo of crude oil at San Pedro in
seven and a-half hours, or at the re
markable rate of approximately
14.000 barrels, or over 2.000 tons per
hour.
$><$>$>■$>
An invention of far reaching value
is that of the flue gas system created

by this company and which is in
stalled upon its tankers. This sys
tem converts a vessel's flue gas into
an inert gas for introduction into the
vapor spaces of cargo tanks. This
arrangement eliminates the explo
sion hazard. This company recently
offered the details of its flue gas
system to all ship operators.
The vessels of the company's fleet
are equipped with the latest and best
safety devices, such as the electric
sounding machine, radio compass,
and gyro-pilot. Fire-fighting equip
ment, in most instances well beyond
that required by law. is provided and
carefully looked after. The entire
absence of ship fires from which
many oil vessels have suffered heav
ily surely emphasizes the care given
this subject.
«><$♦<£
All this is made possible by taking
advantage of the newest inventions
and keeping abreast of the times.
And that surely does keep corpora
tions using machinery on the jump
these days. Machinery at this writ
ing goes out of date long before it
gets a chance to wear out. and if you
are to compete with the other fellow
you have to keep putting in the newer
machines.
$
And now here comes the Janus
system of whistle signals that will
interest Maine fishermen. The sys
tem uses long blasts only. The time
interval between blasts indicates the
course of the vessel making the
signal. When governed by the Inter
national Rules, a time interval of
one minute plus seven and one-halt
seconds indicates "North East:'' one
minute plus fifteen seconds indicates
“East.” On inland waters of the
United States "North East" is indi
cated by a time interval of thirty sec
onds pius three and a quarter sec
onds': "East” by thirty seconds plus
seven and one-half seconds. The
maximum intervals, one minute plus
• one minute making two minutes for
"North,” complies with the Interna
tional Rules: also for inland waters
of the United States, thirty seconds
plus thirty seconds, making one

minute for "North." complies with
RECALLS 01.0 TIMES
the United States Regulations.
The signal is made automatically i Arthur Thomas Who Lived Opposite
at the proper time interval by a me
Cobb Shipyard, Also Asks a Few
chanical apparatus driven by an
Questions
electric motor. The time interval is
controlled and made to correspond Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
with the course merely by moving a I I have something that I want to
pointer over q compass dial in the
part of the apparatus on the bridge, ask the voung fellows, just to test
to the course that the vessel is steer their memory. Will somebody pleas?
ing, and leaving it there until the lei me know what year and month it
course is^changed; when it must be was that the Boston and Bangor
reset by liand.
boats left the old Atlantic wharf and
The Janus system whistle is two- ,
toned, with a changing note during j transferred to Tillson wharf?
Now I will try to name some of the
the first half of the long blast. That
is to indicate that it is a whistle sig men who were employed at the old
naling courses, and not an ordinary steamboat wharf. The agent for the
whistle. On hearing such a blast, a boats was Oscar Kalloch and his
stop-watch, with a compass rose on
the dial, or a pointer on an extra com help included David Vose and Sam
pass dial, on the apparatus on the Haskell, and Bijah Veazie did the
bridge, is started at the end of the trucking. Bijah did not drive team
blast, and is stopped at the end of a great while, he soid out to Charles
the next blast. The course of the Haskell, Sam's son. Charles staved
vessel sounding the blast is then read on the (ob onlv a short time before
directly from the compass rose on he sold to Sidney McIntosh. Ed
the stop-watch, or the dial in appara ward Ingraham kept the restaurant
tus on the bridge, without any ob and his son young Ed. the barber at
servation of the number of seconds, the Southend, used to help his father.
and without recollecting the code Charlie Haskell bought out William
other than to distinguish between H Harrington's fruit store that was
waters under the International Rules in the wooden block that was located
and those under the United States right opposite the Thorndike Hotel.
Regulations for inland waters.
The next store south of his was a
The promoters of this system state shoe store kept by Edward W. Berry
that it is being tested successfully by and his brother Arthur, and upstairs
two ferryboats on Puget Sound. They Abner Bills had a shoe shop and
claim that the information as to the Frank Crockett a photograph shop.
course of a vessel whose signal is Thomas McLoon the artist had
heard in a fog will aid greatly in rooms in the block.
I think the steamer Cambridge
avoiding collision, and also that it will
lessen the delay when vessels must made the first landing at Tillson
pass one another very slowly in a fog v barf. I was a small boy at the time
in narrow channels, as at harbor en J and lived opposite the Cobb Ship
yard.
Arthur S. Thomas
trances.
Grasmere. N. H.. Box 42
Teacher (to 7-year-old': "So you
Little Sue was visiting in the
have broken off a tooth, have you?
country and saw some little pigs for
How did you do it?'
Seven-Year-Old: "Oh, shifting the first time. What attracted her
attention most was the twist in their
gears on a lollypop.”
tails. After gazing at them in
It is reported that complaints are wonder for a time she asked: "Say,
being heard in some cities because , grandpa, does the piggies’ mamma
the soup kitchen are not giving curb I p.'t their tails ud in curl papers
c«rv‘ce to automobiles.—Nashville , every night or does they have a
I permanent?”
Southern Lumberman.

The C AMELS I

are earning •

DION

IN

CURTIS-LAND

SAUNTERINGS
[Continued from Page One]
"Over Just beyond the hill-tops
the Chris-craft, 200 h. p. speedboat
As the sun sinks In the West."
of Governor William T. Gardiner, is
We have lived In this apartment
in the lead of an exciting race; hut
on the next and final lap came in since Sept. 10. 1917, and the sunsets
second. A small boy in the crowd of to me are just as grand now as the
spectators yelled:
first one I gazed upon from our
“Oh. what a Governor!" But Gov
kitchen
windows more than 13 years
ernor Gardiner was re-elected at the
I ago. We are almost on the highest
September election for all that.
Use your glasses, please, and note J spot in Somerville, and then it drops
our beloved brother Fossil, C. H. K. J off toward Arlington, making a valley
C„ standing on the bridge!
That evening as we left'Rockland between us and Arlington Heights,
Harbor homeward bound, the Cam I distance in a straight line about five
den Yacht Club illumination and ' miles.
' fireworks display was in progress.
I have looked at that sceneAn airplane fully outlined in electric spring, summer, autumn and winter.
lights came down from Camden ar.d II never tire of it. to me it is a moving
encircled our steamer, and as we picture, and only needs Old Ocean to
passed into the channel beyond Owl’s make it a "Heavenly Picture.” One
Head the plane followed and set off evening this week as the sun went
a flare that hung in the sky, bril down the valley was filled with purple
liantly illuminating the country for haze. It was beautiful. Some sun
ten minutes. Just as that expired we sets are a reproduction of Penobscot
passed Ash Point, within view of our Bay, the land, islands, Camden Moun
little summer cottage at Pleasant tains, etc. Sometimes I have to pinch
Beach, where friends we were leav myself to see if I am awake, it is so
ing touched off a gorgeous bonfire in
Some folks would burst lorth
our honor. The captain responded real.
with flashlight salutes. It was a with song at the sight; others would
long-to-be-remembered finale to our write a poem about it, but I can't
write poetry. Others would write a
brief visit to dear old Maine.
P S.—Here is just one more item: wonderful description of it; I can’t.
• • • o
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, who has given All I can do is look at that scene and
The completeness of The Courier- thousands of dollars toward worthy thank God that my eyesight is good,
Gazette plant reflects the prosperity causes in Maine this year, has prom and that I have remained a country
of that very excellent tri-weekly and ised directors of the Portland Boys' man and appreciate the “rising of the
indicates that Mr. Fuller's 57 years Club that he will donate $42,500 if sun, and the going down thereof.”
This afternoon I was making a
of "everlastingly keeping at it" have the directors will raise the other
not been in vain. In our journey $42,500 necessary to pay in full for purchase in a store in Boston, and
through the plant Mr. Winslow men the new Boys' Club building which is during the conversation with the
tioned his acquaintance with the late being constructed at Cumberland salesman I mentioned Camden. "Are
Edward W. Bok, who was a summer Avenue and Chestnut street.
you acquainted there?" he asked.
resident of Camden for many years
Mr. Curtis became an honorary “Yes, it is only about 20 miles from
a great lover of sports, an ardent vice president of the Portland Bovs’ my home town, I worked there in '84,
baseball fan, and took keen inter Club some months ago, and shortly and always go there when I go to
est in the local teams, aiding them afterward was elected one of the Maine."
by his patronage and the offering board of directors. As such he was
"Well, I have had a camp on Lake
of liberal prizes.
mailed a notice of the meeting to be Megunticook for the past 10 or 12
“He wanted to see the best club held at the Eastland Hotel recently, years," said the salesman. Con
win," said Mr. Winslow: "he wanted mainly for the purpose of discussing versation flowed freely for several
to see good sportsmanship, and ways and means of raising the neces minutes then. We agreed that Cam
above all he admired gentlemanly sary $85,000.
den. with its environs, is the most
conduct on the part of the players.
The notice sent to Mr. Curtis has beautiful place on this terrestrial
So strong was his sentiment in re been returned to the board with this sphere. That seems to be what dis
gard to the last named attribute that | short message, penned by his own cerning people think of the scenery
for two seasons he refused to attend hand:
in our native State of Maine.
any game in which a certain team
"The Lord will do half the work,
Speaking of sunsets, reminds me of
played, his ire having been aroused but it is the last half. I will imitate the old story of the artist in the coun
by some discordant scenes attend I the Lord. You raise the first half try, painting a glorious sunset while
ing a game in which that team was and I will contribute the last half. a native looks on.
one of the participants "
1 Cyrus H. K. Curtis."
Artist: "See that long, polished belt
Mr. Bok never failed to meet me
Can you beat that? It is hard to of azure, worthy of a Sicilian sky.
with a smile," continued Mr. Wins i keep up with that fellow Curtis!
And see that castellated city. It be
low. "He would walk with me while
comes more vivid, see those forms of
the teams were at practice, and
THF. GUEST
peerless fanes and alabaster temples,
among his remarks I can never recall
I For The Courier-Gazette)
and those glories rare and grand in
a word which did not stress the im My room, when twilight deepens.
this mundane sphere. LTo native]
Is a lovely place to be;
portance of high ideals for sports
Can't you see them?”
often I sit. and make believe.
men. He gave liberally of his money j For
Native: "Nope, ain't seen nuthin’
for worthy causes: who shall say j That you are here with me.
like that. Mister, sence I quit drinkin.'’
that he did not bestow even a great- ! Sometimes we sit In silence.
The Saunterer
For a friend who understands:
er boon in his advice to those who Never
Somerville, Mass.
needs much conversation—
were at the crossroads?"
No clever talk demands

eligible to membership within the
State of Maine, whereupon Mr. Ful
ler said:
“I was interested in amateur jour
nalism at a time when that form of
youthful recreation flourished. While
I was in high school I issued the first
number of The Enterprise, a fourpage sheet of the same size as that
printed by Mr. Curtis. I had my own
printing office in a chamber at home,
wrote all the matter, set the type,
worked off the editions on a Novelty
press; in fact was editor, printer and
every other form of official high and
low that the business demanded. I
ran the Enterprise monthly for a
year, then made a weekly of it under
the name of Courier. That was in
1874. Eight years later that sheet
which I founded merged with an
other, and beheld The Courier-Ga
zette! How many others of the ama
teur journalists have stuck it out for
fifty-seven years? I wonder.”
And so Mr. Fuller is entitled to a
front row seat within The Fossil fold
beside the eminent leaders of our
clan.

• 0 • *

But. when we both are rested

The life of Edward Bok was so
And the kettle steams and sings.
interwoven with that of Mr. Curtis , We talk of prohibition, and
that it seems meet to here mention j Of cabbages and kings.
Mr. Winslow's estimate of the son- We speak of gorgeous sunsets.
SE81JV Ga- flowers, the bluebirds' call.
in-law. who was so great a factor in
with a tender reverence.
the success of the Curtis enterprises And.
Of Him who made them all.
HOHEY
Of all the glowing tributes offered
Fossil Curtis perhaps the greatest is And always, on the morrow
- ?hc Reliable Family
and
TAR
Mid
the
turmoil
of
the
day.
that accorded by his- old-time friend Some word you spoke comes back to me
Cough syrup compound
Arthur G. Staples, editor of the I And drives my care away.
OVER IOO MILLION BOTTLES USED
Lewiston Journal, who said:
Peggy N.
"We do not recall what church our - Thomaston.
friend Cyrus H. K. Curtis belongs to, j
if any. We reckon it is the People’s I
Church, to begin with. Here and j
there, all over the land, his Chris- :
tianity seems to spread like oil on !
the waters or perhaps like manna I
on the earth.
“He gives because he wants to
give. Gradually, without seeming, he |
is becoming the world's greatest
giver. Not waiting until his last
will and testament, not hanging on
to the end. but bestowing almost
every day, here and there, until his
benefactions are unsurpassed in va- I
riety. extent and selection.
“We see a great deal of sin and |
crime on earth. We doubt sometimes
-A hotel worthy ot Its name"
as to man's right to persist as the
ultimate creation of a Living Father.
47th St^yiut west of Broadway, New York
And then we see a man devoting
wealth to causes that are created out I
I
of the very words of Jesus: neighbor
Io the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre
liness, wisdom, culture—all of the al- j
truisms of the Messiah.
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
"A man who gives love and service
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
and accumulations of worldly goods :
to human benefit reacts to all of the j
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
beatitudes. And so gentle a man! .
So good! Absolutely good. Giving!
To meet the present-day demand for luxury at well
because he feels that way. And ;
aa economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
what a task—so much time taken in
it; so much solicitation; so many
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
asking.
“Blessed are the unselfish. Occa
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
sionally we see in our mind's eye
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
this man. standing about level with
our own self—and that is not very
closets, etc.
high, believe me—looking off at the
sea. from the deck of his yacht—his
favorite home. He has a sort of rapt
1000 ROOMS
look, as we have interpreted it. We
think that there would be little hope
1OOO BATHS
of a Church of Christ, or of Abraham,
or of Buddha, of Confucius, or of
RADIO in every room
Mahomet, if it were not for such as
he.”
SINGLE from *2.50

^COUGHS

Thia is the
Camel package in
which a significant
change has recently been made

NOW OPEN—The New

HOTEL

1

EDISON

KEWAR »
for the best answers to this question:

What significant change has recently been made in
the wrapping of the Camel package containing 20 cigarettes and

what are its advantages to the smoker?
First Prize. 823.000
Second Prize, 810.000 Third Prize, 85.000
For the five next best answers. 81.000 each
For the five next best answers • 8500 each
For the 25 next best answers . 8100 each

nWfirWMj/ Night
Tune in the Camel Hour
on N.B.C. Network
9.30 to 10.30

8.30 to 9.30
7.30 to 8.30
6.30 to 7.30

. Eastern Time
. Central Time
Mountain Time
. Pacific Time

Orer Stations
WJZ, WBZA, WBZ. WHAM, KDKA.WJB.
WGAR. KYW, WLW, WRVA, WSJS.KWK,
WJAX, WFLA, W1OD. WREN.

11.15
10.15
9.15
8.15

to
to
to
to

12.15
11.15
10.15
9.15

Eastern Time

.

Central Time
Mountain Time

Conditions Governing Contest:

1 Answers limited to 200 words.
2 Write on one side of the paper only.
3 No entries accepted that bear a postmark later
than midnight, March 4, 1931.
4 Contest open to everybody except employes and
executives of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and
their families.
5 In case of ties, the full amount of award will be
paid to each of the tying parties.

. . Pacific Time

6 It is not necessary to buy a package of Camel ciga

Ortr Stations
WHAS, WSM. WSB, WMC, WAPI, WJBX,

rettes in order to compete. Any store that sells
cigarettes will permit you to examine the Camel
package containing 20 cigarettes.

WSMB. KIHS, WTMJ. KSTP, WEBC,
WHY, WBAP, KPHC, WOAI, KOA, KSL,
KTAR.KGO.KECA. KFSD.KGW.KOMO,
KHQ. KFAB.

Judges:
•

Ch arles Dana Gibson
Famous Illustrator and
Publisher of “Life”
•
roy W.

Howard

Chairman of the Board,
Scripps Howard Newspapers
•
ray

Long

President, International
Magazine Company,
and Editor of “Cosmopolitan”
•

And Staff

AU communications must be addressed to Content Editor—

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Contest open only until MIDNIGHT, MARCH 4,1931
(Winners will be announced as soon as possible after contest closes)

A real, practical tribute in honor
of Mr. Curtis attaining the eightieth
milestone in his triumphal journey
through life was presented him hy
the directors of the Maine Publicity
Bureau. Those of the directors who '
know him most intimately were
aware of his enjoyment of the Satur
day night baked bean suppers served
by Mr. and Mrs. Staples at their
Squirrel Island cottage. It was de
cided to present Mr. Curtis with a
Glorified Bean Pot in the form of a
regular two-quart earthen pot but
with a solid silver container, that
it might have the proper setting
when placed on the table of the
I Curtis home or in the dining saloon
of his beautiful yacht, the Lyndonia.
This container has a wreath of pine
cones and branches engraved as a
border and bears the inscription:
"To Cyrus Herman Kotschmar
Curtis, in profound respect and ad
miration of those sterling qualities
which have endeared him not only
to the people of Maine, his native
State, but to the nation as well. Pre1 sented in commemoration of his
eightieth birthday, June 18, 1930, by
the directors. State of Maine Pub
licity Bureau."
The editor says we must call a
halt on these Curtis memoirs, al
though not a hundredth part of his
Maine activities have been touched
upon. The Camden Yacht Club regat
ta, an annual affair, was in prog
ress, and the last event we witnessed
the day of our departure. Fossil
Curtis is commodore of the club and
he is always a happy sight in his
official regalia. His yacht is commit
tee headquarters.

At the moment

DOUBLE from *4-00

SUITES from

<7.00

Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquet! a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persona is available

William F. Tbomann
Manager
Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S

Ideal Retort Hotel
po,nt* °* “t«rt«-Modern in every way.
* r<W. fr02 our ’Pacrau‘ ground-floor porches, which
•uTound the hotel
Many rooms with pnvate balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN «

Booklet

Application
,H H. Maaa

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: (European)

Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $12.00 dally
fW"** Boom Service Unsurpassed

^Hotel
Maselynn

